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"Real-world' Signals.
No matter whose world
theycomefrom.
Getting a satellite system off the
ground isn't easy. You spend
thousands ofhours testing and
retesting the hardware. At
integration, on the launch pad
and in-orbit. There has to be a
better way!
Now there is. The HP 8791
signal simulator can generate
the signals you need to quickly
and thoroughly test payloads,
earth stations or system monitoring equipment. From group
delay and gain to noise loading
and bit error rate, testing to
spec has never been this fast or
accurate. The HP 8791's digitally generated signals deliver
unsurpassed test consistency
time after time, anywhere, in or
out of this world.
Testing with simple signals and
modulations only tells part of
the story. Ever wonder what will
happen when real signals enter
your receivers and transponders? With the HP 8791 you can
simulate up and down link
traffrc, add transponder and
earth station impairments, test
with multiple carriers or evaluate the effects of propagation
and multipath. Quickly, easily
and repeatably.
For more information on the
HP 8791, call your local HP
sales office, or call the Netherlands +31 20 547 9999 and ask
for Ron Rausch. We'll send a
data sheet and a satellite test
technical paper that shows how
to get your birds offthe ground
faster.

There is a better way.
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AtCAlEt ESPACIO: Quslity in lime.
ALCATEL ESPACIO is engoged in the
design, development ond monufocturing of spoce
communicotion equipments ond systems, providing
front - line technology used in sotellite poyloods
ond olso in ground control stotions.
ALCATEL ESPACIO'S moin technologies
ond products ore:
- On Boord Digitol Electronics. (On Boord
Processing, Doto Acquisition, Video Processing,

Fiber Opticol Buses, etc).
- On Boord Rodiofrequency equipments
(TTC tronsponders, filters, multiplexers, etc).
- Communicotion systems (Design, User
Stotions, Control stotions, etc).
ALCATEL ESPACIO'S orgonizotion guorontees the quolity, devoted to deliver the product on time ond fulfilling the ogreed requirements.

ESPACIO
Alcotel Espocio,
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SPAGEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotllght

Model:
Copocity:
Dote Role:

FDR-8500C
5 Gigobytes (uncompressed)
10 Gigobytes (2:1 compression)
250 Gigobytes (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (bursi)

to 12 Mbit/s fotol (susfoined)
l6 lbs (7.3 kg)

4

Weighf:
Power:

18 Wofts @ 28VDC

Size:

1f.8"x9"x6"

lnterfoce:

RS-422

(300mm x229mm x 152mm)

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performance data storage units built for
operation within the Space Shuttle bay, on

the aft flight deck, and aboard space
platforms. Designed with 8mm helical scan
technolory, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These
recorders' unique characteristics make them

equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:1,

10 Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compression
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rates
are 10 Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels are from 4 Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The
error rate is less than one in 1013 bits read.

yielding

Mechanical

The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal

heaters activate below + 10'C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until

heaters can stabilize the

internal
vibration
environment above 0"C. Shock and
isolation allow the tape transport assembly
to surpass Shuttle launch and landing
requirements.
The recorder's footprint measures 11.8" x 9"
(300mm x 229mml, with a height of 6
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
70mm centers for easy interfacing with ESA

cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total

weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).
Electrical
Power dissipation

is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power
converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recorder's
operating environment.

lnterface

Communication with the FDR-8000 is
provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
I2OO baud. The data channel is synchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.

AMPTEK,INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA 01730 U.S.A. TEL 6171275-2242 FAX6171275-3470

THE OPTICAL ENCODER SOLUTION
CODECHAMP are designers and
manufacturers of high resolution,
high accuracy optical encoders,
predominately for the Military and
Aerospace markets.
CODECHAMP optical encoders are
supplied as absolute, absolute multi-turn
or incremental devices and have
resolutions up to 22 bits.
Their main characteristics are :
- integrated electronics
- integrated cold redundancy
- accuracy up to 1 arc. sec. RMS

Due to its acknowledged expertise
in the military market, and to the ongoing
CNES qualification, CODECHAMP
has become a key partner in many
major projects :
TELECOM 2, HISPASAT, SPOT,
HELIOS, PPF PLATFORM, SOHO,
ARTEMIS.

Our technology and capabilities enable
us to provide a comprehensive range of
specially designed products to exactly
meet our customers needs.

CooEcHAMP
23190 CHAMPAGNAT / FRANCE / TEL.: (33) 55 67 63 00 / FAX : (33) 55 67 68 59 / TELEX : CODCHAM 59 08 41 F
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Integ ral'
A Challenging Scientific Mission

K. Clausen
Science Projects Department, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
C. Winkler
ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The goals of gamma-ray astronomy

energy outputs

Gamma-ray photons carry the highest form of

galactic nuclei

energy of any electromagnetic

of

quasars and other active

radiation

known today. Space detectors have measured
gamma-rays with energies more than 10'' times
that of the photons of visible light. Because of their
penetrating nature, i e low interaction with matter;
these high-energy photons reach us from the most
distant (and oldest) parts of the U niverse, and they
also carry information from closer regrons like the
Centre of our Galaxy, which are obscured by

dense regions of molecular clouds and gas that
are opaque at most other wavelengths.

The spectroscopic study of atomic and molecular lines in the infrared,
optical and ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic spectrum has
provided us with knowledge and understanding of the physics of normal
stars. Spectral lines in the gamma-ray region are produced by new and
different processes. These include radioactivity, nuclear excitation,
electron - positron annihilation and radiation in the vicinity of magnetic
fields. Gamma-ray lines are indicators of all these processes and have now
been observed at astrophysical sites. They provide powerful diagnostics for
the high-energy processes occurring in some of the most violent and exotic
objects in the Universe.
The key features of the Integral satellite will allow us to study in great detail
these, and other sites of key interest in today's astrophysical research, with
high sensitivity combined with very good energy resolution and very good
imaging capabilities (in order to avoid source confusion) using two main
instruments, an'lmager' and a'Spectrometer'.

Owing to the high-energy processes that are
closely connected with the creation of gamma-ray
photons, gamma-ray astronomy provides us with
information about some of the most exotic oblects
in the Universe, such as black holes Although
radiation cannot escape from such an object, we
'see a black hole by observing radiation from
matter that is accelerated to extreme energies by
the enormous gravitational field near a black hole,
emitting gamma-rays during the process Massive
black holes, more than a milllon times the mass of
our Sun, are believed to power the enormous

One of the most striking characteristics of the sky at
gamma-ray energies is its dynamic variability. Two
exposures of a given region of the sky will, in many
cases, give different results. Variability of the

gamma-ray emission provides information aboul

the parent oblect, X-ray novae, for instance, have
energy spectra that extend into the lower part 01
the gamma-ray spectrum, These novae can be
observed several times per year and - at their

peak brightnesses

-

are the brightest

X-ray

sources in the sky Their intense, hard emission is
believed to originate from an instability in the disk
surrounding a black hole with stellar mass. This
disk contains matter accreted by the black

hole from

a

nearby companion star. Recently,

gamma-ray line emission has been detected from
such an X-ray nova
The explosion of a supernova (type ll) is another
example of a very dynamic event: a star with more
than 10 times the mass of the Sun explodes
because it has collapsed under its own

gravitational pressure after its nuclear fuel has

been exhausted The end result of such

an

explosion is either a black hole or a neutron star at
the centre of the supernova explosion, The layers
of the star undergo extreme temperature
increases, thereby creating new heavy chemical
elements, some of which are unstable isotopes
that are characterised du ring radioactive decay by
the emission of gamma-ray line photons

More than seven years ago, a supernova was
discovered in our nearest 'galactic neighbour', the

Large Magellanic Cloud The short

(by

astronomical standards) distance of 180 000 light
years and the availability of modern detectors
made it possible, for the first time, to detect
gamma-ray lines f rom such a supernova,
providing concrete evidence that new elements
are indeed created in this explosion,

integral

traced via the gamma-ray emissions of radioactive

photoelectric effect (interaction of gamma-ray
ohotons with bound electrons of the detector

isotopes. For example.

crystal),

The creation of elements in our Galaxy can be

the isotope '26'

of

pair production (annihilation

of

photon energy of

gamma-ray photons in the vicinity of a nucleus
producing pairs of electrons and positrons), and

.8 MeV), orapproximately 1 million
times more energy than visible light. The High

Compton scattering (elastic scattering of
gamma-ray photons with free electrons). The

Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO 3)
detected this line in 1980, and recently the

energy dependency of the total cross-section for
all three energy-loss processes is dependent on

Comptel instrument on the Compton Gamma-Ray
Observatory generated a first map of this emission.
Future investigations with Integral may allow us to
clearly identify some of these sites of element

the detector material: for Csl and Ge (as proposed

aluminium, having a lifetime of 10" years, emits a

a

characteristic line with
1

.8 x 106 eV

(1

for Integral), the photoelectric effect dominates
below about 100-300 keV, the pair production

building within our Galaxy.

process above about 1O MeV while the Compton
effect is the dominating process in between.

Gamma-ray instrument evolution

Typical detector materials

The history of gamma-ray space-science mrssions
is summarised in Figure 1

substances (e

,

general, the development of new space-science
instruments has to fulfil basic boundary conditions,
the most imoortant of which are scientific
requirements and technical feasibility, the latter
also taking launcher capabilities (mass) and
associated costs into account.
In

Detection of gamma-ray photons in the energy
range above 1 keV - Integral s energy range

extends from l0 keV up to 1O MeV - involves the
measurement of the energy exchange (or energy
loss) between the photons and the mass of the
detector The scientific advantage of the
'penetrating power' (low interaction with matter) of
gamma-ray photons leads directly to difficulty in
measuring them with a suitable detector. Mainly, it
is the kinetic energy of the incoming photon,

transferred

to

charged particles, which

is

dissipated and measured in the detector.

The most important energy-loss processes - in
the energy range of interest to Integral - are the

are scintillation
caesium iodide: Csl), where the
amount of energy loss rs measured through
ionisation and scintillation of the detector material
(via photodiodes or photomultipliers), and
g

semiconductor materials

(eg

germanium: Ge),

where electron-hole oairs are created and
registered through external electrical fields. Csl is
fairly cheap in large-volume production and has a
good light output with 40 keV energy resolution at

1 MeV thereby making it a good material for
imaging telescopes with fairly large detector pixel
arrays, where each pixel is produced from a say
1 cm x 1 cm x 3 cm Csl bar. Ge has a superb

energy resolution (actively cooled at

a

temperature of 80 K) of 2 keV at 1 MeV, and is the
prime material used for spectroscopy detectors

Key design

parameters

for

high-energy

telescoDes have to take into account that the best
sensitivity with a minimum of radiation background
is required for a mission that will produce first-class
scientific results during the first decade of the next

century In the Integral energy range, the
signal{o-noise ratio of typical gamma-ray
measurements

rs

of the order of 1ol0, indicating the

Figure 1. History of
gamma-ray missions
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need for very careful detector design and
background reduction in order to extract the
maximum of information

the nuclei, neutrons and protons interacting in the

detector and producing beta-unstable radionuclides which decay (delayed), and shield
leakage (background from cosmic diffuse gamma

The sensitivity of gamma-ray measurements

is

radiation and locally produced photons)

To

basically proportional to the background counting
rate and inversely proportional to the detector area

optimisethe sensitivity of the350 cmz Ge detector

and length of observing time Reduction

long observations are therefore required to
achieve good sensitivity Long and uninterrupted,

approximately 7 cm thickness will be used for the
spectrometer, resulting in a mass of some 800 kg
for the detector assembly (including shield and
structure)

can be achieved using high
eccentric orbits (see below) The detector area can

To these detector assemblies,

of

background noise, increased detector area, and

area (approx 8 cm thick),

a BGO

shield

of

observations

be maximised, but a minimum thickness

of

typically a few centimetres of high-atomic-number
(i e. high Z) material is needed to achieve sufficient

coded-mask

subsystems (each about 1 50 kg) need to be added

to allow imaging in the

high-energy domain
Coded masks in the high-energy range consist of

stopping power: with a diameter of the order of

high-Z material (e g tungsten) a few centimetres

1 m, thistranslates immediately intoa rather heavy
detector array weighing approximately half a ton
(including shield; see below)

thick, in which holes are arranged in a special
pattern in order to produce a 'shadowgram' of the
source on the detector array (see below)

For background noise, which has to be minimised

Detailed feasibility studies have shown that, in

to achieve good sensitivity, an anti-coincidence (or

order to achieve the scientific goals set for Integ ral,
two separate instruments need to be designed,
one optimised for imaging and the other for
spectroscopy This means, however, that each
instrument needs its own aperture and shielding
subsystems, which add to the total mass The
combined weight of the two main instruments for
Integral - lmager and Spectrometer, including

'veto') system is usually employed using BGO
(Bismuth Germanate Oxide) crystals, a material
with high mean Z and high density The system
flags (vetoes) charged particles, but is also used to
minimise the effects of gamma-ray radiation not
coming from the source under investlgation
For the imaging detector, the key components of

the

background noise

are cosmic

diffuse
gamma-rays. atmospheric gamma-rays. gammarays produced in the material of the spacecraft and
instrument, cosmic-ray-induced spallation

products within the material of the detector,
interactions within the detector between locally
produced photons and atmospheric albedo
neutrons, and events derived f rom protons
trapoed within the Earth's radiation belts, Elastic
scattering f rom neutrons is a small effect due to the
large mass of the caesium nuclei. Gamma-rays
from diffuse cosmic radiation or locally created
gamma-rays enter the detector either through the
aperture (viewing direction) or leak through the
shield. Clearly, a thick and massive shield reduces
many unwanted components, but such a massive
structure exposed to particles and radiation from
space is itself a source of (often time-delayed)
secondary photon and particle emission too, In
other words, it is important to optimise the shield
thickness. For the imager, the anti-coincidence
system will be designed using 3 cm{hick BGO
and employing an outer ring of the Csl detector
pixels as a guard ring,

electronics boxes, coolers and harness - has
been estimated during the study phase to be

about2000

kg.

Comparison with experiments being flown in
space today, namely the Comptel instrument
aboard CGRO and the French Sigmatelescope on

the Russian Granat spacecraft, shows that those
single instruments (using Nal crystals) are in the
1300- 1500 kg range Earlier studies (e.9. the
ESA Grasp candidate mission submitted in 1988)

proposed saving some mass by combining the
rmaging and spectroscopy detectors into one
common (and smaller) detector assembly and
using common shield and aperture systems This
resulted in atotal mass for Grasp of about 1000 kg,
but with significant reductions in scientific
capabilities, stemming from poor individual
optimisation for imaging and spectroscopy (mask
pattern, detector pixel size, shielding), and much
more complex technical and programmatic inter
faces
In summary, a scientific mission with the objectives
that have been setfor Integral, and one which must

make significant progress vis-a-vis existing or
The key background components affecting the
spectrometer detector are: the cosmic diffuse

the aperture),
neutrons which elastically scatter off germanium
nuclei in the detector and transfer recoil enerov to
background (mainly through

previous missions in the field of 10 keV to 10 MeV
astronomy, requires an instrument complement
that results rn a total payload weight of around
2 tons

integral

The programmatic challenge
The Integral payload, at about 2 tons, will be the
heaviest ever flown on an ESA scientific mission,
As overall programme cost tends to be correlated
with overall spacecraft mass, it is a considerable
challenge to accommodate Integral as a mediumsize mission within ESA's 'Space Science: Horizon

2000' long-term plan In order to meet the

the Earth's radiation belts For Integral,
a High Eccentric Orbit (HEO) allowing
observations above the radiation belts, i e above a
height of 40 000 km, has been chosen The orbil
must be optimised for:
- maximum time above 40 000 km
- minimum exposureto radiation belts in termsol
overall dose and proton fluence.

budgetary constraints of a medium-size mission,

the programme policy chosen was one of
concentrating development effort on areas
specific to Integral and to share that effort with
partners,

The optimum orbit depends on the launcher
characteristics. The operational orbits selected for
the Proton launch and the Ariane-5 alternative are
shown in Figure 2

This approach has resulted in the followino
programme ser-up:
Each Integral scientific instrument is provided, as
for all ESA scientific missions, by a collaboration
of scientists headed by a Principal lnvestigator (Pl)
with national-organisation funding Although
Integral is an observatory-type mission for the
science community at large, a certain portion of
the observation time is guaranteed to these Pls

in

return for the instruments that thev

are

providing

Russia, eager

to

continue

its

gamma-ray

astronomy activities beyond its Granat mission,

have offered

to

participate

in the

Integral

Programme by providing the launcher (a Proton) in

return for observation time Use of the Proton
launcher would enhance the scientific return from
the mission as it could place Integral into an orbit
with unconstrained observing time However, due
to uncertainty about whether the Proton system will
still be operational in 2001 , Ariane-5 is being
retained as the alternative launcher for Inteqral,
The Proton orbit has a period ol72 h, a perigee of

The USA may contribute one or two additional
ground stations to enhance spacecraft cover-

48 000 kmandanapogeeofll5 0OO km Asthis
orbit lies entirely outside the radiation belts, the

A,'to Thorr:lcn

observation time is 1000/o and the radiation dose is
minimal. Full ground coverage can be achieved

intan.l tn n2rii.ineia

-Y"Yq|(|v|vqLv|||!||9

in tha

instrument collaborations

with three ground stations, and about
The service module of the Integral spacecraft is a
re-build of that developed for the XMM project
This is feasible because the reouirements of the
two missions in terms of orbit, powe( data rates
and pointing are very similar. Moreove( the time

span of only

1

5

years between the

XMM

and Integral schedules will allow the necessary
continu ity n hardware procu rement f rom
i

i

n

dustry

850/o

coverage with two stations
The Ariane-S orbit has a period ot 24 h, a perigee
height of 4000 km and an apogee height of

68 000

km The apogee is in the Northern

Hemisphere, to give visibility from

a European

ground station The observation time above
40 000 km is 16 6 h per 24 h orbit (690/o) One
station provides up to 21 h ol coverage Because

As XM Vl will be launched on an Ariane-S, re-use of

the XMM service module also facilitates keeping it

the spacecraft is passing through the radiation
belts at each perigee, the radiation dose is

as the alternative to the Proton launcher for

significant

Integral

than that in the Proton orbit, The high inclination of
65o minimises exposure to the Earth's proton belt,

The mission profile
Gamma-ray astronomy can be performed out-

whilst giving good orbit stability The resulting

side the Earth's atmosphere either below or above

-

aboutone orderof magnitude higher

trapped proton fluence is low compared to that
originating from solar flares

Figure 2. Integral orbits

G
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- The lmager's hrgh angular resolutton
(17 min) and modest energy resolution
(E/AE : 20) is complemented by the

Table 1. Integral's orbit characteristics
Ariane-5 orbit

Proton orbit

Apogee

115000km

Perigee

48 0OO km

68 000 km

lncl nation

51 6 deg

65 deg

27O deg

274 deg

72h

24n

1

Ground statlon

Vi laf ranca

:

4 000 km min

Argument of perigee
Orbital period
T me above 40 000 km

Spectrometer's modest angular resolution
(1 a deg) and high energy resolution (E/AE

- The energy

Goldstone (TBC)
50 krad

-

The Optical Transient Camera is intended

to measure any optical

emission

accompanying gamma-ray bursts or other
transients observed with the main instru-

Integral's orbit and mission characteristics are
summarised in Table

Spectrometer

lmager (70 keV- 10 N/eV) will be extended to
by the X-Ray lVonitor
(4 - 100 keV). which has excellent angular
resolution (3 min)

Can berra
1

of the

lower energies

V llafranca

10 krad

range

(15 keV - 10 MeV) and particularly that of the

690/o

0Oo/o

500)

1

ments

The payload
The Integral science payload complement. as

established during

the mission study

phase

(so-called'Phase-A'), consists of two main
instruments. the lmager and the Spectrometer

and two monitoring instruments, the X-Ray Monitor
and the Optical Transient Camera
Figure 3. The operating
principle of a coded-mask

telescope

All four instruments are co-aligned and

will
sky
simultaneously
same
region
of
the
observe the
The measurements of all four instruments will be

made available to users as comprehensive data
o2.h t2 rnpt

aata fnr

The lmager. Spectrometer and X-Ray Monitor
These instruments have been carefully chosen to
complement each other:

share a common principle for producing images
-

all +hran
nrn
4ll
tl ll EY olc

nnnad-meck
rururuvvur
uuugu-r rrqor\ talecnnnoc

Ai

moderate X-ray energies, it is still possible to form
images using mirrors and standard optics
principles, but above an energy of about 10 keV it

becomes difficult or even impossible to make
suitable mirrors Coded-aperture imaging offers a

means of producing images which avoids this
limitation

With coded-mask imaging, a mask with opaque

and lransparent regions (the coded mask) is
placed in front of a position-sensilive photon
detector (Fig 3) A coded-mask telescope is
Frroiaall',
uq)luolly

n ninhala uorrr9ro.
o
PlrlrrurE ^-fr^r)

aperture (i

e many pinholes)

hr
a lolvul
laraor
vvltrl o
uutrt rarith

in order to cope with

the low gamma-ray fluxes A beam of photons
incident on the mask will be absorbed where it
strikes opaque areas, thereby casting a shadow
onto the detector. For a point source of photons,
the registration of the shadow on the detector may
be used to determine the direction of the source A
collection of point sources casts overlapping

shadows and, provided the mask pattern

is

suitably chosen, the directions of the point sources
may be determined by correlation techniques

Similarly. a complex field can be imaged by
determining the contribution of each pixel in the
source to the combined 'shadowgram'

The coded-mask technique offers a second
important advantage for gamma-ray astronomy; namely, in addition to imaging, tt provides

close{o-ideal background subtraction. In the
reconstruction of the intensity from a particular

integ ral

region of the sky, the difference is taken between
the signal in al those detector elements that have a

tl'e Phase-A study is showr in Figu.e 5 lt consists
of two separale nod-,es. tre Service Module

a source at the positlon under
consideration. and that from detector elements for
which the source is obscured by opaque regions
of the mask Thus. tre oeteclo. oackgrouro is

(SVM)and the Payload N/odule (PLM) ESA will be
responsible for the ove'all spacec.alr design and

clear view of

the procurement of the SVM and PLM,

as

descrlbed below

-neasured exactly colterroo.aneolsly. using a
subset of the detector elements intermingled with
'hnsc ohsprvinn ho snr.rgg

The Service Module provides the
fu

a spatal resoluton
matching rhe reso rtion of lhe coded masks and

The detectors must have

qnlar nnraror nanorair^n

tho nnrrocnnndinn ,Y cherlr
-' '--JWgram:

power conditioning and control
telecommunicatrons

-

Tne lmager delector assembly consists of a
three-layer scrntillator array, each consist-

ing of 2800 Csl scintillator/photodiode

elements
Tho Snontrnmeter clptentnr acqomhlri nnncicic

Figure 4. Integral's payload
conf iguration

data handling
attitude and orbit control
^+",uururor
^+,,-^l )uPPUrt
)Lr

Figure 5. Overall Integral

tfrermal control

spacecraft conf iguration

of an array of nine large-volume germanium

The configuration of the Integral SVM, developed
f rom that for XM M, rs very much dr ven by the fact

.]^l^^i^ruUtcUlU 5 Th^^^
| tU-U .l^r^aiorc
UcrculvtJ

that

Ih:tia
tavu

+^
ha nc||J(
La^l ot
.i
rv uu

an operating temperature of about 85 K

tie

cenl ral area has to l^ouse rhe XIV M rr, "rors

by

The Payload Module has to accommodate the

mechanical Stirling coolers

-

following

nctions:

The X-Ray Vlonitor detector is based on

a

multi-wi re proportional cou nter.

Integral payload, but must also interface
with the SVNi The resulting overall PLI\,1
configuration is shown in Figure 6 lt consrsts of:

As Figure 4 shows, the payload module cons sts
basically of an equipment platform
accommodaling lhe detector assemblies and an

the

empty box supporting the 'upper floor' with the
masks al a he ght of about 4 rr

tfre mask support structure carrying

The spacecraft

the the.mal-conrol nardware erclosing tre

The overallspacecraft configuratron resu ting from

PLN/

equrpment platform carrying the
Instrument detectors and instrument

electronrcs units

i.str rmpnf cndccl-:nortr,fe

.naSkS abOUt

the

4 ff

above the detectors
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development, assembly, integratton and testing of
thc SVN/ ANd PLM
The mair characterislics of Ire Integralspacecraft
are summarised in Table 2

MASK SUPPORT
STRUCTURE

The ground segment

As shown in Figure 7, the ground segment
consists of three main elements: the Integral
Science Operatiors Centre (ISOC). the Miss'on
Operations Centre (N/OC), and the Integral

THERMAL
CONTROL

Scrence Dala Centre (ISDC):

The ISOC will process the successful
observatlon proposals into an optimised
Observation Plan, whlch will consist of a
timeline of target potntings plus the

HARDUIARE

-

corresponding instrument configu ration
The IVOC wrll implementthe Observation Plan
within lhe spacecratt syslem constra nts inlo an
operatronal command sequence In addjtion,
the MOC. which will oe at the Erropeal Space
Onoretinnq
Conlro ttrSOC\ in n:rmct:dt
/D\
v\sv!
vvv,quv
\e/
'

EOUIPMENT
PLATFORM

w

ll

per'orm all of the classical spacecrarl

^^!

^^^"^+i^6^l) dl lu ll-^i^+enar.ce
lol lL
vPElqtlul

Figure 6. The Integral
Payload Module Exploded view

-

the payload intertace unrts sucn as a Power
Distribution Unit (PDU) and a Remote Terminal
Unit (RTU)

the star trackers. requirirg co alignnent wth

lasks

wi

receive the science lelemetry
plus the relevant arcillary spacecraft dala frorr
the N/OC Taking lnto account the instrument
characteristics, the ISDC will convert these raw
data into physical units Final data products will
be distributed to the observer and archived for
later use by the science community

The ISDC

the instruments and a free field of v ew
-

rh^

U

^^^-^^+i-^
^^^^^^.-ft
I ruuul 19 )Pdusu
lu h^.^^^^
I ld I ru5J uur

aa,",all
ao
vvvlr dJ
olL q)

payload units

FSA iq rpqnoneihlc fnrtns ISOC and the MOC The
ISDC will be the responsibility of the ISDC Principa
I nvestigator and his collaborators

Simplicity of the interface between the SVIV and

the PLM has been a malor design driver

The

electrical interface is basically reduced to a power
bus and a data-handling bus The modular

Mission implementation
Ihe various phases in the implemertation of lhe
Integral Programme are shown in Figure 8

approach has been conce'ved to allow pararlel

The Integral prolect is presently issuing
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for

the
the

payload instruments, the Science Data Centre and

the mission scientists In about a year's time,
rmnediately atter final payload selection. lhe
Invitation-to-Tender (lTT) wil be issued to Industry
Phase-B is planned to stat ,n tl'e first half of 1996.

leading to the commencement of Phase-C/D

in

mid-1997
The first half of Phase-C/D will concentrate on the

structural/thermal model,

in parallel with the

engineering model The second half will be
devoted to the flight model, culminating 1n the
launch of Integral in the first half of 2001

Prepaocess€d
alata

The nominal mission duration will be two years
Consumables and life-limiting lems w ll be sized
to allow extension of the mission to five years in
total

Figure 7. The Integral
ground segment

tz

G

integ ral

Milestone

A

Summary

r

Figure 8. The various phases in the Integral Programme
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the ariane-5 launch facilities

The Ariane-S Launch Facilities
J. de Dalmau
ESA Office, Guiana Space Centre, Kourou, French Guiana
P.

Perez

Launchers Directorate, CNES, Evry, France

Evolution of the launch complex design

operator, is responsible for the operation of the

date, two launch complexes forthe Ariane family
of vehicles have been built within the framework of
the Ariane development programme, at ESA's

facilities that interface directly with the launcher, i.e.
the launch complexes or ELAs (Ensembles de

Guiana Space Centre in Kourou, French Guiana.
The first one was used to launch Ariane-1 , -2 and -3

EPCU complex (Ensemble de Pr6paration des
Charges Utiles),

between 1979 and 1989 The second one has
been used to launch Ariane-3 and -4 since 1986

The Ariane launcher family is continuously being

To

Lancement Ariane), and with the payloads, i.e the

and is still being used. A third launch complex,

modified to meet commercial needs in order to

dedicated to the launching of the new Ariane-S, is
currently under construction

stay competitive In addition, the launch facilities
have to be upgraded through new and optimised
investments wh ich reoresent between 1 0 and 1 50/o
of the development costs of the respective launch
vehicles, An Ariane launch campaign in Guiana
includes all operations f rom the arrival of elements
(stages, vehicle equipment bay, fairing, spacecraft, etc ) until the launch vehicle is ready for
lift-off, and ends with the actual launch and the
orbiting of the spacecraft

The design concept behind the launch facilities
has been evolving stnce the design of the first
launch complex, based on experience gained and

to improve the product's quality, availability and
operational flexibility and thus reduce launch
costs The main criteria for the evolution have
been:
to increase the launch rate

to reduce vulnerability to a launcher accident

began in 1973, soon after the Ariane programme

on the launch pad or at lift-off
to oDtimise the ooerational activities

-

Launch complex No. 1
- ELA1
The design of the first launch complex, ELAl.

to adapt the facilities to Ariane launch vehicle
changes
to exploit the experience acquired during
previous developments,

was approved at the European Space Conference
in Brussels The main desion criteria were:
a

capacity of fou r launches a year, which was at

that time the maximum foreseeable rate

.

the existing facilities in Guiana which one of
ESA's forerunners, the European Launcher
Development Organisation (ELDO) had built
for the Europa 2 vehicle, had to be used Those

European launch services

facilities in fact had only been used once, for a
launch in November 1971

New ground facilities dedicated to the launching of the Ariane-S vehicle

That launch site was thoroughly modified and

are now under construction at the Guiana Space Centre, Europe's
spaceport in Kourou, French Guiana. They will be one of the most modern

adapted to Ariane Since all campaign operations
had to be performed sequentially on the launch
site itself, the number of possible launches was

The launch complexes, which are financed and
owned by ESA, have been designed and built by
the French Space Agency, CNES, on ESA's behalf
commercial utilisation phase,
During

the

Arianespace,

the

and functional ground infrastructures in the world and will provide the
facilities for at least 100 commercial launches, with the lirst flight at the
end of 1995. Although they have been custom designed for the new,
heavy-lift Ariane-S vehicle, they will fulfil the requirements of the Ariane-S

development programme, namely a greater launch rate, reduced
vulnerability to accidents, and reduced launch costs.

limited to one every two months, which was
thought to be more than enough at the time

ThefirstAriane launch tookplacefrom ELAl on 24
December 1979, and the complex then remained

operational until the launch of the last Ariane-3
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vehicle in mid-1989 The servicing tower was
dismantled in 1991

The launch pad was better oriented relative to
the dominant winds, and the acceptable wind
speed at lift-off has consequently increased to
14 m/s
Accessibility of equipment inside the umbilical
tower was maximised
All servicing and control equipment that was
not absolutely necessary in the launch area
was moved to a safe distance, thus allowing
accessto the equipment untiljusta few minutes
before lift-off, and also reducing vulnerability in
the event of an accident durinq the launch

,

During its lifetime, ELAI provided very acceptable
and competitive conditions for 25 launches, but
some improvements were required:
the launch rate was limited
hazardous and sensitive facilities were located
too close to the launch pad
there were two main disadvantages to re-using
the Europa 2 facilities: it was difficult to integrate
equipment inside the umbilical mast (which
holds and protects the electrical and fluid links
between the launcher and the ground facilities)
making maintenance more complex, and the
orientation of the launcher and the mast relative
to the dominant winds was not optimal, limiting
the acceptable wrnd soeed at lift-off to 9 m/s
Launch comolex No. 2

-

ELA2 has been operational since March 1986

The pad has been adapted to the Ariane-4
launcher, which made its maiden flight in
June 1988 Arianesoace will continue to use the
facility until about 1999, by which time it will have
launched about 100 vehicles at a rate of 8 to 10 oer
year

ELA2

The design, construction and validation of the
second launch complex, ELA2, were carried out
between 1981 and 1985 The design was based

Some small disadvantages, however, still remain:
Despite
clear improvement over ELA1,

-

on the following requirements:

-

compatibility with the Ariane-3 and Ariane-4

-

family of vehicles
a doubling of the ELAI launch rate, narrowing

the interval between launches to one month
and allowing 10launches per year

greater operational
- accessibility,

flexibility, maximum

reduction of constraints and a

general optimisation of the operations.

-

a

vulnerability

to an accident at lift-off is still

relatively high.
Although it offers greatadvantages, separation

into two areas has the disadvantage that the
umbilicals have to be disconnected from the
upper stages in the preparation area and
reconnected in the launch area The new links
then have to be checked again, and the total
time lost is about 36 hours
The computerised control system for
monitoring and controlling launcher

propellants, fluids
The required improvement in the launch rate was
achieved by separating geographically the
preparatron area from the launch area, enabling

and electrical

systems

during checkout and countdown operations is

still too centralised, In particular, nonseparation of servicing from launch vehicle

two launch campaigns to be undertaken at the

parameters leads

same time When the stages of the fi rst veh icle have

constraints.

to some operational

been erected, assembled and checked in the
preparation area (in the first weeks of the

ELA2 is nevertheless a high-performance launch

campaign), the vehicle is rolled out on its mobile

facility which is well suited to the most complex

launch platform

to the launch area for the
of the campaign While it is

version of the Ariane-4 vehicle. the 44L. with seven

remaining part

liquid-fuelled stages

undergoing mating and checkout of the payload,
countdown and finally, the launch, the stages of
the second vehicle can be assembled in the
preparatron area. After the launch of the first
vehicle, the launch pad is then refurbished in
preoaration for the second vehicle.
With this separation, the launch rate increased to
one per month, thus doubling the capacity of the

ELA1

at a cost that is only 300/o

higher.
Arianespace has in fact recently shortened the

minimum period between Ariane-4 launches to 18
working days (i.e. three to three and a half weeks),
to cope with increasing commercial demand,
Experience gained with ELAl was fully used in the
design of ELA2:

Design and operations philosophy of the
Ariane-5 ground facilities
The design of the Ariane-S ground facilities began
in 1987, upon ESA's approval of the Ariane-S

development programme There were five major
requirements:
custom designed and built for the Ariane-S, a
heavy-lift vehicle which is based on a different

concept than its predecessors (One main,
1S5tonne cryogenic stage, flanked by two
solid propellant boosters weighing 230 tonnes
each On top of the main stage are the
conventionally liquidJuelled upper stage, the
vehicle equipment bay, the payloads and
fairings.)

the ariane-5 launch facilities

Figure 2. Components ol the Ariane launch area No. 3, ELA3

tj

i{
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a capacity of eight launches a year with

a

one-month interval between launches
a low vulnerability, particularly in the event of a
launcher explosron during the countdown or
lift-off phase (ln the case of an accident, the
maximum amount of time foreseen to return the
site to operational status is six months )
good availability, safety, reliability and

Construction work on ELA3 began in mid-1988
Some of the facilities are already being used for the

develooment and oualification of the Ariane-S
launcher elements and staoes:
boosters are being tested at the booster test
stand, where seven to eight tests are being
carried out between 1993 and 1995

having

cryogenic main stage 'hot tests' are being
performed using the launch pad as the test

optimisation of the cost of launch operations

stand This eliminates the need for a stage test
stand in Europe, and at the same time allows

maintenance,

the first two criteria

priority
local manufacture of most of the propellants, in
order to avoid transporting large, hazardous
items across Europe and the Atlantic Ocean

The philosophy behind the Ariane-5 ground

the qualification of the ground facilities, proce-

dures and operating teams Development and
qualification tests are scheduled in 1994 and
1 995

operations is closely linked to the design of the

launch site, and

is based on the

following

principles:

The first two Ariane-5 qualification flights are
scheduled for late 1995 and early 1996 The
operational lifetime of Ariane-S is expected to last

-

Full mechanical integration is performed at the
Launcher Integration Building, without any
intermediate functional checks so that the
functional checks can be carried out in parallel

facilities

on all the sub-assemblies

The Ariane-S main stage will carry about 130

Electrical checkout equipment and
- procedures
used at ELA3 for the launcher
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manufacturing contractors in Europe, thus
allowing comparisons and the optimisation of
procedu res
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improve reproducibility and

safety

-

The launcher is fully checked out at

the

Launcher Integration Building prior to payload
integration,
The roll-out to the launch area takes place just
before the final countdown for main-stage
fuelling, thus limiting the time that the launcher

is pvnnqpri tn the Oljlgile enVirOnment

until at least 201 5,

Fluids manufacturing and processing

tonnes of liquid oxygen,

1 4 times the volume of the
present Ariane-4 third stage. A production plant,
which was already on the ELA2 site for Ariane-4,
has been upgraded to Ariane-S requirements lt
liquefies air to produce liquid oxygen (LOX) and
liquid nitroBen (LN2). lt can produce 14 m" of LOX
and 60 m" of LNr-per day. The liquid oxygen is
stored in five mobile tanks with a caoacitv of
140m3 each and a sixth tank with a caoaciiv of
'l
20m". The nitrogen production capacity will soon
be doubled to cope with increasing needs at the
Guiana Space Centre's different sites On the
same site, air and helium are compressed and fed
into special underground networks (Fig 3)

ln

The Ariane-S will also carry 13,5 times the volume

addition, the vehicle can remain in the launch
area if the launch is delayed, provided that no
work on the launcher or its payloads is needed.

of liquid hydrogen thatthe presentAriane-4 carries

The Ariane-5 dedicated grounds cover about 2100
hectares and include the following units (Fig 1):

Ariane-5 needs in terms of logistics, economy and
safety and it was found that the best solution was to
invest in a new, on-site, highly automated liquid
hydrogen production plant (Fig 4) The new plant,
which has been operational since 1992, produces
liquid hydrogen by re"forming methyl alcohol. ltcan
produce up to 33 m" per day, to feed five 320 m'
mobile storage tanks Before each launch, three of
the tanks are transported by road to the launch
area, a distance of about 2 5 km Speciallydesigned trailors equipped with a hydraulic
hoisting system and rolling on eight axles (a total of
64 wheels), carry the tanks. After launch, these
tanks are carried back to the oroduction olant and

the booster area, comprising the Solid
Propellant Plant, the Booster Integration
Building, the test stand, and booster recovery

and expertise facilities (see ESA Bulletin
No 75, The Ariane-S Booster Facilities)
the Ariane launch complex No 3 (ELA3)
(Fig 2) which includes four main installations
(the Launch Control Centre, the Launcher
Integration Building, the Final Assembly
Building, and the launch pad No 3) and will be
equipped with two mobile launch platforms or

(27 tonnes on an Ariane-S as opposed to 2 tonnes
on an Ariane-4) The traditional procurement of
imported hydrogen containers was not suited to

Other systems, like fluids production and

reconnected to recover the 'boil-offs' This
recovery drastically reduces fluid loss during

processing, remote checkouts and railtracks

transoort and transfer.

launch tables.

the ariane-S launch facilities

ELA3
Launch complex No. 3
The basic concept used in the design of ELA2 has

-

also been used for ELA3; separate preparation
and launch areas This concept has been adapted
to the Ariane-S vehicle, which is larger but simpler
in design than Ariane-4

Experience gained from ELA2 has been fully
exploited in the design of ELA3:
Vulnerability to accidents has been significantly
reduced by simplifying the launch area:
ELA2
sensitive mobile servicing gantry,

s

which provides access to the vehicle

at

different levels and protects it f rom the weather,
has been replaced by a fixed Final Assembly

Building (BAF), located beyond the safety
distance from tne launch pad The launch
vehicle rs only rolled out from the BAF to the
launch area on its mobile platform for the final
countdown (about eight hours before lift-off)
The umbilical disconnection and reconnection

process has been eliminated

by using

a

The computerised servicing checkout syslems

simplified umbilical tower fixed on the mobile

launch platform. The umbilicals follow the
launcher from the beginning to the end of

(remote monitoring and command of ground
energy supply, air conditioning, fire detection
end nthor crrctamc\
ara indanonrlani nf iho
,,v/
u,v

operations This change was possible because
the upper part of Ariane-5 is simpler than the

vehicle fuelling, pressurisation, on-board

Arrane-4's,

electrical sytems and countdown procedures

launch vehicle checkout (remote control of

and most of the umbilical
connections can be made directly between the
lar rnnh
loullull

vehicle
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Figure 3. The underground
helium storage network
being built (Photo:
Bernard Paris)

until lift off)

tho
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Built near the ELA2 site, ELA3's two areas are:

the launcher preparation area. which

is

composed of three operational buildings: the
Launcher Integralion Building (BlL). the Final
Assembly Building (BAF), and the Launch
Control Centre (CDL3)
fhA lrltnah

araa 17l A\

.1

The launch area is located about 800 m to the
north of the preparation area The Launcher
Integration Building is about 400 m from the
Control Centre and 600 m f rom the Final Assembly
Building These distances are based on the results

of safety studies performed during the

early
design phase and take lnto account pyrotechnics
regulations,

The twin railtrack connecting the

Launcher
Integration and Final Assembly Buildings follows a
curved path and is 1200 m long The same track
continues beyond the Final Assembly Building to
the launch area, a distance of 2700 m

Launcher Integration Building (BlL)
The Launcher Integration Building (BlL) is a steel
structure that is 1 27 m long,31 m wide and 58 m
high (Fig 5) lt is divided into three parts: a storage
hall, a main-stage erection hall, and an integration
hall

Figure 4. The liquid
hydrogen plant which
produces liquid hydrogen
for both the Ariane-4 and
Ariane-S programmes
(Photo: Bernard Paris)
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Storage hall

I
I
I

I

Upon therr arrival rom Europe after being
f

ncnnrtpal hrr co: znd, raael tho 'lO m-lnnn
cryogenic marn stage, the vehicle equipment bay
and the upper slage. are stored in therr shipping
containers in the storage hall The cover of the
cryogenic main-stage container is removed, and
tr2

the main stage is lifted out of its container and onto
f ho orontinn c ,^nAr+c ThiS hall iS
COVefed bUl nOt

air-conditioned
M ai n

-stag e e rectr o n

h al I

Thc main-qt:nc prcr:tinn hall rS lOCated in tne rear
part ot lhe storage hal lt ,s filted with a gantry tor
the erection of the main stage from the horizontal
transport position to the venical assembly and

flight position This hall is aiso covered but not
air-conditioned

Figure 5. The Launcher Integration Building (BlL) with the storage hall in the
foreground. A mockup of the lower composite has been rolled out of the integration
hall on a mobile launch platform. In the background, the Final Assembly Building is
under construction (September 1993) (Photo: Bernard Paris)
t

lntegration hall
The integration hall is separated from the erection
hall by a sealed sliding door. Another door allows
the boosters to be rolled in from the Booster
Integration Building, in the vertical position on their
transport trolley Integration takes place on lhe
mobile launch platform, i e the launch table This
hall is air-conditioned

A

seven-tiered steel structure, built above the
launch table, provides access to the different levels

for assembly and checkout operations Special
holding arms keep the main stage in a precise
position during integration, until the mechanical
/r,_

connections to the boosters are made

A third sliding door allows the whole lower
composite (the main stage plus tne upper stage,
the vehicle equipment bay and the boosters mated
on the launch table) to be rolled out in the launch
position
Operations performed

The operations performed in the

Launcher
Integration Building take 13 days and include:

mechanical inlegration of tne main slage
(Fig 6), upper stage, vehicle equipment bay
and solid boosters on the launch table

electrical and pneumalic connection of the

-

umbilicals
leak checks and functional checkouts
installation of pyrotechnic and additional
equipment, dynamic flight control and overall

electrical checkout.

and preparalion

for

transfer to the Final Assembly Building
Roll-out is carried out in a no-voltage configuration,
with aulomated monitoring of pressure inside the
Figure 6. The'battleship'version of the cryogenic main stage being assembled in
the Launcher Integration Building. This reinforced stage will be rolled out to the
launch pad for static hot f iring tests ('battleship test campaign')

main stage, to preserve the integrity of the
common bulkhead between the oxygen and
hydrogen tanks

the ariane-S launch facilities

lower payload is lifted through a clean chimney
and mated directly onto the vehicle equipment
hav
The rnner comoosite is then mated on
vst

Final Assembly Building (BAF)

The Final Assembly Building (BAF) is a

steel

structure that is 85 m long, 52 m wide and 83 m
high, and is fully air-conditioned

-

It is divided into four main parts:

-

The payload encapsulation hal/, which

rop

is

air-conditioned in the Category 100 000 with
respect to cleanliness
The integration hall (Fig. 7) which has a lower
part that allows access to the lower composite,
in the same way as in the BlL, and an upper
part. also Category 100 000, that allows
access to the vehicle equipment bay, the
payloadsandthefairing Forthe mostcommon
type of launch. one with a double payload, the

Other facilities are the clean storage area; Ihe
main airlock for receiving payloads and small
launcher items; and the main vertically-sliding
door which is 24 m wide and 62 m high to allow
the vehicle to be rolled in and out

Operations performed

The operations performed in the Final Assembly
Building take eight days and include:
roll-in from the Launcher Integration Building

-

into the integration hall; mating of the upper
payload onto the 'Speltra', a flight structure for

multiple payloads, in the encapsulation hall

FOUB SECTIONS OF

SLIDING DOOR FOR
VEHICLE ROLL-OUT

BALANCE
WEIGHTS
AND
CABLES

Figure 7. An artist's

impression of the
integration hall in the Final
Assembly Building, with a
launcher mounted on the
mobile launch table, and

staft on mobile access
platforms working at
different levels
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launcher arming: remotely

controlled
pressurisation of the main stage and booster
high pressure vessels; and remotely controlled
loading of the main-stage liquid helium sphere
roll-out to the launch area,

Many of these operations form part of a typical
launch countdown sequence, which is usually
carried out on the pad However, in orderto reduce
launcher vulnerability and keep the launch pad as
simple as possible, the operations are carried out
in the BAF at a safe distance from the pad
Construction of the BAF started in mid-1993 and
should be completed during the first quarter of
1 995
Launch Control Centre and checkout systems

The Launch Control Centre (CDL3) (Fig 8)
lllolll-)togU
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Figure 8. Launch Control
Centre No. 3, which
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is

made up of two main areas:

fairing half-shells onto the Speltra, thus making

includes two identical
control rooms and three
payload control rooms

up the upper composite: and transfer of the

an office and computer area
an area housing two fully independent vehicle

lower payload to the main airlock

-

upper and lower payload checks; hoisting of
the lower payload and mating on the launcher

-

hoisting and mating of the upper composite;
and preparation of the upper stage, solid
boosters and main stage
fitting of flight batteries on the stages and lhe
vehicle equipment bay; payload checks; and
final inspections
loading of the lpper stage with mono-methyl
hydrazine (MMH) (automated and remotely

-

checkout control rooms (allowing the
monitoring of two launchers simultaneously),
and three payload control rooms That area is
reinforced to protect personnel and equipment
during a launch
The checkout systems are used for remote control
and command of electric and fluid orocesses. both
for the ground facilities and on the launcher itself
Four main sub-assemblies have been develooed:

controlled from the Control Centre) and the
Figure 9. Technicians use
the utilities checkout
system to monitor all
sytems that do not directly
interface with the vehicle,
such as power, air
conditioning and fire
detection systems

attitude control system with

-

hydrazine
(manually); and a dry run otthe general launch
countdown to check range safety interfaces
and tracking and telemetry stations
automated and remote loading of the upper
stage with N,O,: payload arming: and upper
part inspection

the
the
the
the

utilities checkout system
operational checkout systems
upper section checkout system
payload checkout systems

U ti I ities ch ecko ut syste m
The utilities checkout system (CCS) (Flg 9) is used
to monitor and control remotely the site's power, air
conditioning, fire and gas detection systems
These controls are needed on a permanent basis,
and have no direct link to the launch vehicle The
fully backed-up system includes several consoles

in the Control Centre connected to

front-end

processors located in each ELA3 building and
inside the launch table. and a supervisor' that
automatically detects malfunctions and switches
to the back-up system. In case of a technical alarm

;d

7j:,

during non-working hours, the system uses the
paging network to notify the appropriate on-call
technicians
Op

e

rati

o n

al ch ecko ut syste m s

The operational control and checkout systems
(CCO) (Fig '10) are two independent command
and control chains for the management of the
launch vehicle's fluid and electrical systems until
lift-off, and the corresponding ground interfaces
Each system has a dedicated control room in the

the ariane-S launch facilities

Control Centre, and can be connected to either
launch table, thus allowing the monitoring of two

launch campaigns simultaneously (with one
vehicle in the Launcher Integration Building, and
the other in the Final Assembly Building or in the
r^.,^^L
^-^-\ Th^
| | rY ^.,^+-m
architecture includes
tdut tut I dtEo/.
)yJrE
front-end processors located inside the launch
table and in the launch area terminal building,
processing units located in the Control Centre, and
networks and dialogue peripherals to complement
the control room consoles,
Each of the two operational control systems is fully
backed up, and includes an independent safety

chain that allows a return to a safe configuration,
independently of the hardware and software status
of the functional systems. On yet another level, a
fully independent manual system can override the
automated systems to restore a safe environment
in case of failure, in particular lhrough cryogenic
main-stage draining

A new philosophy has been

adopted for the
Ariane-5 checkout systems, representing an
innovation in the Ariane programmes A whole
'family' of checkout systems is being developed
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checkouts in Europe and in Guiana, as for the CCO
in Guiana This approach ras two main objectives:
to minimise development costs

to ensure that controls among the different
checkout systems are standardised, so that the
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production sites in Europe can be repeated
during the launch campaign in Guianaand can
be compared in a coherent way

Launch tables and launch zone
The ground facilities include two identical launch
tables, allowing a minimum interval of one month
between two consecutive launches Each table is a
mobile lau nch platform serving as a su pport fo r the

vehicle from the beginning

of integration

Figure 10. One of the two
dedicated control rooms
with the operational
control and command
system consoles (Photo:
Bernard Paris)

until

, and accommodating fluids, checkout,
power supply and air-conditioning systems Each
table is a steel structure which is 25 m long and
21 m wide, and weighs about 1000 tonnes without
the launcher. lt travels along a twin railtrack on
lift-off

16 two-axled bogies at a maximum speed of
4 kmlh, and is pulled by two special tractors The
tables also incorporate the umbilical mast and
all the groundto-onboard electrical and fluid
connections

Upper section checkout system
This system is used for the functional checkout of
the upper composite wiring before and after the
integration of each unit, i e theSpeltra, fairing, and
^^.,1^^!
^^^^+^r^
pdyrudu
duoPLUr)

P ay

and flat design, and is used only for the final
countdown

lt

comprises:

rdur rur I Pou
d uur rurEtv r^"-^h

load checko ut systems

The payload checkout systems allow permanent
control and command of the spacecraft during

assembly

The launch area (ZL3) (Fig 11) ts of a very simple

and roll-out operations They are

provided by the spacecraft manufacturers
The main checkout system is located in the S1 , a
payload processing facility 20 km from ELA3 The
checkout terminal equipment (COTE) is located
closer to the spacecraft: in the 53 payload fuelling
facilrties during fuelling or apogee motor
integratron, and in the Final Assembly Building
and inside the launch table during payload
encapsulation, roll-outand countdown The COTE
is monitored through remote consoles located in

^-i toundation to anchor
The
foundation has a central
the launch table
wrth
a
water-cooled
steel deflector
flame trench
for the cryogenic main stage engine, This
trench is flanked by two covered, curved
trenches for the two solid-propellant boosters
The outlets of the trenches are flooded with
water to reduce noise. Test campaigns have
been carried out in Europe with small-scale
models of the Ariane-S vehicle and the launch
area in order to simulate and optimise the noise
reduction systems
a low terminal building adloining the pad,
nnr rqinn thc clcctrir:al Command and fluid
eq u pment, and the g rou n d-to-table nterfaces
i

i

roll-out

(Fis 12)
mobile tanks for storing liquid oxygen,

operations, the remote consoles are linked to the
COTE by radio frequency links

hydrogen and nitrogen, located about 200 m
from the pad

53 or in the Control Centre During

23
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Figure 11 . A lower composite mockup being rolled away from Launch pad No. 3.
Between the lightning protection towers (on left, with red tops) is the low terminal
building which houses the electrical command and f luid equipment, and the
ground-to-table interfaces. One of the two def lectors for solid booster exhaust can
be seen on the left (below the lightning tower), and the water tower is in the centre
of the photo. The Atlantic Ocean is only a few kilometres to the north.
(Photo: Bernard Paris)

- a pool for burnrng the venled

gaseous

hydrogen, a water tower feeding the various

deluge operations, and four

lightning

protection towers
Operations at the launch area include, after roll-out
and reconnection of the table:

-

-

remote controlled countdown operations: six
hours for purging, loading, topping up and
pressurising the main stage with liquid oxygen
and hydrogen; and activating and checkjng
the on-board electrical circuits
finalsynchronised sequence: a six-minute, fully
automated, sequence of controls and commands carried out by the operational checkout
system and synchronised with the overall range
countdown

Range modernisation
In addition to the investments in the dedicated
Ariane-5 facilities. the CNES support systems at
the Guiana Space Centre are being upgraded or
replaced by systems that are more modern and
reliable and which are compatible with Ariane-S
ESA is financing the majority of the project while
CNES is performing the engineer.ng, procurement and implementation

A modernisation programme, called CSG 2000,
began in 1991 lt includes:

Figure 12. Inside the low terminal building, with the cryogenic feeding lines and all
electrical and control systems for an automated, remote countdown management
from the Control Centre (Photo: Bernard Paris)

Tracking and filght path qulck-look display

upgrading of radars, and renewal of data
processing syslems in order to ensu re a lifelime
untii the year 2010 or 201 5, to improve flight
safety performance and to reduce running
COSTS

the ariane-S launch facilities

the ground

and

Ground communrcations syslem: renewal of
the operational and business communications
systems, based on a fibre optic network with
central configuration management, which will
include new telephones, faxes, intercoms, and
data and video terminals

validated

Telemetry and flight termination systerns
adaptation of the processing system to the

ciated control and command systems.

Ariane-S telemetry format; upgrading of

In 1994, thefirstoperational control and command
system (CCO) is being installed and tested, to allow

procedures

systems

manual

for handling liquid oxygen,

liquid
hydrogen, nitrogen, and helium. Related systems
were also tested: venting and burning of the

Vulcain engine cooling hydrogen,

fire

extinguishing, water deluge (Fig. 13) and asso-

antennae: extension of data storage. data
transmission and remote control of ground

the first main stage hot tests

stations For launches into Geostationary
Transfer Orbit (GTO), ground stations are
located in Kourou, Natal (Brazil) and
Ascension lsland A fourth station will be

for late 1994 and early 1995 using flight-type
main-stage reservoirs and the Vulcain engine

located in either East or South Africa
Weather forecasting, safety and operations

coordination: construction of a new mission
control centre (called Jupiter 2) with more
reliable, automated configuration and countdown management systems; development of
new planning software and general spaceport-wide safety coordi nation ;

i

m

provement of

weather observation, statistics storage and
forecast systems
Other new investments including photo and
video systems (including inf rared tracking
cameras), construction of a large conference
room, a new space museum, new launcn
observation sites, and new back-up energy
supply and air conditioning installations.

(battleship'
campaign) in the same year. One maturation (lV)
and one qualification (Q) campaign are scheduled

During these campaigns, nominal as well as some
non-nominal situations such as an aborted launch
are rehearsed, and the performance of the backup
and the safety systems is verified

A major

mechanical validation campaign,

called IVDOl was performed in September 1993
in the Launcher Integration Building (Fig 5),
with the integration of two boosters and one
main-stage mockup of the mobile launch platform

Three more major mechanical validation
campaigns are scheduled before the launch
campaign for the first flight (in 1995) They will

involve, apart from

the Launcher

Integration

Building, the Final Assembly Building and the
launch pad

These projects are being implemented without

hindering current Ariane-4 launch operations,

Closing remarks

Some of the projects are partially implemented

The Ariane-S ground facilities and

and qualified, and are gradually providing support
to Ariane-4 missions.

modifications will be ready for the first Ariane-S
launch at the end of 1995 Before that time, the

Testing and qualification of the ground
facilities
The use of the launch pad as a test stand
eliminates investment in a soecral test stand in
Europe but, on the other hand, scheduling of
ground and flight hardware qualifications is more
interdependent and has to be done more carefully
Each subsystem is tested at the supplier's
premises in Europe before it is shipped to Kourou.
Another test is performed at the subsystem level
after installation in Kourou (called Phase 1), and is
followed by a series of tests (Phases 2 to 5) in which
more and more subsystems and more and more

automated control and command systems are
added, before the actual, global system test (such
as a hot test of the cryogenic main stage on the
launch pad) is performed
In 1991 , the utilities checkout system was installed

and checked; it has been operational since that
October. In 1992 and 1993, the firstfuelling tests of

a

the

'battleship'
version) were performed on the launch pad. They

main-stage mockup (called

range

facilities will be used for static test firings of the solid
boosters and the cryogenic main stage, They will
also be used forAriane-5's two qualification flights
The total investment is expected to be roughly one
billion ECUs, which includes the cost of operations
and testing untilthe first commercial flight in 1996

to be used
commercially for at least 100 launches The aim is
The facilities are then exoected

to retain, with Ariane-S, the 500/o share of the
commercial launch market that Arianespace
currently enjoys with Ariane-4
The ground facilities will satisfy all of their design
requirements. The objective of eight launches per
year with the possibility of two successive
launches one month apart, will be easily achieved

because

two launch campaigns can

be

conducted simultaneously with, for instance, one
launcher in the preparation phase in the Launcher
Integration Building while a second one is in the
Final Assembly Building and launch area This is
possible because ELA3 has two operations
rooms, two launch tables and two operational
checkout systems

25
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Figure 13. Testing the water
deluge system on the
launch pad. A booster
mockup (in beige) on its
launch platform is on the
far right. The three
trenches for the exhaust
trom the main engine and
the two solid boosters are
at the bottom centre

A low vulnerability rate has also been achieved
through the very simple design of the launch area,
stripped of all but the most essential equipment,
and throug h the use of mobile storage facilities and
two launch tables Good reliability, maintenance,
availability and safety have been made possible by
building redundancy into the fluids process and
operations command and control systems, and by
setting up safety systems that are completely
independent of the operational systems The very

The short duration of launch operations (22
working days) contributes to the objective of

high degree of automation in operations

performed in Kourou

also

makes for considerable gains in availability during
countdown and safety since the risk of human
error has been drastically reduced.

During the Ariane-5 development phase (until and

including the second qualification flight in 1996)

CNES and its Eurooean subcontractors are
operating the ELA3 facilities The industrial
structure for the subsequent, commercial phase,
i e the companies or g roups of companies that will
hp resnonsihle for lhe maintenance and
operations of the various systems, is now being

established Arianespace

will manage the

operation The industrial organisation must take
into account the resources and synergy needed

for the overlao ohase between 1996 and 1999
during which the ELA2 and ELA3 complexes will

operate simultaneously to ensure a smooth
transfer f rom Ariane-4 to Ariane-5 Special
production facilities, such as the booster area and

the liquid hydrogen and oxygen plants,
operated under direct industrial responsibility

are

reducing launch costs by 1Oo/o compared to the
cost of launching the most powerful version of
Ariane-4 (the 44L version) This short launchcampaign is possible because of the design of the
facilities and the way operations and the principles
that apply to them are organised: automation,
checks done in parallel for all the stages and the

fact that checks done in Europe can also be

With minor modifications, these facilities can also
be compatible with Ariane-S crewed and cargo
missions
- now under study - to future spaceG
stations

eurosim simulation of landing

Simulation of the Landing of a
Re-Entry Vehicle Using Eurosim
N. Buc
Simulation Facilities Section, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
D. Paris
Trajectory, Guidance and ControlSection, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

T.lzumi
Guidance and Control Laboratory, Tsukuba Space Center, NASDA, Japan

Eurosim,

the European

Real-time Operations
Simulator developed by ESA is a generic facility
for the development of realtime simulators Until
recently, Eurosim applications have been mainly

related

slone nre-flare and final flare A
guidance strategy was implemented and its

rnrith steen

Introduction

to the real{ime simulation of

in-orbit

technology, such as rendezvous and docking of
two spacecraft, and manipulations with a robot
arm. A new application in the area of landing
technology, however, has been jointly developed
by ESTEC and the Japanese Space Agency,
NASDA.

A flight simulator that reproduces the landing of an unpowered winged
vehicle in real time, was developed on Eurosim, ESA's European Real-time
Operations Simulator. The simulation can be run in either an automatic

mode in which the performance of various landing strategies can be
assessed, or in a semi-automatic mode in which a pilot can land the plane
manually and the man-machine interface can be tested. The simulator
proved to be a usefultestbed for evaluating the Eurosim facility and some of

performance was evaluated with respect to typical
perturbations: atmospheric changes, winds,
aerodynamic uncertainties, and navigation errors.
A man-machine interface was also developed to

allow the manual control system used in the
landing of the spaceplane to be studied,
In addition to enabling the landing technologies to

be analysed, this simulator has proven to be a
useful testbed for evaluating the Eurosim facility
and some of its features, like the graphic user
interface, post-simulation data analysis, and
hardware-in{he-loop, that have been recently
rmproved.

The Eurosim facility
The operational version of Eurosim was developed

for ESA by Fokker Space and Systems through
funding f rom the Netherlands Agency for

its recently-improved featu res.

Aerospace Prog rams (N IVR)

This simulator reproduces in real time the flight
phase of an unpowered winged vehicle as it
re-enters the atmosphere and lands, and more
specifically the terminal phase from an altitude of
24 kilometres and a Mach of 2 5 until the vehicle's

touchdown

on the runway The work

was

A real-time simulation environment

Eurosim is a complete real{ime simulation
environment, supporting the user from the initial
task of developing an application model that
replicates a real world system, to the final task of
analysing the simulation results Figure 1 shows

undertaken in cooperation with Tatsushi lzumi of

the activities performed within the

NASDA's Tsukuba Space Center during

envtronment:

his

Eurosim

one-year stay at ESTEC

A

research entry vehicle, which had been

developed

in

previous ESA Technological

Research Programme studies, was used in the

simulation All the flight phases of

a

landing

approach were replicated: the supersonic glide,
the energy-management turn, and the final phase

-

Simulator development: The user, who does
not have to be a simulation specialist, develops
or is involved in the development of the source
code for an aoolication model and the
associated files such as geometry data for
image generation, definition of the operator
screen, and interfaces with hardware devices

G
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Figure 1. Process for
developing and testing a
Eurosim simulation

Facility management

Facility
manager
Simulator

Activity

Test results

Model
developer

Test
conductor

Test
analyst

Test nrenaratinn The user defines lne test
conditions for a particular sim"lalo', ie the

amount of effort, into the real-time simulation

initial conditions, the simu ation scenario
(including failures), stirruli (to replace real
world nputs) and the data recording
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u

irements

environment
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In addition, since one of the

should not have to be a simulation expert, most of

the details relating to the writing of the simulation
will be hidden to the developer.

fest executron The test conductor is
- responsible
for controlling [he execrtior of the
simulation run according lo the predefined
scenario The test conductor can also modify

the scenario at any time while the test

is

To allow an

open interface, the application model

must f ulfil two conditions:

It must be written in Fortran, C, C+
or a combination of those languages

+,

Ada

running, for example, to introduce failures

It must comply with the

Application
standard

a

Iesl analysis The results of the simulatior run

Programming Interface (APl),

are processed and analysed. and images from
the simulation run can be replayed

cr

Facility management The facility arrd the
various appIcations are ma,ntained under
configuration control This includes a library of

facilities. enabling Ihe exchange

rrrentlri ho'nn rlorrolnnod hrr trQA fnr ilc

real-time simulators The API will be part of the
Model I nterface Control Document for real-time

software between facilities

of model
or the use of

different development tools

all validaled application models, wnich can be

accessed

ard

reused

by any

simulation

oeveroper.
All phases of the simulation lifecycle are supported
by graphically interactive tools
A generic simulation environment

The facility can supporl a wide variety of
application models ll is an open simulation
platform, which means that the user can integrate
inlo Eurosim an application model developed
using a facility other than Eurosim For instance,
the model source code can be automatically
generated by a design tool outside the Eurosim
environment and'ported', with a minimum

A reconf igurable si m ulation envi ronment
Fr rrosim is e rer-nnfinrrrable enVirOnment bOth
from a software and a hardware point of view
Software reconfiguration means that the same
piece of software can be reused for ditferent types
of applications Once a model software has been
implemented and validated in Eurosim, it is stored
in a library where it can be accessed by any future
project
Hardware reconf'guration is ar essentialaspect of
Eurosim Through the use of standard interfaces, it
is possible to incoroorate a user such as a pilot in

lhe system (called man-in-lhe loop') and

test
different types oIscenarios Hardware can arso be

eurosim simulation of landino

nnrIrrnrl ,n +h^ ^^^ Eurosim can
lhon ho rrco.l

fnr avamnlo

ln loal 2n

on-board conpJler and

to

linc evch:nnc n'd2ta

between

tl'e

veri[y

behaviour of rligir-standard
hardware lt can also be linked to
other simulators, to al ow an oncomplementary simulation facilities
Eurosim can thus support a test on a

dedicated test bench by providing

simulated data

for the

missing

components

The layout of

a typical Eurosim

simulator s shown in Figure
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Figure 2. Layout of the
Eurosim simulator
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Figure 3. The spaceplane's

horizontal traiectory during
the terminal approach and
landing. Two approach
strategies are shown: a
straight-in approach (top)
with a turn of less than
o sta rti ng fro m the
1 80
tangent point, or an
overhead approach
(bottom) with a turn of
more than 180o, used to
lose more energy
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spaceplane drring the landing. i e the terminal
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nniimal
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selected for the simulation is based on a classical

lurn on a predelined. circular trach [o align

lie

spaceplane with the runway axis before landing
The lurn is used to manage the spaceplane s

Head Alignment

Cylirder (HAC)
tracking

Pre-final

Steep
glide
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Horizontal trajectory
Fgure 3 shows a typical horizontal trajeclory for
lhe spaceplane s terminal approach Several
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Heading Alignment Cylinder (HAC) tracking:

Vertical guidance
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Tha

flying around a cylrnder. The purpose of the
cylinder tracking is to manage tne energy
level and to align the spaceplane with the

smooth transition between two

runway

PreJinal phase: When the spaceplane

's

,-,

rrortinal

nrririrnna

system musl ensure a

directly aligned with the runway. al a distance of
about 9 km from its target, the runway
threshold, it begins its transitron to the fina

geometric target. the runway

pnase

interrrediate modes

Final

(Fig

phase At 6 km from the runwaythreshold
a) the spaceplane goes into a steep
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.

the

spaceplane s speed At an altitude of 15
6^+.^^
^^^^^^l^
goes Into a secono
merres. +i^
rne spaceprane
flare. the final flare and. only '1 5 seconds

guidance

methods: an energetic guidance method during
the hot hypersonic flight (where it relies on an
energy formula) and a geometrrc one during the
terminal phases (where it shifts to using position
coordinates) - the end objective is to land on a

To ensure

a

smooth transition, there are two

of vertical guidance:
geometric altitude tracking and reference energy
lracking They are complemented by anolher
method, dynamic pressure control Dynamic

nrcssrrre has lo he mainlarned between a
minimum and a maximum limit Otherwise, the

spaceplane would either not be able to reach the
runway or would exceed its structural limit and
become disabled

before touchdown, the main landing gear is
deployed and the spaceplane then louches

Thp vcrlical nrridancc q\/Stem COntrols the vertiCal

down

mobile surfaces that act as brakes in the same way
as the spoilers on a standard
aircraft's wings do
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altrtude of less than
metres, tends to push the
be

compensated for in order to avoid

threEhoH

a

crash due

to a

'pitch-down

pertu rbation
Figure 4. The vertical
traiectory during the final
landing phases

Guidance strategy
The guidance system must involve algorithms to
account for and remove initial perturbations
induced by winds. errors n the atmosphere
model. and aerodynamic and navigation errors

There are two types

of

guidance

systems:

horizontal and vertical
U^.;-^^+^l

r rvt tzvr tLat

^,,;/^^^^tvY
gutwar

During the various flight sub-phases.
hnriznnl:l

the

Evaluation of Eurosim's landing strategy
General descriotion of the simulator

As shown in Figure 5, the guidance strategy is
implemented in the Eurosim environment along

wilh a flight mechanics propagator which

simulates the environment, a simplified navigation

estimator which identifies where the soaceolane
is, and an attitude controller Together, those
systems ensu re that the approach and landing are
reproduced in a realistic way and in real time

nrrirlanno a\/atem .nmnr rtoa tho

required bank angle for the vehicle to achieve an

Two possible simulation modes are introduced: an

Slurn (to ensure that, upon completion, the excess
energy is dissipated), the tracking of the tangent

automated mode

point, the cylinder tracking and finally the tracking

in which the guidance,
navigation and control (GNC) system controls the
spaceplane during the landing. and a manual

of the runway centreline

mode in which

a

human can override

the

eurosim simulation of landino

automatic sysrem and control

lre

spaceplane

during the approach and landing
The flight simulated in this exercise was a typica
one: lne spaceplane executes an overnead
strategy slarting at an altitude ol 24 km. a ground
speed of 600 m/s and a distance of around 50 km
from the runway Typical landing conditions were
also used:
a

touchdown point on the runway's centreline,

at a distance of 400 m from the threshold

a touchdown speed of 200 knots

+ 20 knots

(100 m/s)
a vertrr:al descpnl snptr.l Of 1 to 3 m/S
a typical pitch attitude of 5 to 10 degrees

Evaluation of the automated landing mode
Eurosim's well-designed user interface enables
thp norfnrm:neo nf lhp nrrid:nep c\/atom i^ l'1a
evaluated in the presence of typical perturbations,
including:

.

-

-

dispersions of the positron/velocity/energy at
the end of various key phases of the flight: the
hot hypersonic phase, HAC tracking, and the
steep slope
wind models derived from NASA models
position/velocity navigation estimate errors
errors in the prediction of the aerodynamic
properties of lhe spaceplane

two control sticks that the pilot uses

S-lurn lt has proved to be a useful manoeuvre
for coping with unexpected, initial conditions at
the end of the hot hypersonic phase

Winds This perturbation is the most difficult
oncto.omncnqe'cfnr ltisa main COntributorto
ranorng errors

Ground eftecl Ihe rooustness o[ guidance
with respect to ground effect is an important

to

command the spaceplane

Figure 5. Block diagram of
the simulation

a computer screen for landscape visualisation.

a head-up

display (HUD) thar ind,cates the

spaceplane s actual and optimal data
and 8) and an rnstrumentation panel

flrnr rnd effoct mndolc

The analysis conf rmed some anticrpated findrngs:

-

Switcfl
(Exrd/ffidb)

lFig

7

The lefl control stick is used to control the speed

b'akes (or equivalently the speed of the
spaceplane) The right stick has two control
f

unctions:

-

the stick's 'pitch' axis controls the

vertical

acceleration
the stick's'roll'axis controls the bank angle of
the spaceplane

Figure 6. The cockpit
mock-up with a screen
displaying the guidance
system and the instrument
panel (see the larger
screen in Fig. 7 and 8),
and a control stick that the
pilot uses to control the
spaceplane (the second
stick is not visible)

design driver for the final flare phase
Navigation error An error in the measurement
of the altitude appears to be a critical point for
the guidance system

Evaluation of the manual landing mode
The manual mode was designed to be used in two
ways: by a pilot on board the spaceplane to
override the automatic GNC and land the
spaceplane. or as a back-up means for a pilot on
tfre ground to remotely take over the operation of
the spaceplane and land it The spaceplane would

be equipped with on-board cameras that enable
the pilot on the ground to control the plane as if he
is in it
To

tesl lhp menrral qrrstcm and the man-maChine

interface, the following equipment was installed in
a mock-up of a cockpit (Fig 6):
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HEAD.UP
DISPLAY
(rN YELLOW)

INSTRUMENT
DISPLAY

Figure 7. The screen as the
pilot sees it during the
cylinder tracking phase,
with a visualisation of the
local landscape (top), a
simplified model of the
head-up display (top,
yellow overlay), and the
instrumentation panel

(bottom)

+

A

SPACEPLANE
SYMBOL

ENVELOPE
SYMBOL

Figure 8. The screen showing
a simplif ied model of the
head-up display during the
f inal phase belore landing
on the runway

-

a-LIHIT

a

UIIiS

STAL

eurosim simulation of landing

Figure 9. The more
advanced, reconf igurable
mock-up now being built
for a prolect with the
Technical University of
Delft (NL)

To control

and land the spaceplane successfully,

the pilot must perform the following using the
control sticks:

-

Keep the arrows that are displayed on either
side of the HUD, within the semi-circles The left
vertical line represents the vertical acceleration

and the right one represents the speed brake

position The semi-circle is the guidance
command, and the arrow isthe pilot command

-

Keep the cross displayed in the middle of the
HUD, inside the 'envelope' symbol (which
indicates the ideal attitude as computed by the
nrrirlanco qrretom\

The circle at the bottom of the HUD indicates the
spaceplane's imaginary crash point,
In addition, an instrument panel provides the pilot

with standard flight information: altitude, load
factor, air speed, vertical speed, Mach, roll and
pitch, heading, speed brake activation, and
guidance messages (the guidance mode and the
flight phase) The evaluation, however, shows that
the pilot is usuallytoo busy monitoring the head-up
display and using the control sticks to look at the
instrumentation panel.

Conclusion
The development of this new application using
Eurosim has demonstrated the facility's generic

capability: GNC specialists, who

are

not

necessarily real-time simulation experts, can
implement their own code in the simulator
environment

By imposing modularity of the software code and
stressing model software reusability, this simulator
can now be adapted to simulate different types of
vehicles such as a re-entry capsule or a return
stage of an advanced launcher.
In addition, the experience gained in this project

will be valuable in other prolects, This simulator
will be reused in a project with the Technical
University of Delft (NL) The university will study
different types of control strategies for re-entry
vehicles and advanced man-machine interfaces,
usrng a new and more advanced reconfigurable
mock-up (Fig 9)
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Intellectual Property Rights and Space
Activities
A.-M. Balsano
Legal Affairs, ESA, Paris

What are Intellectual Property Rights?
The Law of Intellectual Property relates to
protection for creations of the human mind.
Intellectual property laws typically grant to the

author

of the

intellectual creation

a set of

exclusrve rights for exploiting and benefitting
from the creation, which are limited in scope,
duration and geographical extent

develops facilities for conducting experiments,
either itself or by third parties. At the same time,
however, it develops facilities for operational
use (space applications), improving product
quality, diversifying activities, extending
expertise, using more modern and complex
management methods,
improving

and

nnm notiiirronocc

Intellectual Property Rights (lPRs) raise a number of important legal
questions with regard to space activities. These questions, which
concern, for example, ownership of intellectual property, infringement
of lPRs, sharing of lPRs, protection of data, and transfer of lPRs, have
to be addressed before any international cooperative effort that can
result in inventions or an infringement of lPRs can be implemented.

As an

A first analysis of the complex environment of the activities performed

rules governing intellectual property; contract
regulations, provisions in the implementing
rules of optional programmes, and clauses
contained in international aqreements.

in Outer Space has been presented and discussed during the first
ECSL/Spanish NPOC Workshop on lPRs in Outer Space, which was
held in Madrid in May 1993. At that Workshop, the participants, who
addressed the issues in the European context, expressed their interest
in continuing the study and in broadening its scope beyond Europe.
Consequently, a Seond Workshop, even more international in scope,
is being organised at ESA Headquarters in Paris at the end of 1994.

The policy behind protecting lPRs has

inter-governmental body, ESA has
certain general obligations to fulfil, including
protecting the interests of its Member States
without discriminating between them

On the basis of principles laid down in its
Convention, ESA has drawn up a number of

Article lll of the ESA Convention (lnformation

and Data) establishes the principle

that

Member States and the Agency shall facilitate

the exchange of scientific and

technical

information pertaining to the fields of space
at

research and technology and their space

least two aspects Firstly, intellectual property

applications lt also stipulates that any scientific
results shall be oublished or otherwise made

protection

is

intended

to

encourage the

creativity of the human mind for the benefit of
the public, by ensuring that the advantages
derived from the exploitation of the creation
will, if possible, inure to the creator himself, in
order both to encourage the creative activity
and to afford the investors in research and
development a fair return on their investments

The second policy consideration

is

wldely available, after prior use by the scientists
responsible for the exoeriments.

Given the diversity and abundance
intellectual-property provisions, the need

of
to
standardise them into a sinole document soon

oecame aooarent.

to

In 1989, the ESA Council adopted a set of rules

encourage the publication, distribution and

on information and data (ESA/C(89)95 Rev. 1),
based on Article lll of the Convention. The

disclosure of the creation to the public, rather

than keeping it secret lt also encourages
commercial enterprises to seek out creative
works for profitable exploitation.

document contains five chapters setting out the
basic principles concerning the various
sources of information and data, ie ESA staff,
contractors and experimenters.

ESA's IPR policy

The European Space Agency, as an R&D
organisation, seeks to extend technical
knowledge and to develop new technologies lt

Status of intellectual inventions and creations
produced by ESA staff members
A number of intellectual inventions or creations

intellectual property rights

or used by the

Agency and

its

the space field To that end, it concludes with

Member States stem from work done by ESA

these partners research contracts under which

exploited

staff members. Various provisions in the
ESA Staff Regulations establish who owns
intellectual property rights to such creations,

the contractors are bound to make available
to the Agency any resulting inventions or
technical data under free, non-exclusive and

the status of the inventor or creator, and how to
treat inventions or works oroduced within the

irrevocable licences,

Agency.

The intellectual property clauses contained in
such contracts are based on Chaoter ll of the

Rule 4.2 of the Regulations lays down the
following principles:

Rules on lnformation and Data (ESA/C(89)95,
Rev. 1) and the special conditions applicable to

intellectual property rights and other related

-

Before being appointed by the Agency, staff
members must declare any intellectual

rights applicable to study, research and
development contracts (Clauses 36 to 42 of the

nronerfv riohts to inventions or creations
acquired within the scope of their previous

Contracts, ESA C/290 Rev. 5).

duties The Director General determines
whether the holding and exploitation of
those rights are compatible with future
employment in the Agency The exercise of
such rights by future staff members must be
compatible with ESA activrties and their duty
of loyalty to the Agency (Rule 3), which bars
them from having
without the Director
paid
General's permission

-

-

General Clauses

and Conditions for

The contract binds the oarties in a number of
resoects:

-

Before the research contract is concluded,
the contractor must declare to the Agency

any intellectual property rights held

technical data The Agency may then
disclose them for its own purposes provided

occupation outside the Agency, and from

it

directly or indirectly holding such interests in
commercial firms as could, by their nature,

contractor/owner,

in

in

resoect of orevious inventions and related

any

compromise their independence

ESA

obtains the prior agreement of the
and provided that the
information and inventions are leoallv
protected.

the

discharge of their duties in the Agency

-

-

Throughout their period

of

-

appointment,
staff members must declare any invention or
creation resulting from employment in the
Agency. The same applies to technical or
scientific works and inventions effected
outside the scope of their duties. Where an
invention is concerned, the Director General
takes a decision on how to proceed, after
consulting the ESA Patents Group

them. In exchange, the ESA and its Member
States may use the inventions or information

under free, irrevocable and non-exclusive
licences. The Agency reserves the right of
reproduction, i.e. the right to manufacture or
have others manufacture the oroducts or
inventions resulting from the research work.

Lastly, after termination of appointment, a
staff member wishing to use or exploit the

intellectual property rights stemming from
inventions or creations produced in the
course of his activities in the Agency must
notify the Director General, who may require
those rights to be transferred to the Agency
or authorise concurrent explortation by
the Agency and the staff member This
obligation continues to apply for three years

after departure from the Agency
The principles summarised above are repeated
the Council document on
Chapter
information and data,

I of

Status of intellectual inventions and creations
produced by contractors
The Agency assigns numerous R&D tasks to

private or public bodies such as universities,
research laboratories and firms soecialisino in

Once the contract has been concluded,
inventions or technical data resulting from
the research work are owned by the
contractor, who may or may not protect
them by registered patent, or legal title
affording similar protection, and exploit

-

Throughout the duration of the contract, the

contractor must inform the Agency of any
further technical daia and inventions in the
space sector resulting from execution of the
contract.

-

Lastly, the contractor

or the Agency

may

transfer the research results outside the
territories of Member States or participants,
in accordance with the orocedure laid down

in Chapter lV of ESA/C(89)95, Rev '1 Such

transfer takes

the form of

a

standard

document, filled in by the Agency and the
contracto[ indicating the use and destination of the property to be transferred, the
programme under which it was developed,
and the nature and remuneration reouired

in return
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Forms of intellectual property

includes the right to claim authorship of the
work (have the name of the author and the
title of the work mentioned in connection
with the use of the work), and the right to
object to unauthorised modification of the

Patents

Protection for inventions is provided through

the granting of patents to inventors and their
successors in title. A oatent confers on its
owner the right to exclude others from making,
using, selling
importing products or
processes incorporating the technology that is
covered by the claim of the patent. The rights
under a patent are limited to the territory under
the control of the government that issues the
patent, and may be enforced only in that

work.

or

-

Economic right, which implies that the
owner of the author's right may grant all
public use of the work conditional on
payment of remuneration. There are three
main prerogatives:

territory.

Every year, ESA files about

20

- The Right of Reproduction: The making
of one or more copies of a work or of a

patent

substantial part of it in any material form, for
indirect transmission to the general public.

applications relating to inventions made by staff
members. A special internal group, called the
Patents Group, studies the request submitted
by the staff member to file a patent application

It

assesses both

the

patentability

of

-

Public Performance Rights: This

is

understood as meaning a performance of a
work, direct or indirect, which is presented
to listeners or soectators not restricted to

the

innovation, as well as ESA's interest in the
granting of a patent, which is determined by
the practical use that the Agency will actually
make of the product or process. A 'Catalogue

specific persons belonging

to a

private

group and which exceeds the limits of usual

domestic reoresentations.
- Finally, the author is the beneficiary of a

of ESA Patents' (ESA SP-1131) is available (from
ESA Publications Division) which is regularly
updated

'droit de suite'. This is the right granted to the
author and his heirs to claim a share of the
oroceeds of each oublic resale of his work.

Copyrights

A

protecting the financial and moral interests of
authors

European Union Directive of 29 October
1993 has harmonised the duration of the
protection of author's right and copyright to

There are two main systems for copyright

following his/her death'

lntellectual property also covers those rights

'the duration of his/her lifetime and for 70 vears
protection:

1

The latino-germanic sysfem
In France, as in ltaly and Germany, the work is

protected by the author's rights, provided it is
original, regardless of the form of expression,
merit, or destination of the work None of the
national patent offices requires the obligatory
filing of a work, The latino-germanic system
acknowledges two main categories of rights:

-

Moral rlght, which has several characteristics: it is inalienable, in other words it

or sold, perpentual
because it is still valid even after the death
of the author, and finally imprescriptible, ie
cannot be yielded

it is maintained even when the work

has

fallen into disuse

The moral right affords the author the right
of disclosure, which gives him the right

This protection is recognised for all work still
protected in a given Member State's territory.
Consequently, the Directive has the effect of
prolonging the duration of protection for works
which were already in the public domain, since
certain Member States of the European Union
recognise a delay of 50 years after the author's
death.

Once the economic rights have lapsed, the
work becomes public property, meaning that
anyone can exploit the work free of charge
without having first to obtain authorisation
(nevertheless, the citation of the author may be

imoosed).

2

The anglo-american system

There is no concept of 'moral right' under the
legislations of either of these States because

withdrawal

works of the mind are protected in terms of
their economic value in themselves and for
themselves In the United States, a work can
only be protected when filed with a national

previously received proper authorisation to
use the work. Furthermore. the moral rioht

copyright office. The protection of rights covers
a period of 28 years from the day of publication
of the work, with the option of renewal of protection for an equal period

to decide whether or not to expose his
work to the general public, and the right of

of the work from oublic use
against payment of compensation for
damages caused to any person who has

intellectual property rights

In Great

Britain,

on the other hand,

the

protection of the work is not subject to the
completion of formalities, and the period of

those programmes that are conceived and
develooed with a view to future commercialisation by a company set up for that purpose

for 50 years following his/her death

(e.g as under the Ariane Programme, which
currently the only example).

In ESA, the following types of work, performed

In

protection lasts for the lifetime of the author and

by ESA staff

members,

are covered

by

copyright: all the original publications, such as
books, newsletters, brochures, etc.; audiovisual

of any

is

practice, ESA's Legal Department pays
attention to and investigates the following
before filing a trademark:

(i)

technical works such as drawings, illustrattons

The name of the trademark should be
distinctive through its novelty and

ano prans.

originality, so that it cannot be contested by

Trademarks
The trade mark is a symbol that distinguishes
tha nrnrirrnic
and carrrinoq nf a nirron
v, vvuvLU

respect of the mark chosen.

works; photographic works

kind;

a third party

manufacturer or retail merchant from those of
another.

As for oatents, the trade mark confers on its
holder the exclusive monopoly of exploitation,
The holder is also under an obligation to make
use of the trade mark and to pay annual
installments in order to maintain his/her rights
The period of protection of the monopoly can

be anything lrom 7 to 20 years and can be

owning priority rights

in

(ii) The decision on which countries

and
classes of products and services for which
protection is to be sought should be made
in the light of the programme's potential,

to be undertaken
to detect any unauthorised use by third
parties. In these cases, the possibility of

(iii) An active policy has

legal proceedings

-

if amicable arrangements are not sufficient to safeguard ESA's
interests
have not to be excluded.

-

renewed indefinitely.

(iv) A list of criteria has to be established for
granting the use of the ESA mark to third

The choice of trade mark

In principle, there are no restrictions imposed
on the choice of mark. One can choose:

-

a

-

a representational mark or emblem; in other

-

nominal trade mark, which can be an
invented word, or a patronymic name

words, something appealing to the senses
such as sight or hearing (aural trade mark).
or
a complex trade mark combining a nominal
mark and a representational mark. This
option is, however, subject to limitations due

to certain characteristics which the mark
has to fulfil:

-

-

the mark must be distinctive. This means

that no visual signs can be used

(v) Arrangements have to be formulated for
transferring ownership of the mark to a
company that is exploiting the programme
commerciallv.
Currently, ESA owns the following trademarks:

ARIANE; ARTEMIS; ESAOUESX EARTHNEX ERS; HERMES; IRS; OLYMPUS;
EUROPE'S SPACEPORI and METEOSAT
(this last mark was registered by ESA in 1983 in
France and Germany In October 1991, the
rights thereto were transferred to Eumetsat
ESA retains the right to use the mark for its own
purposes).

to

depict the product or service in question
Neither can it be descriotive; in other

Activities in outer space and lPRs

words,

Copyri ght protection for satel lite-broadcasti

the mark must show

the

composition or nature of the product or
servlce
the chosen symbol should not be

deceptive, leading to confusion in the

mind of the general public as to the
origin or nature of the product or service

-

oarties

the chosen mark must be oriqinal,

no commercial remit,

g

coordinating copyrights and neighbouring
rights for cable transmissions and satellite

ESA trade marks

ESA, which has

n

and remote-sensing activities
With regard to satellite broadcasting, it is the
European Union which plays an important role
by creating an environment in which transfrontier broadcasts will not be hampered by
legal uncertainties. The European Union has
just adopted the final version of a Directive on

has

chosen to protect the names of its programmes
by means of registered trade marks for

broadcasting in the Union. These rules will take
effect in 1995.

Protection of remote-sensing data is a subject

that was initially taken up by a study
commissioned by the European Centre for
Space Law (ECSL) in 1989, and was followed
up by a joint ECSL/ESA/European Commission
whether
remote-sensing data could be protected under
existing copyrights in the European States. This

study Here, the main issue was

question

is

important

for ESA in order

to

establish a controlled flow of the data gatherec
by the ERS satellites and to stimulate private
investment in the remote-sensing activities, The
results of the study indicated clearly that
existing copyright laws did not offer adequate

protection and that additional actions were
neeoeo.

which allows for (Art 64 EPC)the acquisition of
a 'bundle' of national patents of the countries

party to the Convention, indicated in

the

application; the patent therefore has the effect
of a national patent in each of the countries
mentioned in the aoolication.

Outer space, similar to the high seas and
Antarctica, is not subject to national appropriation and does not fall under any national
sovereignty. This implies that outer space
cannot be appropriated by use or claim or any
other means (Art. ll of the Outer Space Treaty)
Howeve[ a State retains jurisdiction and contro,
over objects it sends into outer space (Art. Vlll
of the Outer Space Treaty). With regard to the

applicability

of

national patent regulations,

Patent protection and microgravity activities
The main legal issues are:

problems occur when an invention is used or

(a)

Which European patent laws protect the
research process conducted in space and
the results of such research achieved in
space? Can an infringement occurring in

of the specified State which, by definition,
excludes the extra-territorial areas of outer

outer space give rise

This situation led to the amendment of the

(b)

to liability under
patent laws?
What would be the legal consequences of
an invention being developed in space?

When trying to answer question (a), one has

to bear in

mind that European

national

regulations dealing with industrial property are

not concerned with the actual location of the
invention's conception lt is therefore irrelevant
under this regulation where the invention was
made and one may apply for a patent with
regard to inventions made in outer space under
any national or European system. The location
could, on the other hand, prove to be relevant

where the patent law of

a

grven country

provides that for certain types of inventions, i e

those relating to technologies having a direct

on

national security, the first
application for a patent must be filed in the
country where the invention was made. This

bearing

provision has the purpose of allowing security

clearance

for the invention before it

is

published or filed in a foreign country.

As regards the use of a nationally protected
invention in outer space, or the rnfringement
that may result from that use, the situation is
different. An authorised or non-authorised use
will not bear the legal consequences in those
European States that have not recognised the
object located in outer space, where the use is
made, as being an extension of their territory.

In principle, national patents are enforceable
only within the territorial boundaries of a given
country. The sarne principle applies within the
framework of the European Patent Convention,

in

outer space, because these
regulations are only applicable in the territory

infringed

space

patent law in the United States. The legislators
made this law also applicable to inventions in
outer space when such inventions take place
onboard space objects coming under the
jurisdiction or control of the United States As
we will see later, the same approach inspireo
the German ratification of the Soace Station
IGA
Turning to question (b), no provision contained

in European legislation or regulations would
retain the location of the conceotion of an
invention as a criterion for granting a patent
application Howeve[ a distinction is made

in

US patent law between foreign inventive
activity and domestic inventive activity. In
contrast to the patent laws of most countries,
where the patent is awarded to the first person
to file a patent application on the product or
process, a patent will be issued under US law

to the first person to invent the product or
process he claims in his patent. The first to
invent is said to have 'priority' over others
claiming the same invention. Priority is
determined by reference to certain key events
such as conception, reduction to practice, and
diligence.

Another important characteristic of US patent
law concerns activities considered to be 'prior

art' Patent law distinguishes between domestic
and foreign activity for the purpose of
determining what falls under the category of
prior art. For instance, patents and printed
publications, no matter where they originate,
are prior art, but items previously known, used
or invented are considered to be prior art only
if they occur within the United States

Finally, the definition of infringement contained

in US patent law as being the unauthorised
conception, use or sale of an invention within
the United States, creates the same problems

of

applicability

of patent law as in

other

same prrnciple applies to persons onboard the
Space Station who are nationals of the Partner
States
This why Article 1 of the lGA, which defines the
to
scope of the Agreement and its purpose

-

countfles.

establish'a longterm international cooperative
The example of the Space Station
The Inter-Governmental Agreement (lGA) on
the International Space Station., signed on
29 September 1988 by countries representing
four partners - the USA, Japan, Canada and
ten ESA Member States

-

is probably the most

complex and interesting example of

a

long-

term international cooperative endeavour

in

5UdUU,

The intrinsic characteristics of the exploitation
and utilisation of the International Space Station
generate corresponding legal implications.
Such characteristics include;

-

the Station will be 'permanently inhabited',
by a multinational crew
the Station will be located in outer space

framework for the development and
utilisation of a ... Space Station for peaceful

-

purposes'
should be read in conjunction
with Article lll of the Outer Space Treaty, which
stipulates that the exploration and use of outer

soace shall continue in the interests of
maintaining peace and promoting scientific
cooperation at international level. Similarly the
possibility of exercising jurisdiction and control
over Space Station elements (Article 5 of the
IGA) does not infringe upon Article ll of the

Outer Space Treaty, which bars any claim of
sovereignty over outer space.

The IGA and the provisions pertaining to
lPRs: specific issues for the European
Partner

Article 21 of the IGA aims at resolving issues

the multi-ouroose scientific and commercial

relating to lPRs developed or used onboard the

of this facility as

Space Station, on the basis of the principles

utilisation

a

research

a factory for manufacturing
materials, and as a service station for
supplying or repairing satellites.
laboratory, as

The agreement between the

Partners,

described in the lGA, is based on a system that

is complex to manage and which has been

the sublect of lengthy discussions.

These

discussions touched upon, inter alia, the
registration, jurisdiction and control of flight
elements considered as space objects under
Article Vlll of the Outer Space Treatv.

explained above.
The two main ouestions dealt with in the IGA
are the aouisition of lPRs over results obtained
from activities carried out onboard the Space
Station, and the protection against infringement
of lPRs (granted on Earth) that may occur
onboard the Space Station The fundamental
principle laid down in the IGA is that the part of

the Space Station complex in which the
invention was made is deemed to be an
extension of the territory of the State that
registered that element

These discussions focussed especially on the

necessity of complying with one of the
fundamental principles of outer space law,
which is stated in Article ll of the Outer Space

The approach adopted by the Space Station
Partners raises a general question about the

Treaty, under which outer space is not subject
to national appropriation in whole or in part.

criteria to solve the problem of the territoria,
application of patent laws and a number of

applicability

of the jurisdiction and contro

questions relating

to the European Partner

The solution that has been accepted by the

States.

signatories of the IGA is that each 'Partner' will
register each element it provides as a space
oblect, thereby establishing its jurisdiction and

fiction regarding the ten European Partner

control over such elements, i e. the ability to
issue reoulations and have them enforced The

.

The current Partners of the IGA are envlsaging
changes in the existing legal framework In fact, on
6 December 1993, the Space Station Partners invited
Russia

to be a

Partner

in the detailed

design,

development, operation and utilisation of the Space
Station Russia has accepted the invitation via a
Diplomatic Note dated 17 December 1993

Firstly, Article 21.2of the IGA establishes a lega

States: these States are deemed to be locateo

on a single territory which is subject to one
set of regulations lt goes without saying that
the ten Frrronean Partner States that are
signatories of the IGA are not located on a
single and unique 'territory'. A consequence of

the legal fiction is therefore that, in order to
implement the lGA, the European Partner
States will have to establish IPR provisions at
national level which are not only compatible
with those established in the other European
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Partner States,

but also appropriate for

responding to the needs expressed in the IGA

a

process that could

be described as

a

IGA has not yet entered into force for Canada
and the European signatory States, these two
Partners having so far failed to ratify it.

standardisation of legal texts.

The process of legal harmonisation called for
by the IGA imposes a certain burden on the
srgnatory States. As a first step, the States

concerned will have to proceed with the
identification of possible obstacles to be
surmounted if harmonisation is to be achieved
and, as a second step, they must assess the
results of the harmonisation process already
underway in Europe in the field of lPRs in order
to determrne whether such a process carl

influence

or

respond

to the need for

contributing at least 800/o to the Columbus
Development Programme At present, the six
signatory States who have ratified the IGA
contribute to a level of 775o/o to the Columbus
Programme, whose objective is to implement

the

European part

of the Space

Station

cooperation. Therefore, ratification by France
or Belgium will be needed to permit the entry
into force of the IGA for the Eurooean Partner

the

protection of lPRs designed or used onboard
the Space Station
The procedures applicable to the ratification of
treaties differ from State to State and one has to
bear this simple fact in mind when considering

the implementation of IGA provisions.

The IGA will enter into force for the European
Partner only when it is ratified by four States

The necessary harmonisation process referred

to above is obviously not made easier by
the procedural aspects, i e, the numerous
procedures which need to be carefully
monitored and guided in order to transform the
legal fiction of the IGA into reality.

The

ratification procedure can involve transforming

The lack of coordination regarding solutions

provisions provided by the IGA into nationa
law (by legislative process) or incorporating

States could significantly affect the develop.

these provisions without recourse to any
procedure whatsoever - in which case the
IGA enters into force, bypassing the legislative
process of the State (immediate validity).

The Space Station IGA has, to date, been
ratified by six European States: Germany, The
Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, Spain and
Italy. Germany exercised the right laid down in
Article 21.2 of the IGA by enacting legislation
on 13 July 1991 for the purpose of ratifying the
lGA. Article 2 of this legislation stipulates that
for the purposes of German copyright and
industrial patent legislation, an activity occurring in or on an ESA-registered element is
deemed to occur within German territory. The
remaining provisions of Article 21 of the IGA
are considered to be self-executing, and for this

reason Germany has not felt it necessary to
enact further legislation
The other European States, having ratified the
lGA, did not consider it appropriate to enact
legislation and have given immediate and
drrect validity to the provisions of the lGA. The
United Kingdom, for its part, has informed ESA
that it intends to enact legislation in line with
the provisrons of Article 21 of the IGA and is
currently studying the scope of changes to be

made to its national law in order to ratifV the
IGA

The IGA entered into force on 30 January
1992, the conditions prescribed in its Article
25(a) having been fulfilled with the ratification
by Japan and the acceptance by the USA. The

adopted or to be adopted by the ten European

a

ment of
legal system that is uniformly
applicable to the design and utilisatron of lPRs
onboard the Space Station, For this reason, to
provide

an

adequate f ramework

for

the

protection of rights provided for in the lGA,
ratification of the IGA by all the European States

through the same procedure as followed by
Germany would be a worthwhile development

Conclusion
In conclusion, the role of Intellectual Property in
space activrties in general, and in those of ESA
in particular, is important in order to protect and
promote the results of R&D and to encourage

industry to select creative works for exploitailon.

The policy developed by ESA in this field is in
line with the main characteristics of lntellectual
Property, i e. it encourages publication, distribution and disclosure of the innovation to the
public, in order to stimulate the improvement of
scientific knowledge.
The example of the International Space Station
shows that new actions have to be undertaken

in order to arrive at a coordinated and harmonised legal framework for the lPRs of the ESA

Member States

G
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The Materials Challenges Facing Europe
D.C.G. Eaton
Structures and Mechanisms Division, European Space Research & Technology Centre
(ESTEC), Noordwijk, The Netherlands
D.P. Bashford
ERA Technology Ltd., Leatherhead, United Kingdom

Introduction
It takes typically ten years to establish acceptance of a material for aerospace applications
Space applicatrons, by comparison, require rather
small volumes
such materials and so

of

manufacturers cannot therefore rely on space
alone for their business, In addition, emerging
materials tend to be much too exoensive in
the shorter term for a particular application when

compared with established materials,

the

development costs for which have already been

wriitten

off The experience gained in using

an

In

March this year, ESA co-sponsored

a

Symposium, with BRITE/EURAM, EUREKA and

SAN/PE,

with a view to stimulating such

collaboration. Russian contributions were also
actively encouraged, The figures used to illustrate
this article are drawn from the Proceedings of that
Symposium. ESA continues to support such
bodies as AECMA and has its own Advanced
Structural Materials Information Exchange Group,
which endeavours to coordinate such activities lt
has been active in stimulating and reviewing
information for ESA's Structural Handbooks.

established material is another imoortant factor
In the short term, the thrust must be to conserve

Many of the newly emerging structural materials are at a difficult
cross-roads, with reductions in aerospace budgets placing severe
constraints on both their development and usage. There are simply too
many materials chasing too few applications. Great care has therefore to be
taken in the coming years to ensure that Europe does not lose its expertise

in what could well prove to be an important technological spin-ofl arealor
the longer term.

and consolidate the most

promising
developments and to foster the widespread and
cost-effective utilisation of this materials

technology
Future space applications

As materials reach an appropriate stage

of

development, they can be candidates for use in:
Consequently, there is an urgent need to find ways
and means of reducing such costs, which involves
promoting broader access to the emerging
technology The establishment of a bigger market
and a better sharing of development costs would

seem

to

require improvements in technology

transfer. Forums

for

-

tanks, etc.)

-

new materials and their applications technology.

launchers and re-entry vehicles (rocket-motor

components, thermal-protection

co-operation and

cross{ertilisation must be exploited to identify a
wider range of opportunities to extend the use of

soacecraftstructures
structural elements of payload and service
equipment (antennas, solar arrays, optical
equipment such as mirrors and benches, fuel

systems,

integral tanks, air-breathing engines, etc.)

-

Space Station, interplanetary satellites, and
eventually Moon bases; all of these are likely to
require the use of very light materials for the

construction

of

antennas. heat

shields.

There has already been some success in the
transfer of technology of structurally related
space application materials to other disciplines.

dwellings, meteoroid protection systems, etc
retention of material properties over many
years will be an important issue,

These include the use of high-modulus, carbonreinforced plastic in ground-based applications,
surgical uses for shape-memory alloys, and
industrial use of rockef motor static seal
technology.

'Smart structure' developments are expected to
find aoolication in the realisation and maintenance
of reflector profiles, dimensional stability of optical
payloads, active noise and vibration control, and

;
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in-orbit health monitoring and possibly control of
unmanned spacecraft The ability to monitor the
health of large cryogenic composite fuel tanks is a
typical longterm objective.

high{emperature applications, can be modified
for use in ootical structures such as mirrors and
optical benches They offer very high stiffness and
the stability of materials that have been processed
at high temperatures well beyond those likely to be

experienced by orbiting structures However, all
such ceramic- and metal-matrix composites are

High-stability structures

Long-life orbiting structures

will

require

dimensionally stable materials. To date, such
needs have largely been met with carbon-fibre
epoxy resin composites (CFRP), but the existing

epoxy composites may not sustain such
requirements for larger components and
extended lifetimes under thermal cvclino

Opportunities exist to replace first-generation
CFRP with stronger ultra-high-modulus CFRP
materials utilising cyanate ester or toughened
epoxy resin systems The cyanate esters offer

reduced moisture absorbency

and

better

resistance to micro-crackino under severe thermal

cycling

very expensive to produce.

LEO and the environmental stability of
materials
There is concern that polymeric materials

in

particular may experience accumulated physical

damage during prolonged use

on

low-

Earth-orbiting structures Contributing conditions
include the hard vacuum, radiation, thermal
cycling and micrometeoroid impacts, coupled with
atomic-oxygen attack. These provide conditions
for progressive surface degradation, which may
be significant over a 21-year lifetime compared
with the 5 to 7 years of exposure typical of today's
orbiting spacecraft

A recent ESTEC study showed that low instances
of micro-cracking could be achieved in the
thermal cyclic range of - 180"C
to + 130oC.

Figure 1. Extensive use of
diffusion bonding and
superplastic forming is
made in the manufacture of
the Rafale fighter's highly
loaded titanium canard.
This incorporates a

diffusion-bonded spigot
and a hexagonal

corrugated core structure.
A substantial mass saving
is realised compared with
other manufacturing
methods
(Photo courtesy of
Dassault Aviation)

However, the precise 'prepreg' processing
conditions applied by individual contractors have
proved very influential in determining the integrity
of the thin (300 micron) 0"/90o laminates.

Optical structures require a high degree
dimensional stability, so that the propensity

of
of
CFRP to outgas moisture and micro-crack may
prove unacceptable. Composites with more stable
matrices such as metals and ceramics are
proposed as solutions here, particularly for Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) applications

CarbonJibre-reinforced magnesium and
aluminium composites have received attention by
offering opportunities for

a high degree

of

Experiments aboard the US Long-Duration
Exposure Facility (LDEF) and Europe's own
Eureca retrievable platform have quantified the
levels of erosion that can be experienced by
uncoated CFRP In the worst case, some 100
microns of composite, equating to a single ply, can
be removed in just 5 years of exposure to atomic
oxygen. For typically thin constructions, the
integrity of the structure would be lost before the
end of the spacecraft's intended service lifetime,
Such erosion can be avoided by adopting one or
more of the following options: protective metallic
coatings, shielding or reduced angle of incidence
to atomic-oxygen flux.
A more ambitious option is to use Anoxic Siloxane

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) control.

'composites' (described

Considerable efforts have been expended in
developing processing techniques to overcome
the difficulties of fibre-matrix reactions and poor

S

transverse strengths The isssue of galvanic
corrosion remains, but may be overcome if the
composite is coated and always kept in a
controlled low-moisture environment.
Carbon.fibre/ceramic-matrix composites (C - C
and C-SiC), which have been developed for

in detail

by

Palsule in ESA Journal No. 2. 1993). These
materials have silicon instead of carbon in their

molecular structure and it is converted to a
non-volatile silicon oxide by the atomic-oxygen
flux. A type of 'passivating layer' can be formed
which is stable in vacuum and inhibits further
oenetrative oxidation. Siloxanes can therefore be
exploited in the first instance as coatings They are
currently being evaluated as matrices for structural
comoosites with carbonJibre reinforcement.

materials challenges

High-temperature applications

service requirements. however. making

Within Europe, high{emperature

likelihood of common material usage somewhat

structural
materials development has received an impetus in
recent years from the Hermes, Sanger and Hotol
spaceplane programmes The potential materials
for such aoolications now include new titanium
alloys, Super-Plastically Formed/Diffusion
Bonded (SPF/DB) titanium, titanium-matrix
composites (TN/C), nickel alloys, beryllium and
ODS aluminium alloys, as well as the more well
publicised C-C and C-SiC ceramic-matrix
cnmnnqitos Thp metallic materials offer
capabilities in the 300 to 1000"C range, whilst

Ceramic Matrix Composite (CMC) materials in
various selected forms can sustain temperatures

the

tenuous
An obrvious conclusion f rom all of this is that future
space programmes using modest quantities of
rEqu
--+^'i^r^uqr il ruL '^^'ilv
il r4LEr ror)

exoect commercial

sourcing to a unique specification. The result
could be considerable expense in fabricating a
limited number of items especially for space
application

Joining technologies for airframes and tanks
With the aoolication of new materials comes the
requirement to fabricate structures f rom them with

of 1500 to 2000oC The issue of oxidation
protection for prolonged use is not to be
underestimated Elaborate protective coatings are
expensive to apply and increase the complexities
of joining, inspection and verification

With C-SiC, more recent developments have

concentrated on reducing the very high
processing costs associated with chemical

vapour deposited or infiltrated (CVD/CVl)
C - SiC by switching to quicker processing routes

such as siliconising, polymer pyrolysis and melt
infiltration, All of these materials can provide
technical solutions in some form for aoolications
experiencing operating temperatures beyond the
capabilities of polymer composites and aluminium
alloys Each material has its own particular
attributes and drawbacks, not least in who retains
the capabilities to design and manufacture with a
^^^^i{i^
JpYUiltU

I-^+^"i^l
tdtYIdl

For the hightemperature composites with
continuous f ibres, the material microstructures are
very complex, as are the progressive modes of
failure through multiple crack formation The
integrity of such materials under harsh oxidising
conditions remains to be fully resolved, since they
are often operating close to their physical imits and
experiencing micro-structural changes during
USE

The short- to medium-term future of

many

efficient joining techniques The assembly costs
for such large structures have also to be weighed
carefully, particularly for a launcher like Ariane-S,

Figure 2. Spin-rolling
facilitates the production

with its many cylinders, bulkheads, frames,
adaoters and oanels Even with established

as illustrated by this 6.2m1

materials such as aluminium alloys (2219,7475)
and steels (D6AC), useful advances can be made

hightemperature materials is very uncertain due

by applying

to the very limited

commercial applications

aluminium alloys, this includes spin-forming/

available In space programmes, the shorterterm
opportunities have diminished to primarily those

Tungsten Inert Gas (TlG) welding (Ariane-S tanks),

with re-entry vehicles, launcher
propulsion systems, and planetary probes Some

associated

C-SiC may be used in optical structures The
volume of material used in these outlets will,
however.

be

insufficient

to

guarantee

the

commercial viability of all such materials

modif

ied techniques For

long Ariane component
(Photo courtesy of MAN,
Germany)

the

cold forging and machining (Ariane-5 booster
separation motors), shot peening/rolled/forged
and TIG welding (Ariane-5 tank bulkheads) and
electron-beam welding. This, in turn, could lead to
the nextgeneration of tankconstructions based on

and SPF/DB titanium alloys,
weldable lithium containing aluminium alloys
cold-formable

materials lie with gasturbine engrne development,
high-energy braking systems, and electrical power

(2195 Weldalite), and filament-wound CFRP
constructions Such technologies could save up to
2 tons on an Ariane-S vehicle, but the extra
development costs would have to be properly

neneratinn These anoliCationS have different

identified.

The other industrial opportunities for the new

of very large, seamless,
stiff ened cylindrical parts
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strain to failure malerials.

il is preferable to

configure joints to operate in compression and not
in tension or shear.

Inspection
Thara cra nnrr, : larna number of established
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques for
inspecting assembled composite and light-alloy
structures To these have been added modified
a\/afome fnr norlmrn rnd motellin nnmnnciloc
where the defects and features of interest may be
similar, but on a smaller scale and in mediums of
different signal attenuation and energy
absorption Greater emphasis is row being
nl:noI
|\/rov9u

nnI rrur
nnn-ann+2ai.^r'l
I uurrrqvr ql lu
vr

water) techniques

as

rnlnri
l,ul r-uuuPlgu

means

of

/nn
\rru

examining

assembled configurations Ultrasonic inspection

has always been populat but ,s usually
Figure 3. Optical f ibres
embedded in a woven
CFRP skin

Whe'e high-lemperalure materials are to

be
applied. the main issues relale lo connecting hot

outer surfaces

(Photo courtesy of
Westland, UK)

to cooler

underlying airframe

structures Joints may be static or may consist of

movable parts and seals ESTEC-funded
programmes have evaluated fasteners made
made of C - C, C - SiC, coated nobium alloys and
nickel alloys All can sustain the temp-

tochninrroc
cu

CFBP after 100 h at

250'C

(mag x20).
(Photo courtesy of Short
Bros., UK)

rrents,

cr re h

shearog

:c

lecer rrltraqnr rnd erldrr

raphy. electronic

speckle

thermography, transient thermography, photothermal thermography and stimulated infrared

thermog raphy in addition to holog raph ic
interferometry, neutron magnetic resonance, and
neutron absorption, X-ray techniques based on
t-,^r^
hacLcc:ttorinn
I rV,
UEtd-Pdl
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eratures involved, but the issue of oxidation and
protecting threaded fasteners requires further

ldulUDUUPy.
'-..]i^^^^^.,

investigation. as do the approp'iate rnspection
Iecnniques

tomography have contributions to make for
hightemperature composites such as coated

In

the use of castable
inorganic cements has been demonstrated
fnr : nnnfinrrratinn rcDfesentative Of a CMC

of ceramic composttes.

thermal-protection shingle mounting By careful

Whilst all of these techniques have something to
offer in providing various degrss5 of resolution, the
t\/nAa
dafont and d,ameaa tht+ noaal t^ ho

ralraalaaranhq7
ruiloeLv!,revrry,

C and C - SiC For high-resolution inspection
compulerised
tomography is gaining acceptance
C

Figure 4. The effects of
ageing on bismaleimide

a

contacting/coupled method lt is now giving wayto

preliminary studies,

design, the cement is injected into a cavity where it
solidifies and provides a mechanical taper to lock
lho chinnlo
rVru rn
il | nlano
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applied loads by compression, for which it

is

well-suited, as opposed to the shear that bonded
joints experience As ceramic composites are low

-

^f

detected remain unchanged For polymer

r:nmnoqi'es thc crilical defects are
de-laminations and impact damage, with
supporting evidence required to confirm low
porosity, correct fibre alignment and no disbonds

With ceramic composites, acceptable porosity
levels can be higher. but any variations in bulk
density and thickness need to be quantifiable
Severe delaminations and excessive microcracking are the main features to be looked for
before confirming material integrity

Possible space applications of smartstructure technology
This is a rather special and emerging structuralmaterials development area and often involves the

embedding of sensors, detectors and optical
fibres in a composite structure In conjunction with
the use of these devices, passive or active control
over the structure's behaviour can be achieved
using a controlling network The realisation and
maintainance of large deployable reflector profiles
could be one such application, while the possibility
of monitoring the health of such items as large

materials challenges
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One of the main problems that has to be resolved

examples are given below

for unfurlable antennas is the assurance that the
necessary surface profile can be realised after

Sensors and actuators

conditions of space, Clearly, if the shape can be

These are likely to be critical constituents of a smart
structure. In any space applicatlon, they will have
to require a very minimum of the spacecraft mass,
volume and electrical power budgets They will

'tuned' by the use of sensors and actuators in orbit,
this would reduce the complexity of g round testing
and perhaps even simplify the melhod of

I

deploying

have to work for a minimum of five years, and

probably much longer in some project
applications. They will have to survive the launch
environment and the longer-term effects of the

the

reflector

in the zero-gravity

construction. The challenge is to demonstrate a
reliable, cost-effective system whilst not placing
additional pressures on the resource budget

identified for the'passive' configuration The

oroblems that mav have to be addressed are:

shape could, of course, be realised using various
thin-shell and membrane concepts, of which the
mesh configuration is just one example

What are the advantages of

optical

A study being undertaken by ERA (UK) and

fibres/sensors over conventional measure-

Dornier (D) includes some initial assessments of
'smart' technology for antennas and will examine

in-orbit environment Some typical sample

ment systems?

Do they accurately measure the parameter o{
interest?

Can the optical signal analyser be readliy
accommodated in a spacecraft system?
ls there sufficient redundancy to compensate
for failed sensors?
Can the sensors (actuators) respond within the
renr rirori timo intorrral?

Can the actuators provide the required force
and displacement?

Will actuators/sensors designed for in-orbit
operation be compatible with the structure
manufacturing process and survive the launch
environment?
Clearly, the importance of some of these questions

will be application-dependent, but some general
feeling of confidence in the use of 'off-the-shelf'
items has to be established before the introduction

of optical fibres into composite space structures
can be seriously entertained Work of a similar
nature is probably needed for actuators, Westland

Aerospace (UK)

are conducting

Figure 5. Machined allCFRP core for a highly

the potential of the competing transducer systems

practical
investigations into the problems of and solutions

for shape control A breadboard configuration

{nr

strain control is being developed In practice, it is
difficult with most currently marketed transducers
to realise efficient thermal strain control because of

roelicinn

amhaddarl

nntinql

fihroc

Qnmo

additional work has been conducted for ESA by
Dornier (D)

using co-located piezo-electric transducers for

dimensionally stable
ref lector
(Photo courtesy of Dornier,
Germany)

the high coefficient of thermal expansion of the
Antenna technology
Current antenna reflectors in Europe rely almost
entirely on the use of stiff polymer composite face
sheet/honeycomb-sandwich core constructrons,
where the required surface profile has been
realised during manufacture For most present
applications, this will suffice up to a diameter of

about 3 m. but where larger diameters

are

required, the reflector must be stowed compactly
during launch and subsequently unfurled once in
orbit This necessitates alternative forms ol
construction, of which mesh antennas are atypical
example Amerrcan and Russian versions have
been flown and similar technoloov has also been
develooed in Eurooe

transducer material

Micro-vibrations
The presence of micro-vibrations emanating from

on-board sources such
e+Annor
rr rururr.
orulJl.Jur mninra

as

reaction wheels,

rnla,,n
6a4laninal
I rruur rol rru4l luloy).

disturb experiments requiring

Etu,.
uor
^+^

I

zero-gravity

conditions, or can cause jitter that disturbs the
imagery of optical payloads
Considerable information has been gleaned from

a

micro-accelerometer package flown

Olympus spacecrafl lor in-orbil

on

the

heallh
monitoring/vibration control Work is continuing to
develop smart systems that will employ automatic
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signal-recognition techniques and exploit both

the immediate commercial availability of some

passive and active methods of vibration reduction

advanced materials is in considerable doubt; this

For example, many optical payloads employ
isostatic mounts to avoid distortions due to

includes thermoplastrc/bismaleimide/polyimide
composites, aluminium-lithium alloys, particulateand fibre-reinforced aluminium composites and
titanium-matrix composites There are not enough
immediate applications to sustain present
commitments in ceramic-matrix composites such
as C - SiC, where initial funding from spaceplane
programmes has now been scaled down

quasi-static loads These are often in the form of
flexures They also provide the sole path for in-orbit
vibration transmission Investigations are planned
into the use of passive or active damping systems
at these locations to eliminate the unwanted
vibrations

Active noise and vibration control
Achieving sufficient low-f requency noise reduction
through a lau ncher payload fairing is a difficult task
and liable to involve a substantial mass penalty
The use of active control systems employing

Figure 6. C/SIC air-intake
ramp which operates at
1

2000c

(Photo courtesy of Dornier)

may be confined in their ambitions to

using

embedded piezo-ceramic transducers is the
subject of current investigations, which it is

application, but are at least available and not

believed can lead to a more mass-efficient svstem

overlv exoensrve

In future

The potential for the application of smart structures
and their related technologies is evident, but faces

air-breathing launchers, similar

techniques could be used to reduce the risk of
acoustic fatigue in the air intake.

materials which are not necessarily ideal for the

a range of interdisciplinary problems lt

seems

likely that 'partially smart' techniques may well be

Availability of materials technology
The space industry remains conservative in

its

selection of materials Preference has traditionally
been given to proven materials with multiple
sourcing These criteria can be fulfilled by steels
and aluminium alloys as the established materials

of construction, Fibre-reinforced epoxies

(e.9,

CFRP) in laminate or sandwich-panel form are

now rn common use, after twenty years

of

development and progressive application
Recent discontinuation of some industry-standard
ultra-high-modulus CFRP prepregs has served to
demonstrate the vulnerability of the space industry

because it purchases relatively small quantities

With more ambitious space

programmes,

particularly those requiring high-temperature
materials, there is a likelihood that only single
sourcing will be available for a specific material or
processing technology lt is already the case that

z+o

There wi I be an increasing commercial tendency
to consolidate on those materials and process
technologies for which there are the largest
markets, In this respect, future space programmes

the first aoolications As with more conventional
structures, their evolution and introduction will
depend on their cost-effectiveness and reliability.
This applies to the constituent embedded sensors,
actuators and the like, and their use of spacecraft
resources These will have to betraded againstthe

capabilities of traditional

methods.

G
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The Ninth European Symposium will provide aforum for the presentation of scientific investigations
on gravity-dependent phenomena in physics, fluid and materials sciences. Contributions on both,

theoretical and experimental aspects are solicited. The topics to be addressed include:

- combustion
- critical point phenomena
- crystal growth from melt, solution or vapour
- crystallization of biological macromolecules
- disperse systems
- fluid dynamics
- heat and mass transfer in fluids
- liquid undercooling and metastable phases
- phase separation and interfacial phenomena
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- solidification processes
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- other topics in fundamental physics
Special attention will be paid to results of recent Space Shuttle and MIR missions. In addition, the
presentation of experiments using re-entry satellites, sounding rockets, parabolic aicrall flights,
drop tubes, and centrifuges is encouraged. Further ground-based investigations and the
development of new diagnostic methods should mntribute to a substantial programme. Presentations
will be given in the form of invited papers and posters.
(A more detailed scope of the Symposium will be outlined in the Second Announcementto be ssued

by the end of August 1994.)
Interested authors are invited to submit an extended Z-page abstract of their proposed paper by
13 January 1995. The abstracts and any requests forfurther information should be sent to:

Dr. M.H. Keller
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Ninth European Symposium
Gravity-Dependent Phenomena in Physical Sciences

c/o DLR
Linder Hbhe
D-51140 K6ln, Germany

Tel: +49 - (0)2203-601-2635 or -2862
Fax: +49 - (0)2203 63463
This Symposium is cesponsored by Deutsche Agentur
(DARA), and the European Space Agency (ESA)
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LAgence spatiale europ6enne dans le
mouvement d'6largissement des
*
O rgan isations eu rop6en nes
G. Lafferranderie
Conseiller juridique, ESA, Paris

Par 6largissement on vise tout aussi bien I'accroissement du nombre

d'Etats membres d'une Organisation que l'6tablissement de relations
institutionnelles entre I'Etat non membre et l'Organisation sous une
forme pr6vue par la Convention de ladite Organisation ou sous une
forme apparue d cet effet.

La dislocation de I'ex-URSS, l'apparition d'Etats ind6pendants en
Europe centrale et orientale a naturellement pos6 la question des
relations entre ces Etats et les organisations existantes en Europe de
I'Ouest, pour des raisons de reconnaissance d6mocratique, ou
d'assistance technique, f inancidre.

rtra
Yvv

do

A. Le Conseil de I'Europe

Pour les raisons precitees, les nouveaux Etats

m2nioro

-

les

invites

so6ciaux
Aujourd'huile Conserlde I'Europe regroupe 32
pays. Fonde par le Traite de Londres de 1949
entre dix pays: Belgique, France, Luxembourg,
Pays-Bas, Royaume-Uni, Danemark, Norvdge,
lrlande, ltalie, Sudde, il s'est elargi a d'autres

pays: Grece, Turquie, lslande,

Qu'entendait-on par Europe? On se r6f6rait d la d6finition issue du
Conseil de l'Europe. Chaque Organisation avait bien sOr son propre
*.
systdme d'adh6sion et ses propres d6f initions d'Etats membres*

ont cherch6 a entrer dans le cercle

trteI na nar
rt eo lzira
vvvr

progressive. Les demandeurs se trouvent
devant des statuts de participation differents.

Autriche,

Allemagne, Chypre, Suisse, Malte, Portugal,
Espagne, Liechtenstein, Saint-Marin, Finlande

(1988), Hongrie (1990), Pologne

(1991),

Bulgarie (1992), Estonie, Lituanie, Slov6nie,
Slovaquie, R6publique tchdque et Roumanie
en 1993.

des

Organisations europ6ennes, 6conomiques,
culturelles ou scientifiques, techniques La

Plusieurs pays veulent entrer; certains ont le
statut d"invite special', ce sont des pays de

de l'Est qui etaient
lls peuvent

Russie constitue un cas oarticulier en raison de

I'ancienne Europe

son potentiel, de son poids sur la scene
internationale, de ses realisations en matiere

communistes jusqu'en 1988.

spatiale.

ce sont

On examinera quelques r6ponses: celle du
Conseil de I'Europe, de l'OCDE, de I'UEO,
de l'Union europeenne, celle d'autres

l-lorzonmrino la flrnatio
la lottnnio
la
Mac6doine, la Moldavie, la Russie et I'Ukraine,
neuf pays qui se rajouteront un jour aux actuels
pays memores

Organisations techniques, avant de se pencher
sur la situation de I'ESA et de tirer oueloues
conclusions en forme d'interrooations.

d'observateur.

l.

Chaque Organisation d6veloppe son

propre sch6ma de coop6ration en fonction
de sa Convention, ses buts.
Dans certains cas le rattachement d'un nouvel

*

Cet article refldte les vues personnelles de l'auteur.

**

La Convention de l'ESA parle de coop6ration
europeenne, d'effort spatial europ6en, d'un
programme spatial europeen A partir de la date
d'entr6e en vigueur de la Convention, tout Etat peut
adh6rer d la Convention

participer d certaines reunions et apprendre:

Enfin,

l'Albanie,

la

Belarus,

la

Bosnie-

le SainfSiege et lsradl ont le

statut

B. IIOCDE - le partenaire en transition
Elle a developpe une nouvelle definition: celle

i^ ^^'+^^^i'^
Par tur rail E Er I

t'ansition. Actuellement
quatre pays ont reQU ce statut: la Republique
tcheque, la Slovaquie, la Hongrie, la Pologne.
(llOCDE a un 25" Etat membre, le Mexique,
depuis le 18 mai 1994)
uu

Avec chacun

Ll

de ces partenaires, un

m6morandum d'accord est conclu qui definit
les conditions privil69i6es de la coop6ration.
Ce statut conduit imolicitement d terme d
l'adhesion d la Convention (contrairement au

elargissement des organisations europ6ennes

statut de membre associ6

e

I'ESA, votr ci-

Lors de la prochaine Conf6rence ministerielle
de I'OCDE (uin 1994), la Republique tcheque,
la Hongrie et la Pologne vont poser acte de
candidature oour adherer d la Convention de
I'OCDE La Resolution 9265 du Conseil de
I'OCDE definit les grandes lignes de la notion
de partenaire en transition; elle devrait 6tre
revisee et 6tre rendue plus restrictive pour faire

Iar-e

A

E. Les

Organisations sctentifiques et

technioues
(i) Le CERN comporte aussi la Hongrie, la

dessous)

rrne nroliferation des

(ii)

(iii)

demandes

d'adhesion d la Convention

C. l-Union de I'Europe occidentale

-

les

la

et reflechit a la possbilite

Republique tcheque

la

de
cr6er une categorie de 'membre associe'.

Eutelsat comprend 42 membres. On

y

nnio la nr6conna alo tnr re loc navq rlp
I'ex-bloc communiste qui sont devenus
directement membres d part entiere
Eumetsat comprend 16 Etats membres;
pour I instant aucun pays de l'ex-bloc de
I'Est n'a fait acte de candidature.

ll. l-Agence spatiale europ6enne**
On ne prendra pas en compte I'elargissement

oartenaires associ6s"

Un oremier oas a ete la D6claration de
Petershern cl r 19 liuin 1992 relative a

l'elargissement de I UEO aux autres pays de la

Communaut6 europ6enne et/ou de I'OTAN;
la Grdce deviendra membre, la Norvege, la

Turquie, l'lslande, membres associ6s.

et

Pologne,
Slovaquie

Le

Danemark et l'lslande sont observateurs,

par l'unification de I'Allemagne, La Finlande va
passer du statut de 'membre associe' d celui
de membre a part entiere au 1er janvier 1995
au plus tard en application de I'accord

d'adhesion signe le 22 mars 1994 fAgence
comptera alors 14 Etats membres, un Etat non
membre coop6rant, le Canada. ainsi que

divers Etats lies par un accord-cadre de

Le 9 mai dernier, le Conseil de I'UEO, d'une
part, et la Bulgarie, l'Estonie, la Hongrie, la

cooperation

Lettonie, la Lituanie, la Pologne, la Roumanie, la
Slovaquie, la Republique tcheque, d'autre part,
se sont mis d'accord sur un statut d'association

Roumanie (entre en vigueur le 6 juillet 1993), la
Grece (sign6 le 4 juillet 1994), chacun de ces
accords 6tant sign6 pour cinq ans

au terme duquel les neuf pays

la

:

la Hongrie (signe le 10 avril 1991),

Pologne (sign6

le 28 janvier

1994),

la

precites

deviennent 'partenaires associ6s' (et non pas
'associ6s partenaires' - nuance importantel):
l'lslande, la Norvege et la Turquie l'etaient deja.

Les neuf nouveaux associ6s siegeront

a

certaines r6unions du Conseil de I'UEO (sans
droit de vote) et d diverses reunions de travail.

Cette initiative devrait permettre selon

le

communioue final. de contribuer concretement
d preparer ces Etats a leur integration et a leur
adhesion a terme a I'UEO Lassociation avec

l'l ltrf) n aat nra
nronoq6p
A la Rrrqqic
vuv
YrvYvuvv
'partenariat
pour
la paix'
contrairement au
pages
(Voir
I'OTAN
le
cadre
de
etabli dans

suivantes: Extraits des D6clarations de
Petersberg et du Kirchberg).

Des contacts avaient ete oris avec

I

ex-

Tchecoslovaquie. LAgence a par ailleurs regu
une demande de la oart de I'Ukraine de
accord
cooperation
conclusion d
touchant d plusieurs domaines

de

un

On raooellera enfin I'accord-cadre conclu

en

avril 1990*** avec l'ex-Union sovietique,
repris par la Russie (note diplomatique du
28 avril 1992) un nouvel accord-cadre de
cooperation devant etre n69ocie en 1995.
f accord-cadre
irrrirlinrro
tu,,v,Yvv

rlo

de 1990 constitue la
nnnnlrrcinn

rlo

base

nlrrcior rrc

arrangements specifiques

A. Les bases
D. l-Union euroo6enne
Ses membres devraient passer ii 16 en 1995
avec l'adhesion de l'Autriche, de la Norvdge,
de la Suede et de la Finlande Des contacts ont
lieu avec d'autres pays mais surtout I'Union
conclut de nombreux accords economiques
avec ces divers pays. f Union europeenne
avec ses ressources devient le passage oblige
de la construciion d une 'autre' Europe. La

On se souvient que:

(i)

le Conseil avait etabli, en 1985, un groupe

de travail pour definir les grandes lignes

* Stavros Kyrimis: LUEO examinee d la luminiere du
droit des Organ sations internationales M6moire de
DEA, Universit6 de Paris I, juin 1994

la proposition du rapport Rovsing
d'etablir un Conseil spatial europ6en afin
d'assurer la coh6rence des actions et une

..

comol6mentarite des institutions Les relations
avec les pays d'Europe centrale et orientale
devraient 6tre l'un des oremiers themes de ces

... G

relations.

aerien et spat/,a/ 1991-381

intervient

G Lafferranderie: The enlargement of the European
Legal issues Journai of Space Law
Space Agency
Vol 15, No 2, pp 119-130

-

-

Lafferranderie:

La

nouvelle donne de

la

coop6ration en matidre spatiale entre l'Union sovi6tique
et l'Agence spatiale europ6enne Annales de Droit
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D6claration de Petersberg
19 juin 1992
Membres associ6s
Les autres Etats europ6ens membres de l'Alliance atlantique qui ont accept6
l'invitation d devenir membres associ6s, pourront, bien que n'6tant pas parties au
Traite de Bruxelles modifie, participer pleinement aux r6unions du Conseil de I'UEO
- sous r6serve des dispositions pr6vues d I'article Vlll du Traite de Bruxelles modifie
- de ses groupes de travail et des organismes subsidiaires, compte tenu des
disoositions suivantes:

-

d la demande de la majorite des Etats membres, ou de la moiti6 des

Etats

membres dont la Pr6sidence, cette participation pourra etre limit6e aux membres

de olein droit:
ils auront la possibilite d'6tre assoo6s
proc6dure de liaison permanente;

a la cellule de

planification par une

ils auront les m6mes droits et responsabilites que les membres de plein droit pour

les fonctions relevant d'instances et d'institutions auxquelles ils appartiennent
deja et qui seraient transf6r6es a l'UEO;

-

ils auront droit d la parole mais ne pourront pas bloquer une d6cision faisant
I'objet d'un consensus entre les Etats membres;

-

ils pourront s'associer aux decisions prises par les Etats membres; ils pourront

participer A leur mise en oeuvre d moins de decision contraire prise par la
majorite des Etats membres ou par la moiti6 des Etats membres dont la
Pr6sidence;

-

ils participeront, sur la mdme base que les membres de plein droit, aux
op6rations militaires de l'UEO pour lesquelles ils engagent des forces;

-

ils accepteront dans son int6gralit6 la section A de la partie lll de la D6claration
de Petersberg qui formera un 6l6ment du document d'association;

-

ils seront raccord6s au systdme de t6l6communications (WEUCOM) des Etats
membres pour les messages relatifs aux reunions et activit6s auxquelles ils
partrcrpeni;

-

ils seront invit6s

d

apporter une contribution financiere aux budgets de

l'Organisation.

Activit6s spatiales
Pour des raisons pratiques, les activit6s spatiales demeureront restreintes aux
membres actuels jusqu'a la fin de la periode exp6rimentale concernant le centre
satellitaire se terminant en 1995. Pendant cette phase, les nouveaux membres et
les membres associ6s seront tenus informes des activit6s soatiales de l'UEO. Des
dispositions appropri6es seront prises pour permettre aux membres associ6s de
participer aux activites spatiales ult6rieures au moment o0 seront adopt6es les
d6cisions relatives a la ooursuite de ces activit6s.

Mandat
C. Les Ministres ont charg6 le Conseil permanent de prendre des dispositions pour
entamer les discussions avec les Etats concern6s.
Les Ministres ont confirm6 leur souhait de conclure les accords n6cessaires avant

le 31 d6cembre 1992

6largissement des organisations europeennes

D6claration du Kirchberg
9 mai 1994
Document sur un Statut d'Association i I'UEO pour la B6publique de
Butgarie, la R6publique de Hongrie, la R6publique de Lettonie, la R6publique
de Lituanie, la R6publique de Pologne, la Roumanie, la R6publique Slovaque
et la R6publique Tchdque
Le Conseil des Ministres de I'UEO et les Ministres des Affaires etrangdres et de la
Defense de la Bulgarie, l'Estonie, la Hongrie, la Lettonie, la Lituanie, la Pologne, la
Roumanie, la Republique Slovaque et la Republique Tchdque se sont mis d'accord sur
le present statut, aux termes duquel la R6publique de Bulgarie, la R6publique d'Estonie,
la Republique de Hongrie, la R6publique de Lettonie, la R6publique de Lituanie, la
R6publique de Pologne, la Roumanie, la R6publique Slovaque et la Republique Tchdque
deviennent Associes partenaires de I'UEO; ce statut comprend les 6lements ct-apres.

Ce statut n'entraine aucune modification du Traite de Bruxelles modifie.

1. Ces pays pourront participer aux r6unions du Conseil compte tenu des dispositions
suivantes:

-

lls pourront prendre part aux debats mais ne pourront pas bloquer une d6cision
faisant I'objet d'un consensus entre les Etats membres.

-

Afin de permettre a l'UEO de r6pondre pleinement d son r6le de composante de
defense de I'Union europ6enne etcomme moyen de renforcer le pilier europeen

de l'Alliance atlantique, ainsi que de traiter toute autre question dans une
configuration appropri6e, des 16unions du Conseil seront convoqu6es
conform6ment aux dispositions actuelles, sur la base des proc6dures arr6t6es d
Rome le 20 novembre '1992 dans le Document portant sur les membres associ6s
de I'UEO et la Declaration sur les observateurs d I'UEO.

lls seront regulierement inform6s au Conseil des activites de ses groupes de travail et
pourront 6tre invites d y participer sur une base ad hoc
lls pourront avoir une proc6dure de liarson avec la Cellule de planification

2.

lls pourront s'associer aux d6cisions prrses par les Etats membres en ce qui concerne
les missions suivantes, qui sont cit6s dans la Partie ll, paragraphe 4, de la Declaration
de Petersberg: missions humanitaires ou d'6vacuation de ressortissants, missions de
maintien de la paix, missions de forces de combat pour la gestion des crises, y
comoris pour le r6tablissement de la patx

lls auront la possibilite de participer d leur mise en oeuvre ainsi qu'aux exercises et d la
planification y afferents d moins de d6cision contraire prise par la majorite des Etats
membres ou oar la moiti6 des Etats membres dont la Presidence. lls seront invites d

fournir des donn6es sur des forces, qu'ils pourront en outre proposer pour des
operations particulidres.

Lorsqu'il sera decide qu'ils peuvent prendre part a de telles operations de I'UEO en
engageant des forces, ils auront les m6mes obligations que les autres participants ainsi
que le droit d'Otre inclus dans les structures de commandement et le processus de
d6cision du Conseil y afferent. Les modalites pr6cises de leur participation d chacune de
ces operations de I'UEO, y compris leurs droits et obligations, seront arr6t6es au cas par
cas.

@ outtetin z9
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du statut de membre associ6; c'est sur la
base de ces lignes que I'Agence avait

Iraourre par:

conclu l'accord d'assocration avec la
Finlande en 1986, accord reconduit en
1991 (cf ESA/LEG/88 & ESA/LEG/138):

-

un jnteressement de groupes scientifiques
a l'exploitation des programmes scientifinrroc da l'Anonno

-

des projets pilotes utilisant les donn6es du
satellite ERS,

des cours de formation,

le Conseil a, en octobre 1992, endosse
certaines procedures de coop6ration
concernant le 'developoement de la
cooperation avec les pays d'Europe

-

centrale et orientale'

A plus long terme, ces pays

-

le Conseil, reuni au niveau ministeriel en
novembre 1992 a Grenade, a adopte la

no 2

Russie. Le paragraphe 7 de la
R6solution no 2 se lit comme suit
'NOTE avec interet les realisations de
nombreux pays en particulier ceux situ6s
en Europe centrale et oilentale, dans /es

de la

:

domaines

de Ia

recherche

et

du

en matidre spatiale, et
SOUHAITE que l'Agence continue
developpement

d'entretenir et de developper des relations
avec ces pays'
Les Etats membres de I'Agence ont voulu eux
aussi participer a I'effort europ6en en vue
d'assurer la reconstruction des pays d'Europe
centrale et orientale

Les activites poursuivies par

I'Agence

int6ressent ces pays qui ont une expdrience
spatiale r6sultant de leur coop6ration passee
avec I'Union sovietique et qui disposent de
personnel de haute qualite

Differents domaines de cooperation ont 6te
identifies avec certains pays: Sciences,
Observation de la Terre et Telecommunications
par satellites, La formation aux techniques et
methodes occidentales constitue une condition
prealable a la realisation de cooperations plus
ambitieuses
ll appartient aux pays de cette region de definir

eux-mOmes leurs projets

et leurs ambitions

dans le domaine soatial.

B. l-article XIV de la Convention
Cet article demeure la base juridique pour tout

il n'est nullement n6cessaire de
I'amender. ll permet d'etablir un accordstandard (dit 'accord-cadre); c'est alors d cet
accord de definir les relations souhait6es et
possibles, le m6canisme, etc. MOme si le
Conseil a adopte un standard, il n'est pas
interdit de penser que son contenu pourrait
evoluer (voir pages suivantes). farticle XlV2
concerne la participation aux programmes
accord;

facultatifs, participation qui parait pour I'instant
pour la plupart des pays difficile compte tenu

des obligations financidres et du

Enfin, I'article XlV3 et le statut de membre
associe: les grandes lignes de ce statut ont et6
adoptees par le Conseil le 23 octobre 1985
(cf ESA/C(85)116) Ce statut est decouple de
celui de l'adh6sion Lassociation n'est oas un
preliminaire. fadhesion requiert toujours un
vote sepa16 Mais I'association suppose un

certain niveau industriel

des

cooperations

qui

soient

de la oart du

demandeur, c'est un statut taille au ben6fice de
l'Agence
Les lignes directrices essentielles du statut de
membre associ6 sont les suivantes:
Le membre associ6 est tenu de participer aux
au budget g6neral de

d6penses inscrites
l

Anonr:p

-

At

t titro dac 6ir rdoc do
vv nr^ioia
vr vlsLo

documentation

communs fixes

avenir,

niveau

industriel requis du demandeur.

futurs

La situation economique de ces pays ne leur
permettra pas d'envisager, dans un proche

-

en fonction de
leurs int6r6ts specifiques pourraient prendre
part d certains programmes de l'Agence (sur la
base de l'article XlV2 de la Convention).

;

Resolution
sur la coop6ration
internationale et la R6solution no 3 traitant

la demonstration de I'utilite des satellites
europeens de telecommunications.

-

-

Earthnet

-

frais

et de tout autre ooste oue le
Conseil pourra d6finir. L Etat non membre
contribue a ces depenses sur la base de son
revenu national moyen aux co0ts des facteurs.

financierement parfaitement equilibrees

foctroi du statut de membre associ6
l'Ancnco

danc aotta narcnoniirro
tlotrre
evvvL,
vv,
vv,
rechercher au-dela des moyens limites dont

-

elle dispose - une coordination avec des
institutions oui ont pour mission d'aider ces
pays (Union europ6enne, BERD, etc.). Dans un

proche avenir,

la

cooperation pourrait

se

ne

prejuge pas de la decision du Conseil sur une
demande de participation a un programme
facultatif en application de I'article XlV2 de la
Convention Les droits et obligations en tant
qu'Etat participant sont d6finis par un accord
distinct.

issement des organisations europ6ennes

Le

membre associe dispose

du

statut

d'observateur auprds du Conseil (pour les
points d'int6r0t commun). Sur autorisation du
President, il peut prendre la parole, pr6senter
des observations et, le cas ech6ant, faire des
propositions sur les points d'inter6t commun. ll
oeut 6tre invit6 d assister d certaines r6unions

d'organes subsidiaires pour

des

potnts

d'int6r6t commun ll ne dispose pas du droit de

developpement, d'activit6s spatiales, I'arriv6e
de nouveaux membres n'ayant pas encore
acquis le niveau industriel suffisant et voulant
se r6clamer, sans periode transitoire, d'un
statut identique a celui des Etats membres,
n'irait oas dans le bon sens. C'est d'ailleurs ce
I'exp6rience d'autres
Organisations et leur statut de partenaire en
transition par exemple.

qui ressort de

vote.

Que peut-il se passer? fentr6e d'un nombre

Le membre associ6 peut avoir accds aux
moyens et services de I'Agence pour ses
propres besoins si le fonctionnement regulier
des activit6s et programmes de I'Agence ou
des Etats le permet. ll supporte les co0ts

encourus

par l'Agence conform6ment aux

regles et procedures en vigueur. Le membre
associ6 peut se voir confier I'ex6cution de
travaux aux fins de programmes de I'Agence,
sans disposer de garantie de retour industriel
pour sa participation financiere. Le membre
associ6 favorise I'utilisation pour ses propres
besoins des systemes de transport spatiaux

europeens

et des moyens et

produits de

l'Agence

Aussi la base des relations avec les pays de
I'ex-Europe de l'Est devrait se trouver dans
l'article XlVl. faccent est par exemple mts sur
les programmes de formation, organisation de
cours, echange de personnel. ll faut noter que

I'accord-standard n'6voque

pas de

statut

de pays d'Europe

important

centrale et

orientale pourrait 6tre mise a profit pour revoir

l'harmonisation entre les diverses
Organisations. fargument que telle
Organisation comprend des pays non
membres de telle autre devrait tendre d
disparaitre Mais comment accommoder la
specificite propre a chaque Organisation,
necessaire pour refl6ter les diverses possibilites
de cooperation et la conduite organis6e d'une
politique europ6enne ? Ne touche-t-on pas par
ld aux regles de fonctionnement de chaque
Organisation? Fautil se lancer dans un travail

titanesque

de

r6forme

de

plusieurs

Conventions? Peut-on arriver d une structure
politique et en mOme temps capable de gerer
des programmes pointus avec des membres d
niveau technique et 6conomique fort different?
On le voit, le defi est immense Un premier pas

serait

de

profiter

de

l

opportunite

de

la

reconduction des accords-standard ('cadre')
pour leur conf6rer un contenu plus adequat et

d'une adhesion possible ult6rieure, ni de
versement d'une contribution d l'Agence.

tenant compte de I'experience des autres
Organisations. d assurer peut-etre une
progression en tenant compte du statut de

Laccent est mis sur l'information,

membre associe.

particulier au sein du Conseil (observateurs),

faccord-standard

peut 6tre

n

suiv

d'arrangements detailles si un projet d'inter6t
commun a ete identifie, Pour l'instant aucun
arrangement detaille n'a 6te negocie; l'accord-

ANNEXE

a pour premier objectif la mise en
olace d'une structure nationale. Cet accord-

El6ments de l'accord-standard ('cadre')
(Article XlV.l de la convention)

standard

standard actuel

fait parfois penser

aux

accords-chapeau pass6s par le CERS/ESRO

dans les annees 70, accord

d'6change
d'informations et de personnes et consultations
periodiques.
La r6ponse aux demandes de I'Europe de I'Est

ne saurait donc 6tre unique Elle depend des
objectifs differencies de chaque Organisation,
politique, culturel, recherche. Chacune de ces
Organisations a su d6montrer sa capactte i)
s'adapter, sa flexibillt6. ll est vrai qu'on peut
traiter chaque aspect par lui-mOme mais
comme contribuant d la reussite d'ensemble,
On ne peut non plus omettre de veiller d ce que
chaque arriv6e ne vienne fragiliser I'edifice

construit.

En

matidre

de

recherche et

ARTICLE

1

Objectif
Les Parties affirment leur desir de renforcer et
d 6largir dans leur int6r6t mutuel la coop6ration
domaine des utilisations
existant dans
pacifiques de I'espace extra-atmospherique en
cr6ant, avec le present accord, un cadre de
developper plus avant cette
nature

le

d

coop6ration.

ARTICLE 2

Domaines de coop6ration
1. Les domaines de coop6ration dans le cadre
un

du present accord peuvent englober

element ou une combinaison des elements
cr-aords:

53

(a) consultations p6riodiques au niveau

de

I'execution sur des projets d'inter6t mutuel
en vue de definir des oblectifs et de faire
des propositions sur la meilleure faqon de
coordonner des moyens et de r6aliser des
activites. La cooperation a de tels projets
serait frx6e d'un commun accord par les
Parties et porterait sur diff6rents domaines

dans lesquels les Parties menent

des
^^^+;^l^^ tOlC nr
ra la cnionno
^^+;,,i+:^ JPdLtdtY.
auuvrLEJ
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^^^+i^r^ r'^L^^etinn rla la Tarra loo
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telecommunications

et la

recherche

donner lieu a la constitution d'un groupe de
travail, Pour le Gouvernement de ......

c'est............, .......ou une agence

par...........,

tels

habilit6e

.qui est autoris6 d conclure de

arrangements

pour

le

compte

du

Gouvernement

4. Des reunions speciales des repr6sentants
d6signes en vertu des dispositions de l'Article
3.1. sont convoqu6es, en principe tous les deux

ans, pour revoir l'ex6cution du pr6sent accord.

en

microgravite;

(b) attribution de bourses permettant aux

5. Le Gouvernement

de......,,..

s'engage a

fournir une assistance administrative oour
lexecution du present accord, en ce qui

ben6ficiaires de I'une ou l'autre Partie de
suivre une formation ou d'entreprendre

concerne en particulier I'entree et la sortie des

d

ou

personnes

ainsi que I'importation

techniques aupres d'institutions choisies
par la Partie offrant la bourse;

l'exportation

de biens se

autres activites scientifiques

(c) 6changes d'experts qui participeront

d des

etudes;

(d) conferences et symposiums communs:
(e) activites communes en relation avec la
promotion de l'utilisation des produits et
des services realises dans le cadre des
programmes de I'Agence.

et

rapportant dr des

prolets dont les Parties conviennent, y compris

en ce qui concerne leur exoneration des
charges s'appliquant normalement a
I'exportation et d l'imoortation.

6, Dans

l'ex6cutron des obligations

qui

lui

incombent en vertu du pr6sent accord, chaque
Partie assume normalement ses oroores
deoenses.

2

En vue de realiser la coop6ration or6vue
dans les domaines 6numeres au paragraphe
pr6cedent, les Parties sont convenues de
faciliter l'6change de savants et d'ingenieurs.
fAgence s'engage en outre ir offrir I'acces a
son reseau ESIS pour ce qui est du courrier
6lectronique et des 6changes de donnees
3, D'autres domaines et formes de coooeration

peuvent 6tre ajoutes d'un commun accord d
ceux qui sont mentionnes dans le present
article

ARTICLE 3

Modalit6s d'ex6cution
1 Chaque Partie designe

un

repr6sentant

charge d'etudier et de definir des propositions

d'activites

en

ex6cution et

coop6ration,

de suivre

leur

de prendre des mesures

pour
aider d developper plus avant ces activites en

cooperation, C'est

par ces

repr6sentants

d6signes que passent normalement les
propositions des Parties en matiere de

ARTICLE 4

Information

1

Les Parties se tiennent mutuellement
inform6es de I'ensemble de leurs activites et
programmes respectifs et de leur avancement.

2. Les Parties echangent des informations
techniques et scientifiques d'inter6t mutuel sur
la science, la technologie et les applications
spatiales en se communiquant des rapports et
notes techniques et scientifiques, en accord
avec leurs regles respectrves sur la divulgation
des informations et des donn6es.
3

Les informations scientifiques et techniques

obtenues par I'une des Parties au cours
d'exp6riences ou de projets men6s en
commun sont mises d la disoosition de l'autre
Partie, sous r6serve de l'observation des regles

dont elles peuvent convenir

mutuellement

concernant la divulgation des informations et
des donnees

cooperation.

2

4. Si I'une des Parties fournit d I'autre des biens,

Des groupes de travail communs peuvent

etre constitu6s pour etudier en detail des
propositions dans des domaines que les
Parties leur confient et leur faire des
recommandations

3. Pour la mise en oeuvre des domaines de
cooperation definis d l'Article 2 du present
accord, les Parties s'entendent sur des
modalites d'ex6cution specifiques, ce qui peut

des donnees ou des informations. la Partie oui
les reqoit leur accorde un degre de protection
en matiere de oropriet6 intellectuelle au moins
equivalent d celui dont ils ben6ficient en vertu
du systeme juridique de la Partie qui les fournit.
Les mesures particuileres que cette derniere
juge n6cessaire de prendre pour atteindre ce
degre de protection font I'objet d'un accord
commun
G
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The Second Euro
Space Days

- Latin American

V. Hood

International Affairs, ESA, Paris

European politicians. scientists. engineers.

With the aim of encouraging young people to take

astronauts, industrialists and students rubbed

an interest in the world of space activities, ESA,
CONAE and EURISY organised a competition for
15- 18 year olds from Latin America and ESA's
Member States, inviting them to write a short
science-fiction story in not more than ten pages
Some 90 entries were received from Eurooe France, Spain, lreland, the United Kingdom and
Finland - and from Latin America - Argentina,
Brazil, Colombia and Mexico

shoulders with their counterparts from Argentlna,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela at

this year's Euro-Latin American Space

Days.

They were organised by ESA and the Argentinian
National Space Agency (CONAE), with
co-sponsorship from ASI (ltaly) CDTI (Spain),
CNES (France) and DLR/DARA (Germany) The

conference programme covered manned space
activities, remote-sensing applications, space

science, telecommunications, tele-education,
space technology, industrial activities and space
teaching in schools.
In November 1991 , ESA and the Brazilian Space Agency (INPE) organised a
'Euro - Latin American Space Days'conference, which was intended to be a

one-off event to encourage the development of trans-Atlantic relations in
the area of space technology and its applications. That first meeting proved
to be such a great success - despite some trepidations beforehand that the
delights of the venue, Rio de Janeiro, might prove more enticing than space
topics - that the Argentinian Delegation invited ESA to hold a Second
Euro - Latin American Space Days in Buenos Aires, in May (f rom 9th to 13th)

this year.

Five finalists from Europe and six from Latin
America were selected and invited to attend the
Space Days in Buenos Aires to receive their
certificates from ESA Astronaut Claude Nicollier
and French Astronauts Jean-Pierre Haigne16 and
Claude Andre-Deshays The two winners, Paul
Barry (lreland) and Lucia Gagliardini (Argentina),
will also be invited to attend an Ariane launch, in
Kourou, French Guiana. at a later date

Argentina's President Dr. Carlos Raoul lVlenem,
nau g u rated the conference proceedin gs, f lan ked
by Dr. Conrado Varotto, President of CONAE and
Mr Marius Le Fevre, Director of ESTEC, ESA's
i

Research

and

Technology Centre

in

The

Netherlands (Fig 1). They had earlier met the

Il lornodo, Euto'

o0o, dcl
f,ircr

Figure 1. Dr. Carlos Raoul
Menem, the President of

Argentina, flanked by
(left),

Dr. Conrado Varotto

President of CONAE. and
Mr Marius Le Fdvre (right),
Director of ESTEC

Ellroe

,:

space days

Figure 2. Some of the
Competition Winners being
congratulated by President
Menem. From left to right:
Paula Petroni (Argentina),
Jonothan Grimaud
(France), Nadia Marconi
(Argentina), Martin
Bollrover (UK), Lucia

Gagliardini (Argentina),
and Paul Barry (lreland)

and tele-education were

competition winners (Fig 2) and the astronauts
Claude Nicollier presented the President with a

Telecommunications

souvenir of the occasion and oave a short soeech
in Soanish,

of activities in Latin America. The Argentinian

Claude Nicollier subsequently reported on his
activities during the Hubble Space Telescope
Servicing Mission, and Jean-Pierre Haigner6 on

popularthemes, asthis

is a

rapidly expanding area

domestic satellite programme 'Nahuelsat' was
highlighted as a prime example of Euro-Latin
American cooperation The spacecraft itself is
being built by a European Consortium involving
DASA (D), Alenia (l) and Aerospatiale (F)

his experiences of flying with the Russians.

A number of social activities that accompanied

At the end of the morning, the astronauts
presented the certificates to the competition
winners, before Conrado Varotto, Marius Le Fevre
and the Spanish Secretary of State for Defence, M r
Antonio Flos Bassols, formally opened the
Exhibition (Fig. 3) accompanying the conference
- the Space Days were then well and truly under
way!

The Space Days, once opened, assumed

the Space Days provided opportunities

for

discussions in more relaxed surroundings and

provided
contacts

a

further impetus for international
G

Figure 3. Opening of the
Exhibition by, f rom left to

right:
Mr Antonio Flos Bassols,
Spanish Secretary ol State
for Defence, Dr. Conrado
Varotto, President of
CONAE, and Mr Marius
Le Fdvre, Director of ESTEC

an

inertia of their own Daily, and sometimes even
hourly changes, had to be made to the evolving

programme, catering to the needs of the
three-hundred attendees. The quality of the
presentations was uniformly high, and new
contacts were forged and old contacts renewed,

especially among

the

industrialists.

The

competition winners mingled with the conference
participants and, despite the language problems,
became fast friends during the course of the week
Remote-sensing applications took pride of place
at this year's Space Days, with presentations on

geology, natural hazards, glaciology,

inter-

ferometry, oceanography, agriculture, forestry,
land use and cartography. The Latin American

countries presented their planned space
programmes and aspirations The Panel sessions
on space science and space technology were also

well-attended, as were the industrial sessions
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ETECTRONIC ASSEM

Ar rhe ESA Aulhorised troining centre HIGHBURY

In occordonce with the requirements of the ESA Specificotion,
PSS-O1 -748, the following'ESA certified courses ore ovoiloble:

EOI
EO2
EO3
EO4
EO5
EO6

Assembly of

RF

-708
-708
PSS-Or -7r 8
PSS-Or -728
PSS-Or -738
PSS-Or-726
PSS-Or -730
PSS-O|
PSS-Or

Hond soldering to
lnspection to
cobles to

Repoir of PCB ossemblies to
Surfoce mount ossembly to
Crimping ond Wire wropping to
ono

Recertificotion courses ore provided for oll the
obove subiects.
For further detoils of dotes for courses, on-site
orrongements ond other services pleose contoct the
centre secretory:

ZILTAH GREEN
Hiohburv Colleoe
ThE Techholoovtentre
Portsmouth, fT6mpshire, PO6 2SA, Englond
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prog rammes & operations

Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation

In Orbit / En orbite
PROJECT

COMMENTS

U
(-);ri

UE

zx

llltItItItItItIItItIttt

SPACE TELESCOPE

LAUNCHED APRIL

OL
@
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MARECS. A

IVARECS.82
TMETEOSAT.4 (MOP.r )

1

990

LAUNCHED OCTOBER

1

990

EXTENDED L FETiIVE
LEASED TO ]NIVARSAT

T

L FET

N,4E

5 YEABS

Ottl

Y>
==
<=

METEoSAT 5 (iV0P,2)

LAUNCHED MARCH

METE0SAT-6 (rV0P-3)

L FETIIVE 5 YEABS

L=

ERS ]

+r

EXTENDED TIFETI[.4E
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ECS- 4

1991

LAUNCHED JUNE 1 983
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LAUNCHEDSEPT 1987
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ECS- 5

LAUNCHED JULY

1

988

Under Development I En cours de realisation
1994

PROJECT
SOTAB TEFRESTRIAL

O>U
s>
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z.E
U('

|

1995

lI

]CIFNOF PROG /STSPI

|

1996

|

1997

|
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|
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TAUNCH 2OO3
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Ulysses

f ho tr2 <nanonr:{t ic heinn nren:rocl fnr
thp the.maltcst nrocrarrme scheduled [or

Now in its prime scientific phase, the
U ysses mission continues to run smoothly
and all instruments and spacecraft
subsystems are working well On 26 June

late Ju y. nav ng success'ully completed
the stack vibrat on tests with the PFM rn
late May

Overall progress on lhe oro.ect is good.
working lowaros the apo'oved Septenber
1995 launch date
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Scientif ic i nstru ments
The flight-mode scientif c instruments
have been installed in the fl ght model
satellite l-'ardware and tho'ougily lesled
The performance of three of the
instruments was extremely good, but the
ISOPHOT focal-plane unit showed some
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'egions at heliograohic latitr.des highe'
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.lisl2n.p from I llvsscs 1o the Sur will Oe
just over 2 AU (Astronomical Units)
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nominal during the last quarter, with no
ev dence of the nutation-like motion that
occr.f rcd carlv in
"' tf-e "nrsSiOt and WhrCft iS
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l:1e 199a and 1995

A successtrl Hign Lati'ude Operations
Review lool. place al rhe Jet Propuls'orLaboratory in Pasadena (USA) on 21
lVa'ci Tl^e pn'ne purpose o'the Review
was Io ensure a smooln operalronal
inter'ace between NASA s Deep Space
Network (DSN) and operatrons computers
at JPL and ESA s Kou'ou grourd slalior
The Kourou station wi I supplement the
scleduled DSN cove'age drring the
period wl'en nJlal o1 is expected to be

presell Tf is is necessa'y
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IABG in Munich (D) for the environmental
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q' rr-.cqcf,. lv teslc.l on PFM and F2 at
system level, thus proving that the m xed
technology concept is viable The first
four flight models will be delivered on

Tesring and calrb'atior olallolher spa'e
scientific-instrument un ts s nearly
comp ete

scneoute

The payload module, with the scientific
nstruments, has been fully tested and
showed good performance A major
n.nic.l l-r r.lle \^i 2s nacscl When the
ctr:vlrnl-t test choirrcd Iiat the darl.ness
,nside the payload nodule is belle'thar
qncciiical or- u z aarker lha.l ote lenLh Of

All payload flight-model equipment will
have been de vered bv lne end of
June. the main enphasis now being

or def n'ng the detailed pay'oad

or-board Conscan system wh,ch will be
,rqtr.l ro q Innrpqc ll'c nrrtgl On ShOuld it
reappear

The n.nrnd qpomcnl .nntinUeS On
cnhe.l rlp ,^,i'h tho nrnr Ind-SlatiOn

hrnh :t t Inp Ci2l2 is Ihe cOnttaUed
presence of increases In the fluxes of
aaarnal n nhernod

n2riialoa nnaa nor anl2r

rotat.on Srch ,r'c'eases were seen al
lower latitudes, but were expected to
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n-OVed
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The protoflght model (PFM) has
successf ully completed the envrronrnental
test programme and is berng prepared
for the final EMC and magnetic tests
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Satellite

the zodiacal background The successful

pnrrin'nent ncinn thc mosl CfiLlCal [Of
acl'.evrnrr tre Clrrster larrncn date

Progress is being maintained on the
Cluster Scierce Data System (CSDS). wili
the f irst delivery of the User Interface to
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unit, which is of improved design The
ISOPHOT uril 'enoved f ron the sate lite is
hcrr-n retr rrnishcd n hpco.ne Ihe neW
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Analysis of the scientif ic data continues,
with keen Interest in the results from
the h ghesl latiludes now energirg
An rrnpvnpctcd te:1,.re of these

anomalous filter-wheel movements and
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confidence booster in the programme

The payload module has since been
opened to remove hardware needed
to perform the strayl ght test and to
excrange lne ISOPHOT focal-p ane -n'l
Thp navln:d rrndr.lc ha<, now been
rp-intenr:ted elnscd:nrl COOled and iS
being lesteo oefore t ra delivery to ESTFC
by the end of June
The serv ce n ooule s oeing readied for
t na testing at ESTEC befo"e mating with
the payload module n the summer The
nn.nnlolc fl oht-mnr^lel calg lilg will lhen
be subjected to a t,na se'es oI svslem
tests. which wi last until early 1995

date of 1 December 1995 is being

maintained Ar advanceme.r o[ tl'e
date to October 1995 for a launch on

Cnnciderah c n.nnrAeq has been nade
improving the pointing performance

Ariane flight A501 can be accommodated
within the current schedule This wrll be
conf irmed before the end of 1994
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payload will be 'efurbisied and prepared
for launch
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oafanrelres dc lc/inresLrrc deslrles ii
assurer ia survetllance de i etat c.tc
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/rors des /irslt//renls Cepe/rdalrl /es
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Satellite
Le rtodule de chargqc utile eqriipi des
//tsIru/Ie/tIS sc/e/[/i/qLi es a sLioi avec
succes des essa/s colrpiels UIe etape
inportante a ete f ranc,hte i;vec /es essa/s e/r
l,.
I

. ept

t

a t. O

obscurtte a I tnterteur
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/ ESIEC a laftn clu nrors deTrrrrr

superieure aur spectftcalrons c esl a drre
O/€Oae

essa/s parlicLi lrerenten[ r:rttic,lries sont lfes

/
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ragrant Dte

Le nodule de char gc Lttric a etc ouvert
depuls /ors paur et) rettret te iraic,'icl
''LLe55d. e ' , Ca
Iutntere parastte et paLtt cltanget i Ltnrte au
plan focal ISaPHOT Le rrodiiie a erle
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Le nodttle de servttttde esl acllieileirenl

superieLtre a un dtxtente de la itintere
zodracale Les rdsu/lals oosilils de ces

Le rf oolr/e ale ai-taraJe Lriri,. iSO aLix essa/s
circz DcLriscto Actcsptatcc lt,'ltttclt ID)
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Ground segment
Snanonrrfi fli^ht

(STPtV) probe assemb

s p'oceedirg sat sfacto'.ly Wor( on tf'e
sc ence ope'al ons is noving ro*ards
nren:r:tinn for niier:ll n tegrar oI aIo
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and lhe sJbsysterrs will also be subject lo
evaluation at an f lectrical Ha'dware
Design Review. scheduled for October
I994 This review will precede the
system-level activities of the engineeringmodel probe
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Observation preparations
tial plarlirg of observirg proposals
for the grara"Ieed obse'v rg tin e over

Ti'e r

one-third of the miss

on

has been

The technical difficulties alluded to
previousJy have been partral y reso ved
The contamination issue (burn-off and
depositing of thermal-protection materials
during 30 s ol Titan armosphere ertry) can
be overcome by us ng an electable
ovnoriment nnrrer | :rer vihr:tinn rpst nn

con'plered Approrimately 13 000
nnqpr\/2t nnq 2ro .t:nnprl'O. tiis tin e
Tho C;ll lor Ohcarrrinn Prnnnqelc [nr lhe
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remaining tiTe was re eased n Ap'L with

Qtrrd oc rn inirpctinato tnp annapflronaaa

roenAnaoa rir ro in

launch ng CassinirHuygens wiLh Lhe Space
Shuttle instead of a T tan/Centaur launcher
have been concluded and the f ndings
nrcspntp.i 'n: hinh-lcvol mtSS On
qn'..t necrinn n:npl Thc ShUtt e a-nCf
scenario was not found to be a su table
alternative and in mid-Apri NASA
confirmed a Titan/Centaur as the nominal
tauncner

A

r nr rcl

Huygens
Tl-c f rqt n'pior cl-cnknnrnt fOr tie iardware producl.on phase o'rhe pr91sg1 v/35
cr

rnnoc<fr lrr neceorl rn,iih iho nnmn oi nn nf

Rosetta

STPM s now proceeding. with the first

soTe

encourag ng resurls

ll'e Mecl'an cal Hardware Desigr Beview
lVay Th s review concentrated on
subsyslens desigr- and Jr-,t rest resulls

nt

Fo lowing the interest shown by national
agencies ir cooperatirg in the provision of
a Surface Science Package (SSP) the
n ^^^^.,
h^^ "^ ^.,^^^^ lne resources
Agency
Tas re-exan reO
available for such additions to the baselrne
Orbiter

The mass 'esoJrces were lound to
hc .narr^r ral'or a Triss'or. tO COTeI
Schwassmann-Wachmann 3, as
nrespntcd tn thc Anpnr:r/ S SCrence
Programme Committee in November
1993, and other mission opportunities
have therefore been re-evaluated A
mission to Comet Wirtanen studied as
a part of the original Phase-A, was found to
rclease qr rffir:icnl rirv rraSS aI laUnCh tO
offer the possibi ity of accommodating two
SSPs Srch a con'iguration would give the
flexibility to meet the many conf icting
scientitrc requi'emenls for ll'e SSP. suci'
as Lander/Penetrator, long-term/
short-term measurements, etc The one
drawback to this alternat.ve mission is an
increased miss on duration of two years,

with a comet perihelion on October 2013
and a p anned rendezvous in late 201 1
The mission was discussed with the
Rosetta Science Def nition team in ate
April, however, and rece ved preliminary
scientif ic endorsement

in late
ll^e

rrecian

cal and lhermal sJbsystems
and inlerfaces lt also deternined tie
'eadiress of ll'e suppo'l syslems for rhe
start of the Structurai/Thermal/Pyro Model
for

-lc.rr shie n Inlhp H, rvner-S P.Obe

/nholn eor rlosrr nf Aernqn:ti:le\

The launch date for the mission to Comet
Wirtanen would be January 2003, with a
back up possibility rn November that same
year

I e bouclier pout la sonde 'Huygens
of tie baseline mission.
with
together
the study of the accommodalror- ol lwo SSPs. has 'neant a delay
in the schedule for release ot the
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for
both the Orbiter pay oad and Surface
Scienr-p Par-.lane ll iq nnw inlended to
release the combined AO rn March 1995
and schedule formal payload/SSP
selection for the February 1 996 meeting of

Tie re-appraisal

iho Anonerr'c Qnionco Prr
, ,Jgra'nne

-,

of the prolecl
schedule is mainta ned unchanged

Corrmillee The 'emainder

EOPP
PiACa;rrrfi

ALt.

Solid Earth
The prelimrnary sludies

[o'lie

potent a

trQAlRr rccirn Iv|\Jqvv/\vvIv}
Qneno Anannrr.^6nor2lr\/a

Experiment on Time, Ranging and
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Secteur sol
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La reevaluation de la missron de reference

installalion d un capol ejectable sur
I instrumen! Les derniers essa/s e,
vibration des balterles ont donne des

et l'etude d'installation de deux SSP se

ac.tittilcs rlc dct,clnnoemenl relatives
aux opdrations en vol du sale//ile se
poursuivent de faqon satisfarsante En ce

I

nt ti rnnaarno

re<t tltAtc anant t12na2nfa

IAO\
nnr
,-/. t2nf en ao at
lacnarge
\.
,*,tie-,..-erne
t ttilc rlc I'nrhitettr nt te tI pnsemble
v'
9av

Les resu/lals de I'etude porlanI sur les
c.n n.q,c n t e n r- c< rl t t a n Ce ry1 g pf j g

qrionlifiot tnn U
.l g(UUg
At, t.J^ Vg
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r rur /(J JUrur rrrl/9ugJ
u r/tnqlrt
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<e ionf tf
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JU/ /t t/ duultJ

La rejussrle des essais crittques d inter[ace
entre le vehicule spatial et le lograel de
d 6v e op pe m e nt d es o pd ratr o n s
saenlrfiques a fait tranchir un grand pas en
I

i^a
rnnrit
aa+
l-,,a-t
gJJd/J
tL wv>
^^^-,^^'^n+u/ /t / uPl ) uut vIc d
^ td
dvdr
JU/
^+;
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station sol de Villaf ranca, dans /es envtrons
de Madid (E)

surface ll est mantenant prevu d'envoyer

I

t

Cassini/Huygens par la Navette spattale au
lieu d'un lanceur Titan/Centaur ont ete
n/cspnfcs A ttn C,omitc de revue de la

mission L'idee du lancement par la
ltlat'cltc n A naq c.cmhlF 4lfe la SO\UltOn
arlcot talc p/ /, A/A,SA a c.onlrf me A la
mi-avril que le lanceur nomrnal serart un
Titan/Centaur

P16paration des observations
I a nrcmtere nhase de olanificatton des
observailons proposeles dans le Lemps
d observalion garani, qui represente plus
d un tiers de la mission, a ete menee a

bien Environ 13 000 observattons sant
nrc\/ncs r-.elle fnts I Annel aux
propositions d observation pour le temps
reslant a ete lance en avrrl, /es reponses
etant attendues pour le mors d'ao0t

Huygens
La premtere eLape majeure de la phase de
production du materiel a ete franchre avec
I achevement de la Revue de la conceplton
du matdriel mecantque d la f in du mors de
mai (\ette rp\/t tp norl1tl cssenlrcllemenI Sur
'^r / /gJ Ut /gJ
12 wwr
aanaqnltnn
tu
twwpLtwt a/pq en/ /e-e
JyJtg/

rdsultats des essais individuels des
;nlarf2aaa p/ an//a-a\/alpmFa maaanint ]ae af
tharmiat to< Fllp a oanlamont etahli n ot tol

mnmcnl /ps srrs/nrncc r^le soutrcn Sefatent
pr€ts pour l'assemblage du moddle
rotech n iq u e
$fPM) de la sonde L integralion du STPM
suit actuellement son cours et le ddbut des
nrpmiorq pqc:ic qrzc/pm a ocl nr6vt t nnt tr lp
str u ctu re l/the r m iq u e/py

mois d'ao]t La fabncation et /es essais des
lan/ /a-ar/e/pmoq
6loe lrint ton QVAt
-\t-^^^IVC AL
JUur
J/r'u' ' /uJ u'uur,
^t tA
'vuuJ
qualitd des sous-syslemes [era I objet de la

a^\,,,^.-t^ annaaatian d,, materiel
electrique prevue pour octobre 1994 Cette
rc\/t tc nric.A.lcr+ lls a.ttvites aU niveau
systdme du moddle d'rdentificatron de la
sonde
I oq nrnhlomoq

laahnint
tr evoques
,,,.r--.S

//spra nns.clh/e dc rcmcdter a la

un double avrs d'offres de parttcrpatton en
mars 1995 ct cle nrnorar4mer la SelecilOn
nffiaialla r'la ln rharna

t

tlila at
r'lo< vv,
QQP nni
vr vvJ
vvui

rr

la rdunion de fdvrrer 1996 du Comitd du

ptogtamme screntifique de I Agence Le
reste du calendtier du prolet reste

inchangd

EOPP

Rosetta

Solide terrestre
/ eq eir rrJpc nroliminairoq

Compte tenu de I tnteret qu a suscitei
anntpq rlcc nrnaniqmtrc nationaUX la
ncrqner-tittp

d

fou rnitu re d'

u

ttnp r-non4f attOn a la

n e nse m ble d' tnstru ments

saenlihques d elude de sur/ace 1SSP7.
I'Agence a reexamtne /es ressources
disponibles pour tnclure ce type
d'€quipement dans I'orbiteur de reference

rolattvoc 2t t nratet

d experience sur le mesure du temps et
des dislances e! sur le sondage
atmosphenque EXTRAS). a mener en
anmmttn nar l f 9A et I Anena1 anattatA
russe, se sont poursuivles // ressorl de
I examen des reponses reQues a un avts
d'offre de participation pour la fourniture
r-loc inqtrt tmont< ntt il rur
<or:.*
/tUl qJJO/ /t
d/t //r-+:,--^^^+

Les ressources de masse qui ontdtd
nroqonl4oc ar t Cnmito clt
_J programme
qe ipntif inttc rlp I Aapne p en nOvembfe
1QQ2 nnl ola it tn6oc irnn
L' vy

ir

icipe n^t l

leJLvJ

t

tno

mission vers la comdte SchwassmannWar-hmenn .? dp qorte nue d autres
possrbr/rfds de mission ont ete evaluees Il
cql ennen t ot t t tnc rnrs.c/nn vers la Comele
Wirtanen, etudiee au tite de la phase A
d origine. au[ortserait une masse seche au
lancemenl su[[rsante pour pouvotr
accueillir deux SSP Une telle conftguratton
o[[rirait /a soupiesse necessaire pour
sati sf ai re au x

n o m b re u

x

i

m pd r

sci e ntif i q u es co ntr ad ctot res des SSP,
comme ceux qut ont tratt au module
d'atterrissage el au penelraleur. ainsi
dt t at ty mpqi i rtrq a lqnn tef me el e COUf

d embarquer I'horloge alomique
, ,l+.^^t^Al^
h,,^
LttltdsarJte
a^ iltaset
a^ tlydrogene,
un
-^^^"
PRARE modlftd (PRARE Trme) pour des
mesures de telemetne et de transfert de
tFmnq Ft t t. oneomhlo ,le deleCliOn lasef el
cle c.nmn|aoc d ct,enemenlS denomme
T2L2 (Transtert de Temps par Liaison
Laser) L atchileclure et la
programmattque de cette expenence on[
ete etables d / rssue d'une etude de
farsabilite au niveau sysldme. tandis que
des e!tudes saentifiques ont permts
el sffinar loq nhioalif< fivec nar loq drnt tnaq
elo trnttail <e ienfifiottoq

atifs

r

| 'ovnorionae
I

etc L'rnconventent

de cette solution
est d'accroitre la durde de la mrssion
lusqu'a deux ans, le peilheile de la comdte
se situant en octobre 201 3 pour un
rpn.lc/-\/nt lq nrevt tfin 20l 1 Cefte mlsslon
a toule[ois ele examtnee avec I equipe de
def inition de la misston screntrf tque r?osella
Itn a,rrtl ct a rpct ] t tnp annrObatiOn
terme,

aonqolidaa a 6to nrocantoo

A

I EOSTAG a sa reunton de mai pour €tre
cvaltt6p ct faire I ohtct d'4119
recommandation a la reunton du juin du
Conseil directeur du programme
d'observation de la Terre de I'Agence

M6t6osat de deuxidme 96n6ration (MSG)
Le niveau de souscrrptron au programme a
2lloint lA qat til rant ttc aa
nt
ti a narmi< r'la
vv
YUr q

p16liminaire sur le plan sctentifrque

lancer les aclivrles induslnelles de phase B
a la mi-avril D aulres acltvtles MSG

La date de lancement de la mission vers la
comdte Wtrtanen serait janvrer 2003, avec
une possibilitd de rdserve en novembre
2003

rlanq lc r,.adre r'lq I'EOPP vOnt
lre lran sfe rdes
progressivement au programme MSG

nrpr6rlommpnl nnl 6lF an nnrtio rpcn// rq
conLaminalion (combustton et depot de
matdriaux de protection thermrque sur la
sonde au cours des 30 secondes de

du calendrrer de

.*.

les travaux s'achemtnent vers la

preparation de I'integratton el des essais
d'ensemble du secleur so/

'^'^'d

^
[Jdt ut I tYLdt

lancement des avrs d oflre de parltupalton

nrivt

tec.

m a t n Ie n an I e

prog rammes & operations

Atmospher c Sounding (EXTRAS) have
cont nued Followrng the responses to
an Announcement of Opportunity for the
prov slon of the instruments, interest has
been shown n flying the ultrastab e,
atom c H maser c ock. a modif ed PRARE
( PRARE Trme ) for rangtng and time
transfer, and a laser detector and event
counter ca led Time Transfer by Laser
[ink , or I2a2 A system feas b ty study
has estab shed the arch tecture and
programmat cs of the Experiment, lvhile
scientif c stud es have refined the
objectives set forth by the Sc ence
Working Groups
The consol dated expertment has been
presented to the EOSTAG at their lVay
meet ng for assessment and recom
mendation to the June meet ng of the

Coordinat on activities with the partner
agencies Eumetsat, NOAA and NASA
nave IaKet p ace
The trans tion to the [\,4etop Preparatory
Programme s proceed ng as planned

Campaigns

rISK IAKEN

The frnal EI\lAC f ght programme for I994
was agreed at tne second exper menters
meeting on 17 i18 February F rst

measurements have now been performed
w th ROSIS and ESAR

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
The evel of subscription to the Programme
- rg9ut .^.j
l^resiold,
cr
ta> rgdu n^^
cu rr
t g .-^,
enabl ng the ndustrial Phase-B to be
kicked off n mid-April Other IVSG
activit es w thin EOPP w ll now be phased
out and transferred to the MSG
Programme

[/etop-1
Several cand date satellite conf iguration
opt ons were drscussed at a mtd term
presentat on he d at ESTEC on 29/30
Ma'c^ Il-ey 'cludeo sale i es comoatible
with Ar ane-5 only. and others compatible
with both Ar ane-4 and Ar ane-S

The Polar Platiorm deve opment
act vities are generally proceed ng lvel A
number of deve opment tests have been
to' y lRad o f 'eq.crcy
conpreted
'alis'ar
lVock-Up Test No 2 at BAe and Battery

CompartmentTherma Test n ESTEC)

Envisat-1/Polar
Platform

Agency's Earth Observation Programme
Board

Polar Platform
Fol owing the request by the FSA Counc
to reduce the Polar P atform development
costs ntense efforts have been made to
rdentify cost sav ngs, and several
de scopings have been ntroduced, whilst
limitrng as far as poss b e the add tional

Preparations for the Envisat Mission
System Pre m nary Design Bev etr,r
(EMS PDR) covering a I aspects of the
Envisat 1 mission including the Po ar
Platform and the ground segment are

The structural-mode Service Module
has been de rvered to BAe for further
integration act vittes and preparatton ior
a launch-veh cle separat on test ater In the
year The Pay oad Module structure
manufacturing is cont nurng, with some

oelays

Po ar P atform solar arrays be

rg prepared

p'oceed ng acco'ding to o an Tie revtert
wil take p ace n June/July 1994, prior to

for testing at ESTEC

holding an EMS PDR Board Meet ng at the
end of Ju y

Panneattx so/aires pour Plate forme polare
en preparation pour essais e I' ESTEC

t

+1,;

The second part of the Phase-A is
devoted to est mation of the costs of the
Ar ane-5 only sate rte candidate and to
the consolidation development and
costing o{ the Ar ane-4/5-compatible
satellite se ected

The latter s a sma er, more affordable
satel te, includ ng a de scoped payload
and w thout DRS, but one that st ll
comp etely fulfi s the meteorological
and c mate misston oblectlves of the
p'og'arne ard is based on the furopear
heritage of the ERS, Spot and Envisat
po ar-orbit ng sate ites
ntense interface act vit es with the

numerous nstruments have continued
lead ng to, among other essent a resu ts,
va uab e nputs for the development of the
ESA N/ MR and ASCAT nstruments

69
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Metop-1
Plusieurs options de configuration du
sateilite ont 6td examindes lors d'une
presentation a mi-parcours, qui a eu lieu d
/'ESIEC /es 29 et 30 mars. Elles
co m p re n ai e nt des sa tel/ltes co m p ati b I es
uniquement avec Ariane-S et d'autres
compatibles a la fois avec Aiane-4 et

Ariane-5
La deuxidme partie de Ia phase A est
consacr1e a I'estrmation des couts de
l'option de satellite compatible unrquement
avec Ailane-5, ainsi qu'd la consoltdatton,
au developpement et au chiffrage des
corlls du salellite choisi, compatrble avec
Ariane-4 et Ariane-5

lls'agit, dans ce dernier cas, d'un satellite
plus petit,

d'un colt plus abordable,

/es aspecls de cette misslon, y compris la
plateJorme polaire et le secleurso/, se
ddroulent selon le plan. La revue aura lieu
en juin/juillet 1994, prdcddant la rdunion de
la Commission de revue de EMS PDR qui

tous /es cas, des actions ont 6td ddfinies
pour resoudre ces probldmes, /e cas
1cheant en coordtnatron avec les groupes

se tiendra a la fin du mois de juillet

Du cote de la gestron, Ia consolrdation des
activitds du consorttum industriel a
progressd en depit de quelques difficultds.
Une des tdches dejd attribudes a d0 farre a
nouveau l'objet d'un appel d'offres. On
espdre maintenant que tout sera termrnd
avant la fin du mois de juin, avec Ie chorx
d' u n no uveau co ntractant,

Plate-forme polaire
Le Conseil de I'ESA ayant demand6 que
/es coOts de rdalisatron de la platelorme
polaire soient r6duits, d'importants efforts
ont 6te faits afin de rechercher des
possrbr/rfds de rdduction des coc?/s,
quelques reductions de programme ont
dciA itc mncs cn nlac.e tout en limitant
autant que posslb/e /a prise de asques
cr tnn16manlairac

Les activitds de developpement de la
plate-forme polaire se ddroulent de fagon

comprenant une charge utrle revue a la
bar'sse, sans DFS, mais qui puisse encore
satisfaire integralement les objectifs du
programme en ce qui concerne les
mrsslons m 6t6o ro log iq u es et
climatologiques en utilisant /es acqurs des
sate//ltes europdens en orbite polaire ERS,

satrsfaiisante d ans I' e nsem ble P usre u rs
essars de mise au point ont etd mends d
bien (essai n" 2 de la maquette de
frequence-radio chez BAe ef essai
thermique du boitier des batteries d

Spot et EnvisaL

Le moddle mecanique du module de
servitude a 6t6 livr6 d British Aerospace en
vue des phases d'intdgratron et des
preparatifs de /'essal de sdparation du
vdhicule de lancement qui doit 6tre mene
plustard dans l'annde Lafabilcation du
moddle mdcanique du module de charge
utile se poursuit, avec du retard

D'importants travaux ont 6td poursulyis sur
les nombreuses instruments/ satellite, ce
qui s'esl traduit notamment par la mise au
point de donn6es prdcieuses pour la
rdalisation des instruments MIMR et
A9CAT rlo l'Aaonao

I

I'ESTEC)

cependant
Des activit1s de coordination ont 6td

conduites avec les partenatres de
I'Agence, d savoir Eumetsat, Ia NOAA et
/a NASA,

La fabrication des equipements du moddle
d'identification progresse Toutefois, deux
6 l1ments d' i m portance m ajeu re

connaissent des difficultes le mdcanisme
La transition vers le programme
prdparatoire Mdtop se deroule
co nfor m e ment aux p rdv isio ns

de pointage d'antenne (APM) du DSF eI /e
m 6can isme d' entraine ment d u reseau
solaire (SADM) Leur conception fait
actuellement l'objet de nouvelles 6tudes.

Campagnes
Le programme definitif de vols EMAC

pour

1994 a 6td entdrine lors de la deuxrdme
rdunion des experimentateurs, qui a eu lieu
lcs 17 ef 1R fdvricr I c< nrgplglgg meSUfeS
ont 6td conduites ayec /es instruments
FOS/S etESAB

Envisat- 1 /Plate-forme

polaire
Les preparatifs de la revue de ddfinition
preliminaire au niveau systdme de la
mnsion Envisat (EMS-PDR), couvrant tous

La ndgociation de tous /es sous-conlrats
avec le contractant principal est

maintenant achevde et l'on s'efforce de
mettre un pointfinal au contrat pour
I'ensemble de la Phase C/D avec British
Aerospace
Envisat-1
Laconsolidatton de la base de rdfdrence
technique a progresse, toutes /es revues
de conception preliminaire des instruments
etant achevees. Que/ques p robldmes
ponctuels sont apparus d propos de
certaines d1finitions d'rnterface et du
fonctionnement des instrumenfs dans des
conditions de missron particulidres. Dans

consu/fa tifs sc

ie

n

tif i q u es,

Secteur sol
Aprds plusieurs itdratrons ayec /es
participants aux programme, le concept du
secteur sol d'Envisat a 6td consolidd et est
considerd comme pret d Atre approuv6.
Sur la base de ce concept, la phase de

consolidation des systdmes des donndes
de charge utrle a requ son feu vert avec
I'attribution deux contrats en paralldle d
deux consortrums, l'un dirige par Matra
Marconi System, I'autre par Thomson-CSF,

Recherche en

microgravite
Les travaux preparatorres de quatre
i

nstal I ati ons d' expd

rr

mentati on d e I' ESA

destlndes d la mission Spacelab IML 2, qui
doit avoir lieu en juillet 1994 - Ie Biorack,
le dispositif bulles, gouttes et particules, Ie
dispositif point critique et I'installation de
cristallation des protdrnes de pointe - sont
a un stade avance Avec les experiences
qui leur sont assocldes, ces quatre
installations de I'ESA constituent environ la
moiti1 de la charge utile scientifique (37
expdriences de I'ESA sur un total de 77) de
cetle miSsion Spacelab conduite par la
/VASA.

Vingt-neuf expdrrences de recherche en
microgravitd ont 6t6 mises au point pour le
vol Euromir-94 qui aura lreu en septembre
prochain En outre, un certain nombre
d' i nstal latio ns d' exp6 riences d e

physiologie humarne et un four pour la
science des matdilaux sont 5galement en
cours de rdalisatron pour la missron
Euromir-95.

rammes & operations

Manufacture of engineering-model
equipment is in progress Some difficulties
are being experienced with two malor
mechanisms: the DRS Antenna Pointing
Mechanism (APN/) and the Solar-Array
Drive N/lechanism (SADM). Both are
undergoing redesigns
All subcontracts with the Prime Contractor

have now been negotiated and effort is
concentrated on finalising the overall
Phase-C/D contract agreement with British
Aerospace.
Envisat-1
Progress has been made in the
consolidation of the technical baseline
with allthe Instrument Preliminary Design
Reviews having now been completed
Specific problems have been identified
concerning certain interface definitions
and instrument performance under
particular mission conditions. In all cases,
actions have been defined to overcome
the problems identified, in coordination
with the Science Advisory GrouPs
whenever appropriate

-

37 ESA
half of the scientific payload
77
of this
a
total
of
experiments out of
mission
NASA Spacelab

-

Twenty-nine microgravity experiments
have been developed for the Euromir '94
flight, which will take place in September
1994 A number of facilities for human
physiology and a materials-science
furnace are also under development for
the subsequent Euromir '95 mission

Columbus

progressed, albeit with some difficulties
In one case, the allocated task had to be
reopened to industrial competition This is
now expected to be finalised by the end
of June, with the selection of a new
contractor

The EuroColumbus shareholders have
proposed that, as of 1 July 1994, the
industrial prime contractorship for the
Columbus Space Segment be taken
over by DASA ERNO

kicked off with parallel contracts awarded
to two consortia, one led by Matra Marconi
System and the other by Thomson-CSF.

Microgravity
Preparation of four ESA experiment
facilities for the IML-2 Spacelab mission in
July 1994 - Biorack, the Critical Point
Facility, the Bubble, Drop and Particle
Unit, and the Advanced Protein Crystallisation Facility - is at an advanced stage
These four ESA facilities and the
associated exoeriments constitute about

Complementary Columbus Orbiting
Facilities (CCOF) items
Early delivery items

On the management side, consolidation of
the lndustrial Consortium activities has

Based on this concept, the Payload Data
Segment Consolidation Phase has been

Preparations are in progress for the next
meeting of the International Interface
Working Group (llWG), to be held in
Bremen during June The PrimarY
objective of this meeting is to update the
bi-/multi-lateral Interface Control Documents (lCDs)

Columbus Orbiting Facility
Negotiations with the Prime Contractor
concerning the contractual and funding
arrangements for continuation of industrtal
activities over the period 1994/1995 have
been finalised The associated Statement
of Work and distribution of industrial tasks
in line with slightly revised geographical
return targets have also been agreed
The agreement covers completion of the
rundown of industrial effort over the first
half of 1994, and continuation of industrial
activities at a reduced level of spending
through March 1995.

Ground segment
After several iterattons with the
prog ramme participants, the Envisat
ground-segment concept has been
consolidated and is considered ready
for approval

concept for the COF and inclusion of the
European DRS system, will be fullY
reflected in all system-level documents of
the programme.

Following the Columbus Utilisation
Workshop, held in Frascati in April,
industry has continued with the
system-level definition and assessment of
the Columbus Orbiting Facility (COF)
configuration concept options presented
during the Workshop. Status reviews of
these configuration options, including
an initial assessment of programmatics
aspects, are planned in May and June.
This includes definition of a 'low cost' COF
option, based on a'design to cost'
approach against a predefined target

prce
Work has continued with NASA to prepare
the necessary changes to ISS system- and
segmenf level specifications to bring them
into line with the revised Concept of
Utilisation and Operations, These updated
specifications are currently planned for
release in late lVay/early June With their
formal release, the role of Ariane-S/ATV,
together with the distributed operations

Frnalisation of agreements with NASA and
RKA with respect to CCOF items proposed
as 'early deliveries' to the American and
Russlan segments of the International
Space Station Programme Alpha (ISSA), in
return for early utilisation access for
Frrrone is in nronress The candidate
items currently still under consideration
are:
for the US segment

Laboratory support equipment:

-

Freezer

Glove box
Hexapod
System items:
- Mission database
for the Russian segment

-

Core Data Management Sub-SYstem
(DN/S R) for the Russran Service
Module

The decision to proceed, or otherwise,
with development of those items is
conditional upon approval by the ESA

Council in June
Columbus Orbital Facility (COF)
ennancements
A number of potential enhancements
to the basic COF are currently under
assessment, in line with the ongoing
Columbus utilisation reassessment
activrtles, The main items presently under
consideration for study/pre-development
during 1994/1995 are:

-

addition of an External Platform
definition and technology aspects of
a Data Relay Satellite terminal
implementation of the Ground Software
Reference Facility,

lmplementation of the above is also
subject to ESA Council approval in June,
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Columbus
El6ment orbital Columbus
Les negoctattons avec le maitre d oeuvre
en ce qut concerne /es drsposihons
contracluelles et les modalites de
financement pour la poursuite des activites
industrielles sur la penode 1994-1995 ont
ete menees a lerme Un accord a
en2ltrmFnt ot6
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1er

juillet 1994

A la suite de I'Atelier sur I'utrlisatron de
Columbus. qui s'est tenu a Frascati en avrtl
/es induslriels ont poursuivi la d6frnitron et
I evaluailon au niveau sysleme des oplrons
de configuration de I Element orbilal
Columbus (COF) presentees au cours de

I'Ateller Des revues d'avancemenl de ces
options de confrguratron, comprenant une
evaluation tnltiale des aspecls
programmatiques. sonlpreivues en mai et

juin lls agtra enlre autres

de deItnir une
option COF 'd faible co1t', basee sur une
metharle.lp.nnn1ntinn en [OnCtiOn d'un
nhicr,.ttf rlc r nfil rlr'ftni a I avanCe

I es lravar ty sc snn/ nn,rrsUivis aveC la
NASA pour prdparer les modifrcattons d
apporter aux specifrcatrons de l'lSS aux
n^ta.t tv c\/cfAma
^t ^^m)asanLe afin de leS
mettre en accord avec le concept revise
d'utilisation et d'exploitation ll est
actuellement prdvu de diffuser ces
specifications actualisees fin mai / ddbut
juin Avec celte dilfusion off icielte. le role de
l'ensemble Artane-S/ATV, arnsi que le
concept d explattation decentrahsee du
COF et l'inclusron du systdme DBS
europeen seronl inteqralement pris en
..omnlc,lens lot t.q, lc< rlngumenls f elatifs aU
programme au niveau sysldme

objectif de mettre

jour

documents de
contr)le des rnterfaces (ICD) bilateraux et
multilatdraux
d

les

Elements des i nstallations orbitales
compl6mentaires Columbus (CCOF)
Elements a livrer a court terme
La mise au point ftnale d'accords avec la
NASA et la RKA est en cours en ce qui

concerne les el6ments CCOF qu'il est
nrono.c,c de ltt'rcr A r-nttrt tefme aUX
Ftatc-l lniq et e la Rt R<io nnt tr Atra inlanrac
d leurs contributtons respectives au
programme de Station spattale
tnternalianale Alpha (ISSA) en echange
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Artist's impression of the Automated
Transfer Vehic e (ATV)

base font actuellement l'objet d'une
6valuation, en accord avec les activites de
re6valuation en cours de I'utilisation de
Columbus Les princtpaux elemenls pour
/psoilcls il eql ern tpllemcnl onvt<ano ric

conduire des travaux d'6tude ou de
pr6ddveloppement en 1994/1995 sont les
suivanls
aelj o n cti

on d' u ne

p

I

ate-f o r m e exte

r re u

re,

definition el aspecls lechnologiques d un
terminal pour le salellite de relars de
donnees,

mse en oeuvre du banc de reference de
ddveloppement au sol de logiciels
La mise en oeuvre des ces elements devra
egalement eue soumise a I approt:ation du
Conseil en juin

pour

ta

parue russe
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Programme MSTP

La ddcision de poursuivre ou non le
developpemenl de ces elements depend
de son approbatron par le Conserl de I'ESA

Technologie

en

atmospherique (ARD) L equipe
industrielle a aff ind la definition technique
du vehicule de rentree, une capsule
d'environ 3t, qui a 6te acceptd comme
passager APEX sur le vol V502 d'Ailane 5
Les indus/nels onl soumls t tne of f rc not tr la

lutn

Des travaux preparatotres sonl en cours

pour la procharne reunton du Groupe de
travail internatronal sur les rnterfaces
(llWG), prevue d Br€me au cout's du mois
de juin Cette rdunron a pour prrncipal

\/t te

transfe rt auto m atiq

El6ments compl6mentaires de l'Element
orbital Columbus (COF)
Un certain nombre d'elements
complementatres patentiels du COF de

Les travaux se sonlpoursuivrs sur le proyet
de ddmonstrateur de rentree

prog rammes & operations

Manned Space

ARC (Automated Rendezvous and

Transportation

Capture)

Programme

The development work foreseen within the
ARC demonstration has been re-defined to
become an ATV pre-development activity

Technology

for rendezvous equipment

The effort to advance the Atmospheric
Re-entry Demonstrator (ARD) project
has continued The technical definition of
the re-entry vehicle, a capsule weighing
about 3 t, has been further advanced
by the industrial support team The
capsule has been accepted as an APEX
passenger for Ariane-S flight V502
Industry has submitted an offer for the
development of this vehicle, which has
been negotiated to meet the conditions for
nleninn iho nnnf rani

Other main technology tasks being
defined concern the study of capsule
impact damping systems. parachute/
parafoil landing concepts and the
preparations for aerothermodynamic
activities tailored to re-entry capsules
System studies
Top-level system studies, jointly performed
with Columbus, have been started to
evaluate the technical and programmatic
coherence of the planned programme
elements, An effort has been initiated to
render the individual development budget
profiles compatible with the projected
budget constraints Other system activities
concern the establishment of mission and
system-requirement documentation.
CTV (Crew Transport Vehicle)
The two parallel industrial phase-zero
studies are close to completion. Industry
has consolidated their choices made for
the system concepts and has performed
preliminary vehicle design analysis. A
major concern is the ability to meet

landing-site requirements, particularly for

ground landing in continental Europe.
resulting from a lack of experience with
heavy-load parafoil systems

Servicing elements
ERA and EVA
A joint development programme has been

ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle)
In response to the Request for Proposal for
Phase B, a single offer has been received
from a group of leading space firms with
DASA as prime contractor This offer has
been evaluated and is being negotiated
The Phase-B for the ATV should start in
JUry

The results of the industrial activities
performed to consolidate the mission
capabilities of the ATV vehicle have
been incorporated into a review of the
requirements and of the configuration,
which will be completed in June

Cooperation with Russia
Exchanges of items beneficial to either
Russia or ESA for the MSTP have been
further defined and have been integrated
into an overall plan Apart from the
cooperative development of ERA and
EVA, it covers equipment for the
improvement of Soyuz and Progress,
such as rendezvous equipment similar
to that required for the ATV and CTV
However, an overall imbalance and the
need to increase the budget already in
1994 to meet the Russian need dates,
makes it difficult to maintain all of these
items A decision will be taken by the ESA
Council at its June meeting An effort is
also being made to explore the prospects
for longerterm cooperation with Russia
Cooperation with the USA
The ATV has been recognised as an
element to be integrated into the Space
Station operations and utilisation plan.
NASA supports the definition of mission
and interface requirements as well as
the ATV configuration review

Euromir'941'95
Preparations for the Euromir-94 mission,
which will start on 3 October and last for
one month, are well advanced Activities
are colcentrated now on the acceptance
and delivery of the flight hardware, as well
as crew training, flight procedure and
timeline verification, and the collection of
medical data on the astronauts and
cosmonauts selected for the first mission
In preparation for the flight operations, the
satellite-based communication stations at
ESTEC, EAC Cologne, SCOPE Toulouse,
Star City and the Russian Operations
Centre (ZUP) have become operational
and are already being used for interestablishment communication, data
exchange and mission simulations

The Russian prrme and back-up crew
for the Euromir 94 flight as well as the
head of the Russian cosmonaut training
centre in Star City, attended the
' I nternational Luftfahrt Ausstellung (l LA)'
in Berlin on 30 May, where Ulf Merbold
was nominated prime crew member
and Pedro Duque as back-up for the
Euromir-94 flight
The Principal Investigators selected for the
Euromir-95 flight, a 4 5 month flight from
1 8 August 1 995 onwards, have been
given an extensive briefing on the lVir
system characteristics and documentation
requirements Work on the procurement of
the experimental facilities and associated
software required has started and first
drafts of the basic documents - namely
the detailed test specifications for the
experiments and the associated
equipment (about 52 documents in total)
- are in preparation and are being
G
translated into Russian.

The CTV has been introduced to NASA
and discussions have started regarding its
role for Space Station

established with Russia, which has also
formally confirmed rts need for these
elements for the assembly of its part of the
Space Station Proposals for the early
delivery of these elements have been
established which form part of the overall
plan, currently in preparation, to be
submitted to the ESA Council in
June 1994
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realisation de ce vehicule, offre qui a fait
I objet de ndgociattons afin d'etre
conforme aux conditions de passation du

contrat
Les autres grandes t6,ches technologrques
en cours de definition portent sur l'etude
du systdme d'amortrssement des chocs de
la capsule, /es concepts d'atterrissage
avec diffdrents types de parachules el /es
p

r6

p ar atif s

des acli yitds ae roth

e rm o -

dynamiques spdciflques aux capsules de
rentree
Etudes systdme
Les dtudes systdme de haut niveau qui ont
ete engagees conjointement avec le
programme Colombus ont pour objet

d'6valuer la coh6rence technrque et
programmatique des 616ments de
programme projetds Un effort a etd fait en
vue de rendre les profils de payement des
d iffere nts trav aux d e d 6ve I op pe m e nt
compatibles avec /es contrarntes
budgdtaires prdvisionnelles Parmi les
autres activites sysldme frgure la
prdparation de la documentation sur les
impdratifs sysldme el mlsslon
CTV (vehicule de transport d'equipages)
Les deux 4tudes rndustndes de phase
zero mendes paralldlement sont
pratiquement termindes Les rndustriels ont
consolidd leur choix quant aux concepls
systdme et ont procddd d une analyse
p16liminaire de la conception du vdhicule.
L'une des queslions tmportantes dtraiter
est cel/e de I'aptitude de la capsule d
satirsfa/e aux i m pd ratifs d' atte rrissage,
particulierement en cas d'atterrissage au
sol en Europe continentale, du fait de notre
manque d'expdrience des sysfdmes de
parach utes-vo i les pou r les ch arges
louroes

ARC (Rendez-vous et capture
Les travaux de developpement prdvus au
titre de la demonstration de l'ARC ont 6te
redefinis et sont devenus une activite de
pr6-developpement de l'ATV pour les
6o u i oem e nts d e re ndez-vo u s.

ATV (vehicule de transfert automatique)
En reponse a I'appel d'offres relatif a la
phase B, une seule propositron a ete regue;
ollo omano r'l't tn arnt tno r1'onlrpnriqo<
adrospatiales en fleche, pilotd par la DASA
Elle a ete 1valude etfait actuellement
I'objet de ndgociations La phase B de
I'ATV devrait ddbuter en iuillet
Les rdsullals des activitds industrielles
mendes afrn de consolrder les capacitds de
l'ATV en termes de mission ont 6td
incorpords d une revue des imperatifs et de
la configuration, qui sera achevee en juin.

Les elements A 5changer dans l'interOt de
de I'ESA pour le MSTP ont etd
definis de faqon plus precise et intdgrds en
un plan d'ensemble. Outre la mise au point
en cooperation de I'ERA et des EVA, il
s'agit d'equipements qui completent les
vaisseaux Soyouz et Progress, comme par
/a Fussie ou

exemple des moyens de 'rendez-vous',
similaires d ceux de l'ATV et du CTV.
Toutefois, le ddsequilibre gdn6ral existant
et le besoin d'augmenter Ie budget des
1994 afin de respecter les d1lais de
livraison imperatifs en Eussle rendent
difficile de conserver ces el6ments en
totalit1 Le Conseil de I'ESA devra prendre
une ddcision /ors de sa sesslon de juin. Les
conversations portent 69alement sur Ies
perspectives d'une coop1ration d long
terme avec /a ,9ussle.

Coop6ration avec les Etats-Unis
ll a 6td officiellement reconnu que I'ATV

ERA et EVA

serait intdgrd au plan d'exploitation et
d'utilisation de la Station spatiale La NASA
aaauie la definition de la mission et les
imperatifs d'interface, ainsi que la revue de
conf ig u ration d e I' ATV.

a 6td etabli avec /a Russle, qui a dans le
m€me temps formellement confrrme
qu'elle avait besorn de ces elements pour
I'assemblage de sa partie de la Station
spatiale Pour la livraison rapide de ces
6l6ments, les propositions qui ont 6td faites
ont et6 integrdes au plan general en
prdparation qui sera soumls d la prochaine
session du Conseil de l'Agence de juin
1 994
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Les prdparatifs de la mission Euromir-94,
qui ddbutera le 3 octobre et durera un
mois, sont bien avancds. Les activltds se
concentrent maintenant sur la recette et la
livraison du mat6riel de vol, ainsi que sur
I'entrainement de I'6quipage, la vdrification
des proc1dures de vol ef des sdquences
opdratoires et la collecte de donndes
mddicales sur les astronautes et /es
cosmonautes choisis pour cette premidre
m/ssion.

Les slalions de tdl5communications par
satellite de I'ESTEC, de l'EAC d Cologne,
du SCOPE a Toulouse, de Ia Cite des
Etoiles et le Centre de contr1le russe sonf
entrds en service afin de prdparer les
operations en vol et sont ddjd utilises pour

communications entre 6tablissements,
echanges de donndes et les simulations
de la mission
les
les

Cooo6ration avec la Russie

El6ments de desserte
Le programme de developpement conjotnt

Euromir'941'95

automatiques)

Le CTV a et6 pr6sentd d /a NASA el des
discusslons ont 6td entamdes en ce qui
concerne son r6le dans Ia Station spatiale

Les membres russes de l'1quipage
d'Euromir-94 et leurs doublures, ainsi que
le chef du centre russe d'entrainement des
cosmonautes situd d Ia Cit6 des Etoiles, ont
assrstd le 30 mai au Salon de I'Air et de
l'Espace lLA, d Berlin, au cours duquel Ulf
Merbold a 6t6 d6signd astronaute titulaire
pour la mission, avec Pedro Duque comme
doublure.
Les chercheurs principaux choisis pour la
mlssion Euromir-95, qui durera 4 mois et
demi et ddbutera le 18 ao]t 1995, ont ete
informds dans le ddtail des caractdristiques
du systdme Mir et des besolns en matidre
de documentation. Les travaux relatifs d
l' ap p rovision ne ment des i nstallations
expdrimentales et des logiciels assoc/ds
ont debute et les avant-proyefs des
documents de base
- d savoir les
spdcifications detaill6es des essarc d
mener pour les expdriences ef /es
6quipements s'y rapportant, soit quelque
52 documents au total
- sont en train
d'€tre rddigds ettraduits en russe.
@
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ESA Astronauts Train for

Approaching EuroMir
Missions

ln Brief

The first mission, EuroMir-94, will last 3O
days and willtake place this October. The
second one, Euromir-95, will last up to 135
days and will begin in August

1995

G

The four ESA astronauts training for the
EuroMir missions are continutng their
intensive preparations, mainly at Star City
near lVoscow and at ESA's European
Astronaut Centre (EAC) in Cologne,

Germany

The astronauts dunng theu tratnng at Star City From left ta right: Ulf Merbold
and Pedro Duque, who are tratntng far the EuroMtr 94 mission, and Thomas
RetteI and Christer Fuglesang, who are tratnrng for the EuroMtr 95 mission

Ulf Merbold (left) and Pedrc Duque (right) durtng communicattons and

operatians tratntng tn a mockup of the Soyuz space

capsule

The crew of three

cosmonauts will spend the take-off and landing in the Soyuz in this pasition, in a
customJitted basket like seat

The astranauts have two hours ol Fussian language classes every

day

They f ind

that the language is the greatest obstacle in thetr tratnng

Reiter (centre) and Fuglesang

(ght) in cooling sutts warn undet the special

spacesuit (left) during training rn the

poal

Water is pumped through cotls

n

the

cooling suit ta keep the astronaut cool whtle he warks underwater tn the
watertight EVA surt
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Merbold Selected as
ESA Astronaut for
EuroMir-94
Ulf Merbold has been selected as the
ESA astronaut who will fly on the
EurolVir-94 mission this October. The
Director General of ESA Jean-Marie
Luton, made the announcement at a press
conference at the ILA'94 Berlin Airshow
on 30 lVay
The 3O-day mission onboard the Russian
Space Station Mir is scheduled to be
launched on 3 October and will carry
about 30 experiments for scientists from
ESA Member States. The other two
members of the three-member crew will
be Russian cosmonauts As the Research
Cosmonaut, Merbold will be fully
responsible for the experimental
programme and for selected tasks to be
performed on some Soyuz and Mir
systems He will also be involved in the
final mission preparation, mission

execution and post-mission activities
Merbold and another ESA astronaut,
Pedro Duque, have been training for the
mission since August 1993 while two other
ESA astronauts, Christer Fuglesang and
Thomas Reiter, are preparing for the
EuroMir-95 mission,
Duque has been named to the back-up
crew along with two other Russian
cosmonauts That crew, which is being
trained in parallel with the prime crew.
must be ready to fly in case a member of
the prime crew cannot, About three weeks
before the launch, the flight readiness of
both crews will be assessed, and the prime
and back-up crews will be confirmed
The back-up ESA astronaut will also play
an active role in the experimental
programme, acting as Crew Interface
Coordinator at the Mission Control Centre
in Kaliningrad, Russia, to ensure the flow of
communication between the ground crew
and the Mir crew, and the performance of
the experiments,
Merbold has already flown twice as an
ESA astronaut. on STS-9iSpacelab-1 in
I 983 and on STS 42llM L-1 in 1 992 In
addition, he has supported two Shuttle
missions from the ground, as Back-up
Payload Specialist and Crew Interface
Coordinator during D-1 in 1984, and as
Science Coordinator of D-2 in 1993

Duoue was selected for the ESA astronaut
programme in 1992 He completed basic
training at the European Astronaut Centre
and at the Cosmonaut Training Centre in
Star City, Russra, and received his
certification as a European Astronaut in
December 1993
G

ESA Astronaut to Fly on

Pedro Duque (left), the back-up ESA astronaut, and
Ulf Merbold (right), the ESA astronaut on the
EuroMir-94 mission

ATLAS-3 Mission

together with another ESA astronaut
lVaurizio Cheli, at NASA's Johnson Space
Flight Center in Houston since

ESA astronaut Jean-Franqois Clervoy has

mid

1992

been selected by NASA to fly on board
Space Shuttle 'Atlantis' on flight 5T5-66 this
October. The mission, named ATLAS 3
(Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications
and Science), is one in a series of flights to
study the Sun's energy and its effects on
the Earth's climate and environment

G

---

The ATLAS 3's payload will include a
significant ESA contribution and a large

input from European scientists In addition,
the mission will involve the deployment
and retrieval of the Cryogenic Inf rared
Soectrometer Telescooe for the
Atmosphere (CRISTA), which will explore
the variability of the atmosphere
As a mission specialist, Clervoy's main task
will be to operate the Shuttle's robot arm to
deploy the CRISTA SPAS experiment and
retrieve it again at the end of the mission
Clervoy, of French nationality, was selected
to join ESA's astronaut corps in 1992 He
has been training as a mission specialist,

ESA astronaut Jean-Franqois Clervoy, who will f ly on

ATLAS-3 in October

in brief

Ariane Launches
Resume

2nd Workshop on
Intellectual Property
Rights and Space
From a Global
Perspective

-

Following the success of the first
Workshop on Intellectual Property Rights
and Space Activities, which addressed
issues from a European perspective, ESA
and the European Centre for Space Law
are organising a second workshop, this
time with a worldwide perspective lt will
be held in Paris on 5 - 6 December.

Intellectual property rights with regard to
space activities raise a number of
important legal questions, for example,
with respect to ownership of intellectual
property and protection of data The
objective of the second workshop is
therefore to present a first analysis of legal
and policy issues with regard to intellectual
property rights and space activities in a
world context Invited experts,
representing the major spacefaring
nations, will present an overview of the
different ways in which they deal with
intellectual property issues The purpose is
to inform and stimulate awareness of the
issues among representatives of public
and private bodies such as the World
I ntellectual Property Organisation, the
European Patent Office, and the European
Commission, and intellectual and
industrial law firms. and to promote the
need for an indepth, worldwide study on
the possibility of elaborating a more
harmonised legal environment
Admittance to the workshop will be free of
charge, but only a limited number of
participants can be accommodated
For more information, contact:
Val6rie Kayser
Fvanr rtirro Qocret: rrr

European Centre for Space Law
8-10 rue Mario-Nikis
75738 Paris Cedex 15
Tel: (33) 1 42.73 76 05
Fax: (33) 1 42 73.75 60

G

Ariane-4 launches resumed on 17 June
with Flight V64, followed by Flight V65
only three weeks later, on 8 July
Arianespace is planning to launch one
flight every three weeks to make up for time
lost atter all launches were postponed
pending the results of an investigation into
the loss of Flight V63 in January.
On the first flight, the Ariane 44LP rocket
(the version with two solid and two liquid
strap-on boosters) placed three satellites
into Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GEO)
The lntelsat 7O2,Ihe first of the Intelsat Vll

generation spacecraft, will provide
international and regional communication
services in the Atlantic Ocean region The
other two satellites launched, STRV 1A and
18, are small US/British satellites
dedicated to technology demonstration
and scientific investigation. An original
launch attempt on 4 June had to be
rescheduled after one of two robotic fuel
lines failed to detach just seconds before
lau nch.

On the second flight, an Ariane 44L (the
version with four liquid strap-on boosters)
placed two telecommunications satellites
for use in the Asia Pacific region into GEO
The PanAmSat 2, the first of the PanAmSat
second generation satellites, will provide
US communications and video

broadcasting over the Pacific Ocean
region, and the BS 3N will ensure that
direct broadcast television services
continue for NHK/Japan Satellite
Broadcasting in Japan.

@

Communications
Technology to Address
Chernobyl Problems
Space communications technology
developed by ESA is helping Ukraine to
minimise the risk of radioactive
contamination In a pilot project. trucks
transporting nuclear waste are now betng
equipped with mobile terminals that
transmit the location of the truck as well as
the radiation level of its load via satellite to a
control centre Such mobile links are of vital
importance to the transport of dangerous
goods in the Ukraine because no public.
land mobile networks are available.

Typical mobile Prodat equipment that is
installed in a truck, including the antenna
(centre, back) and the keyboard which the
driver uses to send and recelve messagtes

With its five nuclear power stations and six
large nuclear waste storage facilities,
Ukraine is active in the transport of nuclear
waste In addition, the shutdown of the
Chernobyl plant, now being discussed by
the European Union and the G-7 countrtes,
would involve the transport of large
volumes of nuclear waste to storage

facilities
Two Prodat-2 terminals were installed in

May 1994, and two more are being sent to
Ukraine to expand the scope of the project.
Prodat-2 terminals, which use ESA's
Marecs-A satellite for this project, provide
very secure links, are interconnectable with
a wide range of public networks and offer a
very short response time They were
developed by FIAR of ltaly under ESA
contract. The pilot project in Ukraine is
being undertaken jointly by ESA, FIAR, the
Ukranian Space Agency, the lVinistry for
Chernobyl, and the Institute of High
Technology in Krev
The Ukranian authorities are very satisfied
with the performance of Prodat-2 and are
proposing to use the system for other
purposes For example, helicopters will
now be equipped with Prodat terminals to
allow them to transmit environmental data
rn real time, for instance, to emergency
response teams, in the case of an

accident.

G
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From Ariane to the
Channel Tunnel ...

also assist with both axial and angular

In the public's mind, ESA programmes are

-

associated with satellites, the Ariane
launchers. and advanced space science
research. ESA is thus seen as advancing
scientific knowledge about the universe,
developing the technical capabilities of the
European space industry, and establishing
services, such as telecommunications and
weather forecasting, that are of direct and
daily use to the public,
ESA's activities, however, have another
effect which is too often neglected: the
stimulation of industry all over Europe A
recent, independent study has determined
that for every 100 ECU that ESA spends on
contracts with the European space
industry, there is an economic spin-off
worth 320 ECU. Part of this involves the
transfer of technology developed for space
to non-space sectors

Industrial companies have also realised
over the last 20 years that they can
and
must
improve the efficiency with which
they introduce new technology into their
products Technology transfer, the process
of taking innovations from one domain and

-

-

applying them to another can provide a
company with a leading edge. Technology
developed for space and its extreme
environment can provide such an edge.
The following are a few examples of
spin-offs or technology transfer successes
from space in Europe over the past 10
years:

-

Slap/es made of Shape Memory Alloys
r

@e93*

alignment

RorJ in hnna ranair

A group of materials, known as Shape
Memory Alloys, that'remember' a
shape that they had, through special

processing, were developed for use as
small linear actuators in prototype
space equipment They are now being
used as staples for repairing human
bones,
These staples are positioned close to
the bone fracture site in two pre-drilled
holes Body temperature then brings
back the original'memory', producing
the heat input to cause the two 'legs' of
the staple to draw together This then
brings together the ends of the broken
bones, which not only reduces the time
required for the bone to mend but can

Lig htwe i g ht
i

nte rte re

n

e

lectro mag netic

ce f lte r/co n n e cto rs
r

The protection of electronic equipment
and the environment from
electromagnetic interference is
necessary in many fields, particularly in
sna.c lt can intprforc With the
operation of equipment and can also
disrupt communications Traditionally,
filters have been used to resolve the
problems, but driven by weight
considerations, a company developed
a wrde range of combined
filter/connectors for the Ariane rocket
that optimise filtering and are easy to
implement They have been adapted
for various applications, most notably
for use in the Channel Tunnel

-

Fire protectron mateilals used rn

Channel Tunnel
During the launch of an Ariane rocket,
extremely high local temperatures are
generated This led to the development
of a family of fire-proofing materials to
protect sensitive equipment in the
rocket Those materials are now being
used on the ground for applications
where high thermal protection is
required, for example. to protect
sensitive equipment in the Channel
Tunnel trains

Many more technologies that have been
successfully transferred are described in
the ESA Success Stories Catalogue To
request a copy, contact:
Pierre Brisson
ESTEC
Postbox 299
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Tel: (31) 1719-84929
Fax: (31)

1719-17400.

G

Second International
Microgravity Mission
Flown
On 8 July, the Space Shuttle 'Columbia'
took off from Kennedy Space Center to
begin the 14-day second International

Microgravity Laboratory

(l N/

L-2) mission

Like its predecessor, IML-1, this mission is
almost completeiy dedicated to research in
microgravity More than 200 scientists from
15 countries are taking part in the mission.
ESA has provided about 500/o of the
payload and four of the 1 9 on-board
facilities

During the mission, ESA's European
Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in
Darmstadt, Germany, is providing the
scientific community with a means to
communicate remotely with the
experiments, lt is acting as a
communications hub linking the NASA
Payload Operations Control Center
(POCC) at the Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Alabama, to
European user centres in Belgium, France,
Germany, ltaly and the Netherlands.
The Shuttle is planned to land at Kennedy

Space Center on22

July.

G
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Satell ite Transmissions
to Eastern Europe

A View from the POCC
One of the ESA facilities onboard the
IML 2 flight is the Biorack
- a multipurpose and highly adaptable facility for
the investigation of the effects of
microgravity on cells. tissues, plants and
other biological samples The Biorack on
IML-2 contains three incubators, a
glovebox and a cooler-f reezer unit that
allows crew members to grow, handle and
preserve biological samples for later
investigation on Earth. This is the third time
that the Biorack has flown

Studied
The University of Plymouth (UK) has
recently completed a study on ESA's
behalf on the potential for satellite
transmissions to Eastern Europe Following
a needs and feasibility analysis, 24 live
programmes and 37 taped programmes
were transmitted to Eastern European
countrres via ESA's Olympus satellite's
steerable Ku band transponder.

During the mission, the Payload
Operations Control Center (POCC) is
staffed around the clock by four members
of the Biorack Ground Team (BGT). Their
tasks include replanning experiment
operations and procedures, and
communicating changes and comments
f rom the principal investigators to the
crew
The following is a report from ESA's Prolect
Scientist in the POCC.

The Biorack with two tncubator drawers and
the cooler/freezer (top) open

Day 8 of the mission
Some of the BGT members arrived in
the Payload Operations Control Center
(POCC) two days before the scheduled
launch date to set up the ground
support equipment, which is mostly
computers used for data acquisition
and storage, and prepare everything for
the mission.

The Biorack was activated five hours
after launch, at 0/05:28 Mission
Elapsed Time (MET), and both
lncubators A and C as well as the new
Biorack Cooler operated nominally. The
loading of experiment containers
holding biological samples into the
Biorack started about seven hours after
launch and was completed at 0/09:32
N4ET

During the last steps of the first activity
with the Adhesion experiment (at
0112'38 MET), howeve[ Centrifuge 1 in
lncubator C malfunctioned and
stopped running! This potentially very
critical problem was quickly and very
simply overcome by performing a
malfunction procedure which called for
the crew to put an elastic band around

the two centrifuges, so that the

operating one (Centrifuge 2) would
drive the non-working one (Centrifuge
1) This contingency configuration only
resulted in minor changes to the crew
procedures The elastic band was
removed four days later, at 4113:43 MEf
since only one centrifuge is needed in
lncubator C for the rest of the mission.
Since then everything has been
running smoothly. Eleven experiments
have been nominally completed, and
there is no reason to believe that the
remaining ones wrll not also be
completed successf ully,

The live programmes, transmitted from the
University's television studio to the Institute
of Radioelectronics in Kharkhov, the
Ukraine, were on two subjects in great
demand in Eastern Europe, business and
computing A unique feature of the project
was that a fully interactive link with Kharkov
was established using ESA's CODE
information and dissemination system on a
VSAT network lt enabled staff at the
lnstitute to communicate live with the
studio, using both voice and computer.
The taped programmes were specially
edited from live news transmissions by the
University of Oxford Language Centre and
were on such topics as the weather,
farming and railways They were received
in Poland. Hungary. Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Slovak Republic, Romania and
several areas of the former USSR

The prolect was deemed to be a success
and, given the demand for up-to-date
rnformation on business and technology,
plans are now being made to continue
transmissions on the widebeam of the
Eutelsat satellite and possibly on Eastern
European satellites.
G

Claude Brillouet
Biorack Project Scientist
POCC, MSFC
Huntsville,

Alabama
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ESA/Japan Talks Held

ESA and Greece Sign

The 19th annual meeting between ESA
and Japan was held in ESA Headquarters
in Paris on 6 - 8 June The previous
meeting had been in Tokyo in 1993
The two parties discussed the progress

made in their respective space
programmes over the past year, and
expressed their intention to pursue more
active and closer cooperation The main
areas of common interest are space
science, telecommunications, Earth
observation, space transportation, a space
station. space experiments. product
assurance and network operations
lssues discussed included:
Rnaco cnionno

-

Negotiations with Japan's Institute of
Space and Aeronautical Science (ISAS)
for the establishment of a cooperative
framework for the enhanced utilisation
of ESA's Infrared Space Observatory
(lSO) through extended operations, are

Cooperative
Agreement
ESA and the Government of Greece
signed an agreement in Athens on 4 July
for cooperation in space research. This
reflects ESA's political desire to expand its
cooperation with other, non-member
Fr rrnnoa n

-

-

satellite and NASDA's JERS-1 satellite
has been satisfactorily implemented
Arrangements for the commercial
distribution of data from the two
satellites were discussed ESA and
NASDA have also investigated potential
cooperation on ERS-2 and the
Advanced Earth Observing Satellite
(ADEOS), scheduled to be launched in
1996, and in missions after the year

-

2000.
Space experiments
Both sides reviewed the flight
opportu n ities for m icrog ravity
experiments, They agreed to further
investigate experiments proposed for
NASDA's Engineering Test Satellite
(ETS)Vll, which is scheduled to be
launched in 1997

The next ESA/Japan meeting, the 20th, is
scheduled to take place in Japan in

1995

G

NASA has several programmes that
provide lunar materials for education,
research, and public display. These
samples are available for loan to
Europeans.

Statoc

The five-year agreement involves regular
exchanges of information, visits, awarding
of fellowships, joint symposia, and access

to databases and laboratories, lt also
outlines a mechanism for selecting and
executing joint projects of mutual interest
ESA has maintained informal relations with
the Hellenic National Space Committee,
which oversees Greece's space
programme, for several years and has
recently agreed to provide consultancy
support to Greece's Hellas-Sat project, G

;^
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Telecommunications
A Memorandum of Understanding on a
joint optical link experiment between
ESA's Artemis satellite and NASDA's
Optical I nter-orbit Communications
Engineering Test Satellite (OICETS) has
been finalised. Both ESA and Japan
have also investigated other areas of
potential cooperation
Earth observation
A reciprocal agreement on data
exchange between ESA's ERS-1

nar Samples Available
for Education and
Research
Lu

Educational thin sections
NASA has prepared a package containing
.1
2 thin sections of lunar material that are
representative of the lunar collection, and a
disk of six small, encapsulated lunar
samples, which is available to colleges and
universities offering a curriculum in the
geosciences, Training materials, including
a video tape and a workbook, accompany
the package
College or faculty members requiring
further information should contact:

Lunar Sample Curator
SN2
NASA/Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX 77058-3698
USA
Fax: (713) 483-2911

Educational disks
J -M Luton (left), ESA's Duector General, and
G S/mills (ight), the Greek Mtnister of lndustry,
Energy and Technology, stgn the agreement on

cooperation in space research

J

Charalambous

(seated). the Greek Minislet of Tnnspott and
Com mu

n

ications, looks on

Small samples of representative lunar
rocks and soils, embedded in acrylic disks,
are available for shortlerm loan to qualified
school teachers Each teacher must
participate in a brief training programme
before receiving a disk.

in brief

lnternational Lunar
Exploration Effort

For further details, contact:

L B Bilbrough
FEE/Elementary & Secondary
Education
NASA Headquarters
Washington, DC 20546

Proposed

USA
Fax: (202) 358-3048

Samples for research or public display
Through other programmes, NASA also
provides lunar samples to approved
investigators for both basic studies in
planetary science and applied studies in
lunar materials beneficiation and resource
utilisation lt also lends rock samples for
public display. For more information,
contact:
Dr.

James

L Gooding

Lunar Sample Curator

SN2
NASA/Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX 77058-3696
USA
Fax: (713)

483-2911

G

Upon the invitation of the Swiss
Government, ESA held an international
workshop to consider the implementation
of internationally coordinated programmes
for robotic and human exploration of the
Moon Representatives from space
agencies, scientific institutions and
industry from around the world met in
Beatenberg, Switzerland, from 31 May to
3 June, to discuss the plans
The workshop participants stressed the
opportunities offered by the exploration
and utilisation of the Moon, and
recognised its potential as a natural

long-term space station There is a great
interest in the science of the lVoon
(illuminating the history of the unique
Earth-Moon system), science from the
Moon (for astronomical projects). and
science on the lVloon (biological reactions
to low gravity and the unique radiation
environment)
It was agreed that the time is right,
scientifically and technologically. for a
lunar programme implemented in
evolutionary phases The first phases
would involve using orbiters and landers
with roving robots to explore the Moon's
resources The participants felt that this
was within the capabilities of the various
individual space agencies technically and
financially The benefits, however, would be
greatly enhanced by close inter-agency
coordination,

The participants also concluded that
existing international space treaties
already provide the necessary legal
framework for scientific exploration and
economic utilisation of the Moon, including
the establishment of permanent scientific
bases and observatories
A second International Lunar Workshop
will be held in mid-1996 to review progress
ano prans
G

Prof . Hubert Curien,

Symposium on
High-Latitude
Heliosphere Held
The launch on 6 October 1990 of the joint
ESA-NASA Ulysses mission marked the
start of a new era in the study of the
heliosohere. For the first time since the
dawn of the space age, in situ
observations of heliosoheric fields and
particles are being made above the Sun's
polar regions and over the full range of
heliographic latitudes From shortly after
launch to the present, Ulysses has
returned a data set of unprecedented
completeness with which to study the
properties of the solar wind, the
heliospheric magnetic field, locally
accelerated and solar energetic particles,
cosmic rays, as well as important
interstellar constituents, dust and neutral
helium, The spacecraft also carries
instrumentation to detect solar X-rays and
cosmic gamma rays, and a radio science
investigation to probe the solar corona.
The High Latitude Heliosphere' was the
topic of the 28th ESLAB Symposium held
in April in Friedrichshafen, Germany, and
organised by ESA's Space Science
Department Attended by 130 scientists
from Europe, North America and Africa,
the symposium was directed toward
placing the results obtained to date by
Ulysses in the context of the current
knowledge of the th ree-dimensional
heliosphere An equally important goal
was to set the scene for the oass over the
southern solar pole that Ulysses will make
between June and November of this year
(see 'Ulysses Scientists to Celebrate First
Polar Pass').
Topics covered during the three-day
meeting included the global structure and

dynamics of the heliosphere (in particular
the solar wind and the heliospheric
magnetic field), the relationship between
heliospheric and coronal structure at high
latitudes, heliospheric particle acceleration
and propagation, cosmic ray modulation,
radio and olasma waves in the threedimensional heliosphere, cosmic dust and
interstellar gas in the heliosphere, results
f rom the out-of-ecliotic ohase of the
Ulysses mission, and correlated groundand space-based observations.

Co-Chaman of the

lnternational Lunar Workshop, addresses the
partictpants

The scientific programme consisted of a
number of invited topical review papers,
with over 70 contributed oral and ooster
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Thirty Years Since the
Birth of ESRO and ELDO

to investigate a joint European programme
for space research and the terms of
reference for such a Committee.

The births of the Eurooean Launcher
Development Organisation (ELDO) on
29 February 1 964 and the European
Space Research Organisation (ESRO), jusl
three weeks later, on 20 March 1964,
marked the beginnings of the European
endeavour in space. The European Space
Agency, formed on 30 May 1975 by the
merger of ESRO and ELDO is the legacy
ofthe handful of European'space
pioneers' whose far-sighted endeavours
brought those two Organisations into
being in the early sixties

As a result of the study group's work, an
I

ntergovern mental Conference was

convened at the premises of CERN in
Meyrin, near Geneva, on 28 November
1960 lt was attended by officials from the
10 nations that had taken part in the earlier
discussions, plus Spain, with Austria
present as an Observer. On I December
1960, the last day of the Conference, the
11 participating nations signed the 'Meyrin
Agreement', setting up a' Preparatory
Commission to study the possibilities of
European collaboration in the field of
space research' (Commission Preparatoire
Europeenne de Recherches Spatiales, or

'coPERS')
COPERS' primary function was to draft a
convention, a scientific and technical
programme, a budget, financial rules, staff
regulations and agreements with other
organisations interested in space
research, and to prepare for an Intergovernmental Meeting to establish the
Organisation
ESRO's early years
The birth of the European movement
towards coooerative soace research can
be traced back to August 1959, when Prof
Edoardo Amaldi of ltaly and Prof. Pierre
Auger of France talked together in the
Luxembourg Gardens in Paris about
collaborating on artificial earth satellites
The following January, at a Committee on
Space Research (COSPAR) Meeting in
Nice, further discussions on the
possibilities of a cooperative European
venture in space research were held with
other scientists, and the first clear concept
for a European Organisation was born. In
April 1960, at the invitation of The Royal
Society, a more formal meeting in London
was attended by scientists from ten
European countries (Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, ltaly, The Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom).
These various discussions culminated, in
June 1960, in the formation in Paris of a
study group known as the Groupe
d'Etudes Euroo6ennes oour la Recherche
Spatiale (GEERS); Sir Harrie Massey (UK)
was elected Chairman and Prof. Pierre
Auger was appointed Executive Secretary.
The group's brief was to consider the
establishment of a Preparatory Committee

The Meyrin Agreement on COPERS
entered into force on 27 February 1961
with the approval of six 'lVember States',
whose financial contributions constituted
the necessary 700lo of the proposed
firsfyear budget of $192 838 Although
originally intended to last only one year, the
Agreement was extended several times
and COPERS continued to function until
the European Space Research
Organisation (ESRO) came into being on
20 March 1964.
,

ELDO's early years
Following its decision in early 1960 to halt
development of the Blue Streak missile, the
British Government invited a number of
European countries to cooperate in a
European Organisation for the joint
construction of a heavy satellite launcher,

which would use Blue Streak as its first
stage In January 1961 , the UK authorities
submitted more detailed proposals to the
European states, in answer to which
France suggested that a French rocket be
used as the second stage of the planned
vehicle, Subsequently these two
Governments invited Belgium, Denmark,
Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland to discuss the
setting up of a European Organisation,
As a result, a conference was held from
30 January to 2 February 1961 in
Strasbourg. Turkey attended as Observers.
It was established that the Organisation's
initial programme would be to develop a
three-stage launcher and an initial series of
satellite test vehicles. The first stage would
be built by the UK, the second stage by
France, and the third stage and the test
satellite by the other members, Test firings
would take place from Woomera tn
Australia

Following the Strasbourg Conference, the
British and French Governments went
ahead with the drafting of a Convention,
and this led to the convening of a
Conference at Lancaster House in London
on 30 October 1961 . This was attended by
representatives f rom Australia, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, ltaly,
The Netherlands. Soain and the United
Kingdom Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland sent Observers
It was decided at the Lancaster House
Conference that the develooment and
construction of the third stage of the
orooosed launcher would be carried out
under German leadershio The first series
of satellite test vehicles would be ltaly's
responsibility, while the down-range
guidance system would be supplied by
Belgium The long-range telemetry links
and auxiliary ground equipment were to
be provided by The Netherlands

The Convention for the Establishment of a
European Organisation for the Development and Construction of Space Vehicle
Launchers (ELDO) was eventually opened
for signature in London and on 29 March
1962 seven countries signed it: Australia,
Belgium, France, Germany, ltaly, The

Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.
Denmark was granted Observer status.
The ELDO Convention entered into force
on 29 February 1964
G
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ESA Journal
The following papers were published in
ESAJournal Vol. 18, No 2:
HUYGENS PROBE IIVPACT DYNAIVICS
R

D

LORENZ

CALIBRATION OF THE GOME INSTRUMENT FOR
ERS.2

Publications
The documents listed here have been
issued since the last publications
announcement in the ESA Bulletin
Requests for copies should be made in
accordance with the Table and Order Form
at the back of this issue,
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The CD-ROM Guide

to ERS-l

o multimedio disc contoining informotion obout the first ESA Remole Sensing
Sotellile ERS-1. Divided into fhree levels of deloil, the CD Guide provides lhe user
with o brief onimofed oufline of lhe ERS-l system, on overyiew of its most importont
feolures, ond detoiled infolmolion from usel monuols. The Guide is eosy lo use ond
lets fhe user novigote oround the subjecf they ore inferesled in, skipping between
ditfetent levels of detoil ol will. The Guide is well illustroted with diogroms,
photogrophs, solellite imoges, ond onimoted sequences.
This is

A CD drive connected to o Mocintosh, DOS PC (incl. MS Windows) or Sun Sporc
stotion is required to occess the disc.
The CD Guide

to

ERS-I is

ovoiloble from:

ESA Publicotions Division

PO Box 299
22OO

AG Noordwijk, The Nefherlonds

Orders must be occomponied by o Cheque/lnternolionol Bonkers Drott
tot 25 Dutch Guilders mode poyoble to ESA Publicotions Division

advertisement

Die spektakulHre GIOTTO-Mission
N. Calder, Crawley, UK

fenseits uon Halley
Die Erforschung von Schweifsternen
durch die Raumsonden GIOTTO und ROSETTA

Aus dem Englischen
tibersetzt von D. Fischer

r994.Ewa 200 S. 20 Abb., 3 in
Farbe. Geb. DM 48,-; tiS 374,40;
sFr 53,- ISBN 3-540-57585-5

GIOTTO, das spektakullrste Raum-

projekt seit der Mondlandung und ein
Glanzstiick der europdischen Raumforschung, wird von dem versierten
Autor Nigel Calder spannend dargestellt.
GIOTTO hat sich bis auf

600 km dem Kometen Halley
gendhert, wurde dabei beschldigt,

von der Erde aus reparierl und hat danach noch den Kometen Grigg-Skjellerup besucht.
Das Buch ftihrt den Leser durch alle Fehlschldge und die glanzvollen Erfolge dieser interna-

tionalen Zusammenarbeit unter der Leitung der ESA. Der Autor geht auch auf das ROSETTA-

Projekt ein, das derzeitin Vorbereitung ist.
Der Ubersetzer hatin Zusammenarbeit mit dem Autor und den wissenschaftlichen Proiekt-

leitern bei der

ESA den Text

fiir die deutsche

Ausgabe aktualisiert und erglnzt.

Preisdnderungen vorhehalten

Springer-VerlagnHeide|bergerPlatz3,D-l4l97Ber|in,FR0eImtnV!175FifhAve,NewYlk,N

n 26,ruedesCarmes,F-7500tParis,l'rance n 37-3,HongoJ-chome,Bunkyo-ku,TokvollJ,Japm n
n Avenida Diagonal, 468-4 oC, I 08006 Barcclona, Spain ! Wesseldnyr u H-1075 Budapest, Hungan

RoomT0l,MjnorToncr,6lModvRoad,Tsjrrshalsui,l(owloon,HonSKong
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publications

Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication

Number of
tssues per year

Scopeicontents

Availability

4

ESAs prrmary magazrne
ESAs learned lourna
Remote-sensrng newspaper

Free of

Source

Periodicals
ESA Bulletrn
ESA Journal
Earth Observat on Ouarlerly

4
A

charge

ESA Publ calrons Drvrs

on

ESTEC

22OO AG Noordwrlk The Nether ands

(Eng sh or French)

Feachrng for the Skres

4

Co umbus Logbook
l\l crograv ty News
{Elglrsn rrll^ FrencA sum-a'es)
Preparrng for the Future

4

Newspaper of the European Centre for
Space Law (under the ausp ces ot ESA)
Space Transportatron Systems newspaper
Space Statron/Columbus newspaper

3

Mrcrograv ty Programme newspaper

Monographs

Code

f-nnforonno

(S P-x

ECSL News

Prneoodrno<

Techno ogy Programme newspaper

(SP-x xxx)

ESA Brochures

(BR xxx)

ESA Fo ders

(F'xx x)

Screntr|c & Techn

ca

Reports

Screntfrc & Technrcal lVemoranda

Volumes of spec [rc Conference papers
Specrlc oeta ed n[o'mdl ol o
graduate level sublecls
Summarres ol less than 50 pages

xx)

Screntrf rciTechnrcal N4onographs

on a specrlrc suoject
Folders grvrng short descrptons ol
sublecls for the space Inlerested ayman
Graduate leve retlect ng ESAs
pos tron on a g ven sublect
Graduate evel lalest but not lrnalrsed
th nk ng on a g ven sublect
Def nrtrve requrrements n support ol

(STR-xx x)

(ST1V xxx)

Procedures, Standards & Spec f ca|ons (PSS-xxx)

ESA Pubrcatons Drvrson ESTEC,
2200 AG Noordwrlk, The Nelherlands

Prtces be ow

Free ol charge
Pr ces below

,,

conlracts

Other Publications
Trarn ng Manua s

(TM xxx)

Technrca Translat ons

(TT xxx)

Serres for educalon ol users or potentra
users ol ESA programmes serv ces or

tac tes
T'a.s alro^s ol .alronal spd(

documents

(lvl crofrche or

pnorocopy on

y)

e

Pr ces from ESR

e aled

N

ESBIN, V a GaI eo Gal ler,

CP64 00044 Frascalr ltr1y,
or ESA/IRS Ofl ce, 8 l0 [,4arro
75738 Parrs

Public-relations malerial

Charges for printed documents
Number of pages In document

EO

Pnce (Dutch Gurlders)

35

1

-50

l5

c Belatrons

Serv ce

General terature, posters

ESA Publ

photographs

8 10 rue Marto Ntkts
75738 ?ar S l5 France

f lms, etc

tr

E2

E3

51-100

101 200

201

50

70

80

Nrkis

France

E4

-400

401

-600

100

Note
ln the last three years we have left the price of our pubtications unchanged Costs have risen in that ttme, parttculaily postal charges, and f rom
1994 new prices wtll be charged as shown above
To

1

January

compensate for thts rncrease lwo discounts will be possrble:
a All orders over Dfl 110 - dtscount of 100/0
b Atl orders lor addresses outside Europe over Dfl 110 - no extra payment for atrmail

q6
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Order Form for ESA Publications
IMPORTANT

1.

Orders must be accompanied by a Cheque orlnternational Banker's Draft, in Dutch Gurlders,
made payable to 'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before receipt of

2

Within Europe mailing is free-of-charge. Outside Europe airmail is free-of-charge for orders over
Dfl. 110; smaller orders are sent sea mail.

payment.

RETURN TO: FINANCE DIVISION (EFA/P)
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299
22OO AG NOORDWIJK
THE NETHERLANDS
No. of
copres

ESA

Price per
copy, Dfl.

Title

reference

Total:

Discount for orders over Dfl. 110: 100/o of total:
Total amount enclosed: Dfl.

MAILING ADDRESS (Print carefully)

Name

...

Function

Organisation . .

.

Mailing Address
Town & Postal Code

.

Country

Date

.

Signature

METHOD OF PAYMENT (Please tick box)
Cheque
enclosed' made payable to ESA Publications Division'
Internationar Banker,s Draft

Total

Dft.

Mechanical requirements
Printing material:
Usable material:
vvPy
^^^.,

l^+^.
uorE.

(in Noordwijk)

Type area

Bleed amount:

Gopy dates

1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsion
side down)
Negative, artwork ready for reproduction
All production charges are invoiced separately
Ready for printing: 30 days before publication
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after
reservation should be notified immediatelv
fax (31) (0)1719-17400
tel. (31) (0)1 719 837e4
1/1 page
112 page
112 page
114 page
114 page
60/cm

Page size:

-

-

297mm

vertical
horizontal
vertical

horizontal

185/265 mm
911265 mm
185/131 mm
91i131 mm
185/ 65 mm

high
high
high
high
high

150/inch

x

February, May, August and November
March. June, Seotember and December

(Series discount also applies to combrned space bookings in

Bulletin & Journal)

page B/W
1/2 page B/W
1/4 page B/W

1

200800

-

8x

1

600-

1.200

1

000-

800

700

600

nungary
lceland
India
Indonesia

-

-

Extra charge for 4 colour processing: 1 500
- Dutch Guilders
Loose inserts (by application only) 1/A4 3 000.-

Sao Tome
& Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Qinnannro
Slovakia

lraq
lreland

Slovenia
South Africa

tsrael
Italy

Spain

Belize
Benin

lvory Coast

Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Botswana

Jamarca
Japan

Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria

Brazil

Kuwait
Latvra

Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Commonwealth of

JOrOan

Kenya
KOrea

Leoanon
Liechtenstein
Libya
Lithuania
LUXemOOUTg

Macedonia
t^A^^^^^^"
^rvrdud9d-udl
Mali

Malta
Mauritania
Independent States Mauritius
Mexico
Congo
Monaco
Costa Rica
Mongolia
Croatia
lvlontenegro
Cuba
Morocco
Cyprus

Rates in Dutch Guilders

4X

Honduras
Hong Kong

lran

Burkina Faso
(Upper Volta)

3mm

1x

Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belgium

Bulgaria

21Omm

lssue dates
ESA Bulletin:
ESA Journal:

Circulation

Sri Lanka

Tahiti

Taiwan
Tanzania

Thailand
Togo
Trinidad
qr
^^iru T^h^^^
rvuavu
Tunisia
Turkey

Uganda
UAE

United Kingdom
uruguay
USA

Vietnam
Yemen
Zaire

/'zonh Qonr rhlin

l\/nzamhinrro

Zambia

Denmark

Nepal
Netherlands

Zimbabwe

Dominican Republic
Dubai
Ecuador
Egvpt
El Salvador
Estonia

Ethiopia
Faroe lslands
Fiji

Finland
France
French Guiana
Gabon
Gambia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Guatemala

Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
North Cyprus
Pakistan

Papua New Guinea
Peru

Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar

Romania
Rwanda

esa

european space agency

agence spatiale europ6enne

